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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The breeding ecology of Piping Plovers Charadrius melodus was examined on

the central barrier islands of Long Island N.Y during the 1992 and 1993 breeding

seasons The study was conducted on Fire Island Jones Beach and the western

11.5 km of Westhampton

We surveyed 88.5 km of beachfront and noted the location of all plover nests

found We checked nests and broods every 1-3 days thereafter and noted nest

condition and the presence of people or predators if any We recorded habitat

use and foraging rates during 5-minute sample periods We obtained indices of

arthropod abundance by counting the insects caught on the sticky surfaces of one

vertical and one horizontal paint stirrer during 3-hour sample periods We

modelled the probability of plover nesting using logistic regression We tested

the ability of 34 variables to predict plover use of beaches for nesting Four of the

tested variables were microhabitat variables describing the substrate Six

variables were measures of habitat size e.g beach width Eleven variables

were measures of the distance to some habitat component e.g distance to open

vegetation distance to the nearest bath house and 13 variables were counts of

entities that might disturb plovers pedestrians dogs gulls etc.

The estimated breeding populations were 79 pairs in 1992 and 82 pairs in 1993

Productivity was 1.08 chicks fledged per pair The population appeared stable

Predation was the leading cause of nest loss 30% and crows Corvus

brachyrhynchos and/or ossifragus accounted for 71% of nests lost to

predation Probability of survival was greater for nests with predator exclosures

than for nests without 64% vs 20%
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All beaches with ephemeral pools or access to the bay intertidal zone were used

for nesting

Evidence supported the hypothesis that ephemeral pools were of greater quality

for brood-rearing than other ocean beach habitats intertidal zone intertidal zone

wrack berm berm wrack and open vegetation Broods with access to

ephemeral pools spent more time in them and when in them they were exposed

to greater arthropod abundances and foraged at higher rate then when in other

habitats In 1992 but not in 1993 survival was greater for broods with access to

ephemeral pools7 than for those without On beaches without ephemeral pools

and habitats intertidal zone wrack and open vegetation were important brood

foraging habitats

beach that .was not used for nesting in 1992 was breached in the winter winter

of 1993 recurved sandspit and intertidal flats formed on the bay side west of the

new inlet Five pairs nested near these flats The brood-rearing quality of bay

intrtidaI flats appeared greater than that of ocean intertidal zone wrack and

other ocean beach habitats based on colonization by adults and on use by

broods but similar to ocean intertidal zone wrack based on foraging rates

arthropdd abundance and survival

Pedestrian disturbance probably contributed to low brood survival in locations

and off-road vehicles killed chicks

Effects of predation on brood survival could not be quantified and may have

masked the effects of foraging habitat quality and disturbance in some cases
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logistic regression model for Jones Beach indicated that the probability of

plover nesting diminished with increasing pedestrian disturbance model of

Fire Island and Westhampton Beach indicated that the probability of plover

nesting increased with increasing open vegetation width Beaches with suitable

brood-rearing habitat of open vegetation ephemeral pools breaches and

overwash fans were scarce on Fire Island National Seashore

10 Overall productivity was just high enough to support stable population but not

high enough to drive population increase Some local areas e.g West Jones

Beach had high productivity and others e.g Westhampton Beach Jones East

had such low productivity that sub-populations may only survive there because

of immigration from other more productive areas

11 variety of management efforts can increase plover productivity and/or survival

on the New York barrier islands

Construction of predator exciosures around nests in places where such

exclosure would not attract people

Protection of broods from pedestrian and vehicular traffic which can cause

direct mortality or interfere with normal behavior

Creation and/or protection of high quality brood habitat Components of

these habitats include

Overwashes
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Inlets without jetties

Ephemeral pools

Open vegetation

Wrack
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INTRODUCTION

In 1986 the Piping Plover Charadrius melodus was classified as Endangered

in the Great Lakes region and Threatened throughout the rest of its range and

afforded protection under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 Federal Register

1985 In 1988 the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service developed The Atlantic Coast Piping

Plover Recovery Plan Dyer et al 1988 The plans goal is to double the population

from the 1986 census figure of 600 pairs to 1200 pairs There were 790 pairs of Piping

Plovers as of 1993

Overall the Atlantic Coast population decline is attributed to predation loss of

breeding and wintering habitat to disturbance from pedestrians off-road vehicles

ORVs and pets e.g Wilcox 1959 Arbib 1979 Cairns 1977 Maclvor et al 1988

Goldin et al 1989 Riepe 1989 Hoopes et al 1991 Common nest and chick predators

are Red Foxes Vulpes vulpes Raccoons Procyon lotor and feral cats New York

Piping Plover populations have declined by about 62% since 1939 from an estimated

500 pairs Wilcox 1959 to 1993 estimate of 192 pairs U.S Fish and Wildlife Service

1993 The number of adult pairs rose from 110 in 1984 to 191 in 1989 but the

increase is considered result of increased observer effort and not actual population

growth Downer and Leibelt 1990

Despite number of recent studies documenting Piping Plover habitat use and

the relative importance of various effects on reproductive success it is still not clear
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why nesting pairs select some beaches and leave other apparently suitable beaches

vacant This complicates assessment of the effects of beach modification and

management efforts For example plovers appear to tolerate various levels of human

disturbance under varying conditions Thus it is not possible to examine the human

traffic on beach and make quick assessment of whether that traffic will preclude

plover use

The barrier islands of central Long Island New York provide case in point

As of 1993 the density of nesting Piping Plovers was much lower on Fire Island 0.1

pairs per kilometer than on Jones Beach 1.9 pairs per kilometer or on the western

11.5 km of Westhampton Beach 2.4 pairs per kilometer Productivity for the study

areas islands also varies widely

Explanations that have been advanced for the different densities and

productivities include differences among beaches in physiography foraging habitat

quality human disturbance and predation Patterson 1988 speculated that access

to brood foraging habitat drove the distribution of nesting on Assateague Island

National Seashore ASIS Loegering 1992 found that probability of survival was

greater for ASIS chicks foraging in bay beaches and island interior habitats than for

chicks foraging on ocean beach habitats In our study we tested the hypothesis that

the pattern of nesting and productivity was related to access to high-quality brood

foraging habitat We also tested the hypotheses that the pattern of nesting and

productivity was related to predation and human disturbance
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OBJECTIVES

Our objectives were to estimate numbers and distribution of breeding pairs

on the central barrier islands of Long Island N.Y estimate nest survival brood

survival and overall productivity estimate brood habitat use time budgets

disturbance and foraging rates in various habitats estimate arthropod abundances

in various habitats and relate them to foraging rates build and test model

predicting the probability Piping Plovers will select particular segment of beachfront

for nesting and brood-rearing given physiographic habitat characteristics

anthropogenic disturbance and predation and recommend management practices

to improve Piping Plover productivity on New York barrier island beaches especially

within Fire Island National Seashore wheredespite subjectively good

habitat-plovers only rarely breed
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STUDY AREA

The study area included 88.5 km of beachfront along barrier islands off the

southern coast of Long Island New York Fig The western 25.0 km of Jones

Beach west of Fire Island Inlet included west to east Jones Beach State Park

Tobay Beach Gilgo Beach Gilgo State Park Cedar and Overlook Town Babylon

Beaches and Sore Thumb Fig Fire Island was 52.0 km long and was bounded

by Fire Island Inlet on the west and Moriches Inlet on the east Fire Island included

west to east Robert Moses State Park Fire Island National Seashore FIIS and

Smith Point County Park Fig The western 11.5 km of Westhampton immediately

east of Moriches Inlet constituted the remainder of the study area Westhampton

included west to east Cupsogue County Park Pikes Beach and Westhampton Beach

Proper Fig Eleven stretches of beach were used by nesting Piping Plovers in

1992 and 1993 Physiography types of foraging habitat available .recreational use

and types of predators varied widely

Jones Beach

This report uses Jones as shorthand for the entire Jones Beach barrier island

Ocean Parkway 4-lane highway running the length of the Jones barrier island was

used by recreationists and commuters In places the highway was quite close to the
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beaches and separated only by one row of natural or artificial dunes The highway

was lined with tall lampposts and patches of imported Japanese Black Pine Pinus

thunbergii Crows used these as hunting perches

We divided the nesting portions of Jones into three nesting zones or stretches

of beach based on presence or absence of ephemeral pools Jones West Jones Mid

and Jones East Table Ephemeral pools were zones of variable size

10m2-35000m2 and shape rectangular oval or convoluted with peninsulas and

islands of dunes where water collected following storm rains and sea washover

They were usually behind but sometimes in front of vegetated dunes on the wider

portions 95 of Jones West and Jones East but were present on no other portion

of the study area The pools had sandy to muddy substrates which hosted insects

and attracted foraging birds Some contained water throughout the year while others

dried up completely until the next storm hence our use of the term ephemeral

Table

Jones West included Jones Beach State Park Jones Mid included Gilgo

Beach and Gilgo State Park and Jones East included Cedar and Overlook Beaches

Fig Jones West had wide beaches ephemeral pools low vegetated dunes

unvegetated patches of sand among the dunes interdune and low shrubs and

pines on parts of the island interior The ephemeral pools were roped off with

symbolic fencing to create refuges for nesting shorebirds The barrier tip was jettied

at Jones In let Dune roads criss-crossed the island interior just east of the jetty and

large parking lots and bathhouses bordered the ocean beach at roughly 1-mile

intervals Clusters of lifeguard chairs and garbage cans were placed in front of the

bathhouses Beaches in front of the bathhouses were heavily used by pedestrians
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sections between bathhouses were lightly used Official ORVs police and State Park

maintenance patrolled all beaches Plover nests clustered around ephemeral pools

Jones Mid was narrow with no ephemeral pools and medium to low

vegetated and unvegetated natural and man-made dunes There was evidence of

erosion scarps and portions of the berm were artificially renourished Ocean

Parkway came quite close to the beach and lampposts and pines bordered the

dunes There were only municipal bathhouses on the ocean side of Ocean

Parkway but there was residential housing on the bay side Beaches in front of the

bathhouses were heavily used by pedestrians sections between bathhouses were

lightly used Official ORVs police and park maintenance patrolled all beaches

Recreational fisherman used most of Jones Mid thus ORV tire ruts were deep and

spread across the berm Plover nesting was thinly spread out over Jones Mid

Jones East was wide with ephemeral pools low vegetated dunes and

interdune Two bathhouses Cedar and Overlook faced wide berms with lifeguard

chairs and garbage cans in front The ephemeral pools were roped off with symbolic

fencing to create refuge for nesting shorebirds At the eastern end of the study area

on Jones Sore Thumb was tidal pool gull colony and bordering Fire Island

Inlet jetty Official ORVs police patrolled all beaches and Fishermen used Sore

Thumb Plover nests aggregated around ephemeral pools
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Fire Island

Fire Island was wide at the western Democrat Point and eastern Smith Point

tips of medium width at several Fire Island National Seashore FIIS points Sailors

Haven Watch Hill Old Inlet the eastern Checkpoint and several Smith Point County

Park points but it was narrow in most other sections The western tip Democrat

Point was jettied but recurving spit developed out into Fire Island Inlet so that the

barrier tip was effectively unjettied Tidal pools and flats developed on the bay side

of the spit The interior adjacent to the tip was criss-crossed with dune roads The

berm was extensively used by fishermen it was deeply rutted by ORV tires

Bathhouses about every miles lined the beachfront along Robert Moses State

Park 4-lane highway bordered the beach for about miles then ended at the

western terminus of FIIS

Thirty-three-kilometer-long FIIS occupied the middle of Fire Island but stretches

of undeveloped park were interrupted by dense summer community developments

The summer communities were extensive and usually each bordered the the next

The berm was very narrow and signs of erosion were extensive scarping houses

collapsed into the intertidal zone In the communities island interior woody

vegetation was restricted to tiny spots between houses Communities extended from

the FIIS Lighthouse area to Sailors Haven At Sailors Haven FIIS there was little

development other than bathhouse and several residences for park personnel

From there the communities extended east to Watch Hill FIIS From Watch Hill the

Wilderness Area of FllS extended east West of the Wilderness Area pedestrian

recreational use of the beach was common but the remote Wilderness Area was very
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lightly used It had medium to narrow beaches with moderate to high dunes some

vegetated some bare Woody vegetation was apparently in natural state in the

island interior where foxes were sighted regularly Old Inlet an area where an inlet

once bisected Fire Island was in the middle of the Wilderness Area Several very

small communities interrupted the stretch of Wilderness Area FIIS received

moderate ORV traffic from FIIS personnel municipal and NPSrangers emergency

vehicles utility trucks and some residents except within vehicle exclosures see

below

At the eastern terminus of FIIS were popular bathing beaches within FIIS

and within Smith Point County Park Past these the beach was devoted to ORV

recreation the berm was covered with ORV ruts The vegetation of the island interior

was apparently in natural state and foxes were seen regularly Fox tracks and

den were seen along an interior dune road Fire Island terminated on the east at

jetty adjacent to Moriches Inlet

Nesting Beaches Piping Plovers nested at Democrat Point Sailors Haven

Watch Hill Old Inlet and the eastern end of Smith Point County Park Fig One

Watch Hill nesting site was atop the bayside marina dredge spoil site the other

oceanfront site was within the vehicle exclosure just west of the Wilderness Area

Fig 2. The Smith Point County Park nesting site was closed to recreational ORVs

It received light pedestrian traffic and moderate vehicular traffic from State Park

patrols and unauthorized ORVs

Vehicle Exclosures Three 1-km to 1.5-km stretches of beach were closed to

all types of ORVs on FIIS Fig Only emergency vehicles were permitted to transit
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these exclosures The western exclosure was in front of the FIIS Lighthouse area the

middle exclosure at Sailors Haven and the eastern exclosure at Watch Hill These

locations were not plover nesting locations before 1992 and presented the

opportunity to study the possibility of influencing Piping Plover beach selection

However the exclosures were primarily located at points where ORVs could be

rerouted through the island interior on existing roads and therefore did not

necessarily contain optimal plover habitat

Westhampton Beach 11.5 km

This report uses Westhampton as shorthand for the western 11.5 km of

Westhampton Beach The western terminus of Westhampton was Cupsogue County

park which was wide to moderate in width with low vegetated dunes and gravel

dune road along the interior jetty atthe barrier tip was adjacent to Moriches Inlet

Fox tracks were seen The interior was in natural state except for the road and

bathhouse and parking lot These were not used as as Cupsogue County Park was

closed At Cupsogue pedestrian use was light Although the park was officially

closed ORVs crossed the dunes and drove on the beach

Pikes Beach occupied the middle of the 11.5 km stretch of beachfront studied

on Westhampton During the 1992 breeding season the beach was narrow and

heavily developed large summer homes There was little natural island interior

vegetation Signs of erosion included houses crumbled into the intertidal zone

uprooted chunks of tarmac from paved road that ran down the island interior
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portions of septic systems and household goods strewn across the beach

Telephone poles were knocked askew One portion of the beach had been

overwashed in 1992 during high storm tides in March and June Pedestrian and ORV

use was light because most homeowners did not have permission to live in the

damaged houses and because there were no utilities Fox and cat tracks were seen

leading into and out of abandoned houses

new inlet Little Pikes Inlet was opened by winter storms in late 1992 where

the overwash was observed in 1992 The inlet located on the eastern third of Pikes

Beach Fig was widened during the blizzard of March 1993 Dozens of houses

were swept out into the bay recurved spit on the western bay side of the inlet

developed over the spring and summer months The area became inaccessible to

off-road vehicles other than those few transported by boat We were transported by

the Town of Southhampton Fire Marshall via boat to Pikes Beach and were

constrained to 3-hour visits twice per week This schedule did not allow time to

survey Cupsogue in 1993 The U.S Army Corps of Engineers began work to close

Little Pikes Inlet in July 1993 completed January 1993

Westhampton Beach Proper was heavily developed There was no island

interior to speak of and paved road ran down the middle of the island Houses and

utility poles lined the road However the the houses on the ocean side of the road

were set back from the beach so that strip of vegetated dune separated the houses

from the berm Paths through the vegetation lead from the houses to the berm

groin field protected Westhampton Beach Proper from erosion Pedestrian use was

variable and ORV use was curtailed by the groins Cat tracks were ubiquitous
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Nesting Beaches In 1992 Piping Plovers used sites for nesting on the

western 11.5 km of Westhampton Beach viz Cupsogue County Park and

Westhampton Beach Proper Fig At Westhampton Beach Proper plovers nested

among groins along 5-km stretch from the western-most groin at Pikes Beach to

Rogers Pavilion Pikes Beach was not used for nesting in 1992 but in 1993 the area

west of the new spit was colonized by pairs of Piping Plovers and an estimated 600

Least Terns Sterna antillarum the largest Least Tern colony in the study area
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CHAPTER PIPING PLOVER BREEDING BIOLOGY

Certain portions of the central barrier islands of Long Island may not be able to

contribute to the recovery of the New York Piping Plover population due to lack of

suitable habitat Also some nesting beaches may serve as population sinks

low-quality sites in which productivity fails to keep pace with mortality Pulliam and

Danielson 1991 On sites serving as sinks low productivity may be due to low nest

and/or brood survival due in turn to predation and/or human disturbance

Of particular concern is the low density of pairs 0.06 pairs per kilometer

pairs/33 km nesting on apparently available beachfront on Fire Island National

Seashore FIIS Low Piping Plover use of FIIS could indicate that most habitat on

FIIS is unsuitable for nesting and brood-rearing Probability of nest survival could be

diminished by pedestrian disturbance ORVs pets and/or predation from foxes cats

crows and other avian predators Likewise brood survival could be diminished by

human disturbance predation and/or lack of suitable foraging habitat

Patterson believed that the pattern of nesting observed on Assateague Island

National Seashore ASIS in Virginia and Maryland was determined by the presence

and accessibility of certain types of foraging habitats Nests appeared to be arranged

to give broods ready access to bayside tidal flats saltwater pools formed by storm

tides and drawn down waterfowl impoundment Patterson 1988
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We predicted based on work on ASIS that access to brood foraging habitat

would drive nesting distribution Our objectives were to estimate numbers and

distribution of breeding pairs and estimate nest survival brood survival and

productivity throughout the study area
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METHODS

Surveys of Beachfront

In March of 1992 we conceptually divided the barrier islands beachfront into

1-km segments There were 88.5 segments we numbered them from to 88 with

segment at the western end of the study area Jones West and segment 88 at the

eastern end Westhampton Beach Proper We considered the mark within each

segment to be the western boundary and the 1000 mark to be the eastern

boundary The width from south to north of segments varied with the width of the

barrier islands

We used color-coded flagging to mark segment boundaries and the 100 and

500 marks within Fig From mid-March through early April we conducted

surveys over the entire study area to determine which segments of beachfront were

used by Piping Plovers Survey direction alternated between west-to-east and

east-to-west Locations of Piping Plovers observed were plotted on 1988

reproductions of aerial photos taken in 1983 New York DEC 1988 Additional

sightings by The Nature Conservancy TNC stewards Long Island Audubon Society

members and FIIS personnel were noted in an attempt to thoroughly canvass the

88.5 km of beachfront

nesting segment was one used by Piping Plovers for nesting We surveyed

nesting segments n30 in 1992 n31 in 1993 from April through August 15 If
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segment of beachfront was classified as non-nesting but had history of nesting or

evidence that plovers were investigating the area for nesting we continued to check

it through July Surveys on nesting segments ended when the last brood on the

segment fledged

Nest Location and Nest Habitat Measurements

When nesting behavior was observed we intensively searched the area in an

attempt to locate nests When we found nests we subtly marked them with beach

debris placed at least 10 from the nest in way that did not attract the attention

of humans or predators We then measured nest habitat characteristics see Chapter

METHODS and Table 49

Predator Exciosures

We provided our study areas nest site locations to The Nature Conservancy

TNC of Long Island TNC stewards constructed predator exclosures around as many

Long Island Piping Plover nests as logistically feasible except those on FIIS They

built exclosures on private municipal county and state property although none was

built on Westhampton Beach Proper due to difficulties in obtaining landowner

permission Fire Island National Seashore personnel constructed circular

exclosures at Sailors Haven at Watch Hill at Old Inlet and triangular

exciosure at Watch Hill on FIIS Although the distribution and construction of

predator exclosures were not part of our study design we included an analysis of the

effects of exclosures on nest survival

The circular exclosures were 91 .4cm to 101 .6cm to 34 high no less than

4.88 rn 16 in diameter with 15.24 1.22 50 sections of galvinized
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turkey-Wire fencing mesh size 5.1cm 10.2cm manufactured by Agway

Huntington N.Y. Stewards buried the fencing 20.3cm to 30.5cm 8-12 deep in the

sand and drove 1.22 steel stakes Lug-U fence post heavy duty

manufactured by Agway Huntington N.Y into the sand below the top of the fence

to stabilize the fencing They strung the tops of the exciosures with nylon string in

1992 and in early 1993 Several weeks into the 1993 nesting season they switched to

Ross garden netting manufactured by Agway Huntington N.Y with mesh size 1.6

cm 2.0 cm

The triangular exclosure on FIIS was built with the same materials as the

circular exclosures It measured 6.1 20 on each side with the bottom 0.3

buried and bent out 60 degrees from the vertical plane to discourage tunneling and

the top 0.3 bent out 30 degrees to discourage climbing The fencing was

secured with stakes buried 30.5 cm 12 in the sand and topped with nylon string

Egg Nest and Brood survival

When we first located nests we approached them and counted the eggs

Thereafter we checked them with binoculars every ito days days to see

whether the adults were still incubating We recorded causes of egg and nest loss

when possible from presence of animal tracks evidence of digging by foxes peck

holes in shells from avian predators storm tide washover accompanied by scattered

eggs sand burial evidence left following human vandalism and abandonment We

recorded humber and location of renest attempts and number of eggs and nests

surviving to hatch After broods hatched out we located each brood every to days

1.5 days to determine the number fledging and the cause of chick loss if
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possible Any bird still alive and uninjured at 25 days of age or older we considered

fledged

Nest and Brood Disturbance and Predation

During surveys of nesting segments searching for adult plovers nests and/or

broods we stopped at the 100 and 500 marks of the segment Fig We stood

approximately midway between the edge of the water and the open vegetation We

then counted the number of people ORVs dogs and avian predators within 100

radius of where we stood instantaneous disturbance counts When checking

nest or brood we made instantaneous disturbance counts within 100 radius of

the nest or brood

During the nesting stage we approached nests on foot once week to search

for evidence of human or predator presence within 20 of nests and counted the

number and type of trails scats garbage etc We raked tracks away as we left nest

sites The areas within 20 of failed nests were closely inspected for predator

evidence such as fox and crow tracks peck holes in egg shells and yolk in the sand

Statistical Analyses

Adjacent nesting segments were grouped Nesting segments or groups of

nesting segments were considered discrete nesting beaches if bordered to the east

and west by non-nesting segments or if separated from other nesting areas by

physiographic features e.g inlets buildings

We used the Mayfield method Mayfield 1975 Heisey and Fuller 1985 to

estimate nest survival the probability that nest would survive to hatch We used
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1-tailed Z-tests for differences in proportions to test for differences in survival of nests

with and without predator exciosures We expected that the presence of predator

exciosures around some nests but not others would confound the effects of habitat

and disturbance characteristics on probability of nest survival Thus we used logistic

regression to model the effects of predator exclosures habitat characteristics and

disturbance on nest survival Collet 1991 Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989 Pine pers

commun 1994

We determined the number of chicks and broods hatched and fledged and

attempted to determine cause of chick loss Chick survival was the number of chicks

fledged divided by the number hatched multiplied by 100 We used the brood as the

unit for estimating survival of the young for quantitative tests since we believe chicks

within brood cannot be considered independent We defined brood survival as the

number of broods that fledged at least one chick divided by the total number of

broods hatched multiplied by 100 We used 1-tailed Z-tests for differences in

proportions to test for differences in survival for broods with and without access to

ephemeral pools or bay beach habitats We used 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests

to test for differences in instantaneous counts of potential disturbance sources and

in percentage of time disturbed by various sources for broods that survived or died

We believed that summaries of numbers of pairs productivity egg nest and

brood survival for each year separately would be valuable to Piping Plover

conservation efforts on the central barrier islands of Long Island Hence we

presented results for 1992 and 1993 separately
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RESULTS

Number and Distribution of Pairs

Densities of breeding plover pairs on Jones and Westhampton 1.8 and 2.1 pairs

per kilometer in 1992 1.9 and 2.4 pairs per kilometer in 1993 respectively were much

greater than densities on Fire Island 0.2 pairs and 0.1 pairs Table At 0.06 pairs

per kilometer in both years density was lowest within Fire Island National Seashore

consistent with documented FIIS plover numbers in the period 1984 to 1989 Downer

and Leibelt 1990

An estimated 79 pairs of Piping Plovers nested at least once in the entire study

area in 1992 and an estimated 82 pairs nested in 1993 Table In both years most

were on Jones n44 in 1992 and n47 in 1993 fewest on Fire Island n11 n8
and an intermediate number on Westhampton n24 n27 Only pairs nested

within FIIS in both years

Most pairs and chicks were found on Jones West in both years Table where

there were 23 pairs in 1992 and 31 in 1993 Nesting pairs clustered around ephemeral

pools on both Jones West and Jones East in both years all segments of beachfront

with ephemeral pools were used Jones Mid had 15 pairs in 1992 and in 1993

Jones East had pairs in both years Numbers of pairs were the same in both years
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on Democrat Point n2 and Sailors Haven n1 Table One pair of Piping

Plovers nested at Watch Hill in 1992 but not in 1993 In 1993 however pair nested

at Old Inlet Seven pairs nested at Smith Point in 1992 and in 1993 Cupsogue had

pairs in both years Table Pikes beach had pairs in 1992 and pairs in 1993

after the inlet opened Westhampton Beach Proper had 18 pairs in 1992 and 16 in

1993

Egg and Nest Survival

Of 440 eggs observed in 1992 161 37% hatched Table Of 429 eggs

observed in 1993 166 39% hatched Table Crow predation was the leading

cause of egg loss in 1992 45% Table and in 1993 54% Table

Probability of nest survival was 38% in 1992 Table and 35% in 1993 Table

Among barrier islands probability of nest survival was highest on Fire Island in

both years 52% 14 pairs in 1992 10 in 1993 and intermediate on Jones in both

years 40% in 1992 42% in 1993 69 pairs in each year Probability of nest survival

was lowest on Westhampton in both years 39 pairs in 1992 36 pairs in 1993 and

dropped considerably from 28% in 1992 to 19% in 1993 Tables and

Probability of nest survival was 68% on FIIS in 1992 and 100% in 1993 but this

was based on only pairs in each year Tables and Probability of nest survival

was consistently low on Jones Mid 22% in both years and consistently lowest on
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Westhampton Beach Proper 20% in 1992 and 13% in 1993 Probability of nest

survival was extremely low on Jones East in 1993 7% Table

Fifty percent and 51% of nests observed were lost in 1992 and 1993 respectively

Tables 10 and 11 Predation accounted for 57% 35/61 of nests lost in 1992 and for

59% 35/59 in 1993 In 1992 predation was the leading cause of nest loss on Jones

and Fire Island as opposed to storm flooding on Westhampton Table 10 In 1993

predation was the leading cause of nest loss on .all barrier islands

American Crows Corvus brachyrhynchos and/or Fish Crows ossfragus

accounted for 74% of all nests lost to predation in 1992 Table 12 and 68% in 1993

Table 13 Crows were responsible for 84% of nests lost to predation on Jones in

1992 and for 89% in 1993 Crows accounted for 33% of nests lost to predation on

Westhampton in 1992 and for 50% in 1993 In contrast Red Foxes took 100% of the

few nests lost to predation on Fire Island in both years

Predator Exciosures

The Nature Conservancy constructed 35 of 38 exclosures on the study area in

1992 and 56 of 58 exclosures in 1993 FIIS constructed in 1992 and in 1993 None

was constructed on Westhampton

The proportion of nests surviving to hatch was significantly higher for nests with

exclosures than for those without in both years and for pooled 1992 and 1993 74%
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vs 39% 1-tailed Z-test for differences in proportions Z-3.519 P0.0002 in 1992

69% vs 28% Z-4.387 P0.0001 in 1993 71% vs 35% Z-5.4541 P0.0001 in

pooled 1992 and 1993 Table 14 Mayfield estimates of survival for nests with

exciosures were greater than for those without in both years 68% vs 25% 1-tailed

Z-test for differences in proportions Z-4.316 P0.00001 in 1992 61% vs 12%

Z-4.668 P0.00001 in 1993 64% vs 20% Z-6.206 P0.00001 in 1992 and 1993

Table 15 logistic regression analysis indicated that nest survival was function of

predator exciosure status Table 16 Nest habitat variables and disturbance

variables did not enter the model

Of the 26 nests predated by crows over the study area in 1992 25 did not have

excIosures Table 17 The one nest with an exclosure lost to crow was taken when

the bird slipped between widely spaced strings Of the 24 nests predated by crows

over the study area in 1993 14 did not have exclosures Table 17 Crows along

Jones predated 10 early-season nests with exclosures by slipping through string

tops Nature Conservancy stewards responded by switching to plastic mesh tops

No nests with mesh-top exclosures were lost to crows

Of nests lost to foxes had exclosures Table 17 In 1992 evidence indicated

fox dug under the bayside Watch Hill Marina predator exciosure circular and

predated the nest within pair of plovers probably the same pair subsequently

initiated nest in oceanside the Watch Hill vehicle exciosure There FIIS personnel

built triangular exclosure the design of which was thought to be more effective

against Red Fox predation than the standard circular exclosure The nest survived

to hatch In 1993 Jones West nest succumbed when fox climbed the circular

exclosure and tore hole through the plastic mesh
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Chick Mortality

Seventy-five percent of chick mortality occurred within the first 11 days of life in

1992 Figure and the first 12 days of life in 1993 Figure Mortality peaked in the

first 24 hours of life in 1992 and in the second 24 hours in 1993 second peak in

1992 occurred among 8- to 9-day-old chicks Mortality in 1993 was variable but

exhibited general downward trend

Cause of chick loss was extremely difficult to determine and was verified for

only chick deaths out of 161 In 1993 we found 4-day-old chick dying at Old Inlet

Ward Stone of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation Wildlife

Pathology Unit in Delmar N.Y performed necropsy on the Old Inlet chick on

7/29/93 He reported that the chick had no sign of parasitic disease but was not in

good flesh and had no fat reserves he ascribed death to starvation In 1992 we

found 12-day-old chick crushed in tire rut at Sailors Haven FIIS Stones

necropsy report issued 8/4/92 found the chick in good flesh with substantial fat

reserves and no sign of infectious or parasitic disease although disease could have

been obscured by the extent of the trauma flattened Abdominal viscera protruded

from gaping hole in the belly His diagnosis was that blunt effects trauma killed the

chick In 1992 the manager of Gilgo Beach on Jones Mid showed us 22-day-old

chick flattened in an ORV tire rut but no necropsy was performed
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Chick and Brood Survival

Chick survival was 48% in 1992 Table 18 and 54% in 1993 Table 19 In 1992

chick survival was highest on Jones 58% chicks fledged/96 hatched lowest on

Westhampton 30% and intermediate on Fire Island 44% Chick

survival was 67% 4/6 on FIIS in 1992 In 1993 chick survival was 65% on Fire Island

and 60% on FIIS It was similar on Jones 51% 61/119 and

Westhampton 52% Westhampton chick survival improved substantially

from 1992 to 1993

Brood survival was 66% in 1992 Table 20 and 71% In 1993 Table 21 In 1992

percent brood survival was highest at Jones 80% 28 broods fledged/35 hatched

lowest on Westhampton 35% and intermediate on Fire Island 67%

Brood survival was 100% 2/2 on FIIS in 1992 In 1993 brood survival was similar

on Jones 71% 27/38 Fire Island 71% 5/7 and Westhampton 73%

Brood survival was 50% 1/2 on FIIS in 1993

In 1992 survival was higher for broods with access to ephemeral pools 85%

than for broods with access to only open vegetation berm wrack berm intertidal

zone wrack and intertidal zone of the ocean beach 53% 1-tailed Z-test for

differences in proportions Z-2.58 P0.01 Table 22 But in 1993 survival between

the groups was not different 71% vs 75% Z0.33 P0.37 For pooled 1992 and

1993 survival was higher for broods with access 79% than for those without access

59% Z-2.32 0.01 Table 22
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Broods had access to ephemeral pools in both years but in 1992 only one brood

had access to bay habitats and it disappeared at day of age Eight broods had

access to bay habitats in 1993 For 1993 and for pooled 1992 and 1993 survival of

broods with access to bay beach habitats was not different from broods without

access to ephemeral pools or bay beach habitats 71% vs 57% 1-tailed Z-test for

differences in proportions Z0.63 P0.48 in 1993 59% 50% Z0.47 P0.36

in 1992 and 1993 Table 23

In both years counts of potential disturbance sources pedestrians ORVs

dogs and gulls did not differ for broods that survived or died 1-tailed Wilcoxon

rank-sum 2-sample test -1.32Z0.22 0.19P0.98 In 1992 and in 1993 there was

no evidence that broods that died were disturbed more by various sources

pedestrians ORVs territorial encounters intraspecific territorial encounters terns

gulls and dogs see Chapter than broods that survived 1-tailed Wilcoxon

rank-sum 2-sample test -0.89Z0.37 0.29P0.99 Table 24

Productivity

Overall productivity was 1.00 chick fledged per pair in 1992 and 1.17 in 1993

Table Productivity was consistently highest on Jones 1.27 in 1992 1.30 in 1993

mixed on Fire Island 1.00 in 1992 1.62 in 1993 and lowest on Westhampton 0.50 in

19920.71 in 1993
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DISCUSSION

Patterns in Nesting Distribution

The aggregation of Piping Plover nests around ephemeral pools Jones West

Jones East suggested these may offer preferred foraging habitats for Piping Plover

broods Pikes Beach had not been used for nesting for years pair was observed

in 1985 Downer and Leibelt 1990 but in 1993 was used by pairs following

development of recurved spit and bay tidal flats after winter storms breached Pikes

Beach This suggested access to the bay intertidal zone was important The

appearance of pair at the new overwash fan at Old Inlet which had no record of use

since 1985 pre-1985 use was not documented Downer and Leibelt 1990 also

suggested access to the bay intertidal zone was important Aggregation of nests

around bay tidal flats and ephemeral pools was observed by Patterson 1988 At ASIS

in Virginia Patterson found that the pattern of nesting observed on the island was

determined by the presence and accessibility of certain types of foraging habitats

Foraging habitats that seemed to influence nesting distribution included bayside mud

and sandflats saltwater pools formed by storm tides and drawn down waterfowl

impoundment

Where ephemeral pools bayside overwash fans and recurved sandspits were

absent in our study area Piping Plover nests tended to cluster near barrier island tips
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Smith Point on Fire Island Cupsogue on Westhampton where broods had access

only to ocean beach open vegetation berm berm wrack intertidal zone wrack and

intertidal zone It is possible that these are historically important sites from times

when the adjacent inlets were unjettied i.e site fidelity could play role in driving

this distribution However Moriches Inlet the inlet between Fire Island and

Westhampton was jettied during 1952-1954 Leatherman and Allen 1985 Thus these

sts must be suitable for breeding or they would not still be occupied

Plover nesting was thinly spread out from barrier tips toward those portions of

the barrier islands furthest from inlets Pairs nesting far from barrier tips could have

returned to the same spots after successfully rearing broods in previous seasons but

some might have been unsuccessful competitors for territories with access to

ephemeral pools or bay intertidal zone flats Fire Island National Seashore was

centered on Fire Island The pattern of plover nesting on FItS only pairs in both

years was probably linked to the facts that on FIIS there were no ephemeral pools

or inlets hence no spits there was only one small overwash fan within the park and

the park is far from the barrier island tips Other factors lack of open vegetation and

human disturbance will be discussed in Chapter

Year-to-Year Changes

Access to the bay intertidal zone and ephemeral pools appeared to have the

strongest influence on changes in nesting patterns from 1992 to 1993 The number
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of pairs on Jones West increased by from 1992 to 1993 the additional pairs

competed for territories around ephemeral pools

The most dramatic change between years was at Pikes Beach which was

heavily developed with summer homes and not used for nesting in 1992 The storms

during the winter of 1992 and 1993 breached Pikes Beach and opened new inlet

Little Pikes Inlet swept away homes and created an open swath of sand from

ocean to bayside on the western side The new recurved spit on the western

bayside of Little Pikes In let developed extensive bay tidal flats and tidal pools to the

west Five plover pairs nested just west of this new spit on the berm bordering the

bay tidal flats and tidal pools No pairs colonized the eastern side which contained

occupied houses heavy equipment and boats and was strewn with pieces of tarmac

timber chunks of septi systems and other domestic debris

Access to bay beach habitats was also created on Fire Island National Seashore

when the 1992 and 1993 winter storms overwashed the entire width of Fire Island at

Old Inlet The overwash fan buried all vegetation creating path to the bay intertidal

zone In spring 1993 pair of plovers colonized the area

Small decreases in the number of breeding pairs were observed on ocean

beaches without ephemeral pools inlet spits or overwash fans The 1992 and 1993

winter storms eroded the berm and cut into vegetated dunes in the Gilgo central

portion of Jones Mid The beach was renourished in March and although the

newly-created berm was wider in 1993 than in 1992 the number of pairs decreased

from 15 in 1992 to in 1993 This could have been related to reduction in open

vegetation width Chapter From 1992 to 1993 the number of pairs decreased from
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Ito at Watch Hill to at Smith Point and 18 to 16 at Westhampton Beach Proper

The Watch Hill pair might have shifted to Old Inlet Some Smith Point and

Westhampton Beach Proper pairs might have shifted to Pikes Beach to take

advantage of the bay intertidal zone It is also possible that pairs came from or

moved out of the study area program to identify individuals in future studies would

shed light on how changes in habitat among years affect patterns in nest distribution

Nest and Egg Survival

Probability of nest survival on the central barrier islands of Long Island N.Y

35%-38% was comparable to that at ASIS 40% during 1986-1987 Patterson 1988

and little lower than at Cape Hatteras National Seashore CAHA 52% in 1989

Coutu et al 1990 It was greater than at ASIS 27% during 1988-1990 Loegering

1992 and Cape Lookout National Seashore CALO 28% in 1989 McConnaughey et

al 1990 Other studies did not express nest survival in terms of Mayfield 1985

survival probabilities so comparisons are difficult Comparisons can be made

however using apparent nest and egg success

In our study apparent nest success 49% fell into the upper end of the range

of nest success reported in other studies 24% to 63% Table 25 Apparent egg

success 38% fell into the lower end of the range of egg success reported in other

studies 25%-92% Table 25 Wilcox 1959 reported very high egg success 92%

on Long Island during the years 1937-1958 High egg success in the first half of this

century may reflect lower nest predation Wilcox reported that of 174 nests observed
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Common Crows took eggs from only nests 1% and Red Foxes and Opossums

Dideip his marsupialis each took eggs from nest 0.5% In our study 50 of 237

nests observed 21% were predated by crows and of 237 2.5% were predated

by Red Foxes We speculate that 21% is an unnaturally high level of loss to crows

Nest and egg loss in our study was attributable primarily to crow predation In

Massachusetts Maclvor 1990 and Virginia Loegering 1992 nest and egg loss was

attributed to fox predation In Virginia Bottitta et al 1993 noted that major nest

predation shifted during 1993 from Red Foxes to crows

Nest Predation

The proportion of nests surviving to hatch was higher for exciosed nests than for

unexclosed nests Maclvor 1990 had similar results on Cape Cod the proportion

of nests surviving to hatch was higher P0.001 for exclosed nests 77% than for

unexclosed nests 13%

Although crows apparently keyed in on predator exclosures on Jones nest

survival would have been much worse without any exclosures In 1992it appeared

that exclosures were an effective defense against crows as long as narrowly-spaced

string was installed across the top of the exclosure In 1993 though some crows

evidently learned that narrowly-spaced strings were not barrier but the change to

mesh-topped exclosures proved effective
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Crows on some areas of ASIS apparently keyed in on predator exclosures in

1993 Bottitta et al 1993 reported that crows perched on exclosures that were

topped with twine and depredated nests within switch to netting seemed to be

effective defense against crows on ASIS

We observed that startled plovers would sometimes fly up into the mesh

bounce off and then make several more attempts to fly up and out before finally

running out of the exclosure Although this behavior suggests potential for injury

or abandonment we observed neither For now it appears that the benefit of

protecting nests from crow predation with mesh-topped predator exclosures utterly

outweighs any possible risk of injury or abandonment due to exclosures

The effectiveness of predator exciosures against Red Foxes also seems to

outweigh any risks even though at Watch Hill in 1992 fox dug under an exclosure

and destroyed the nest Other than this we observed no evidence of foxes

harrassing incubating adults On Assateague in 1991 Red Foxes circled exclosed

nests and harassed nesting adult plovers to the point of nest abandonment U.S

Atlantic Coast Piping Plover Status Update 1991 On Smith Point we observed tracks

indicating foxes had merely circled exciosures once or twice then moved away It

is important that signs of harrassment be caught early as nest predator exclosure

efforts expand on Long Island

Crow and fox population levels on each island were not documented but it

appears that specific land-use practices may attract certain types of predators pers

obs. On Jones Ocean Parkway closely flanked beaches in the middle of the island

and was bordered by tall lampposts and exotic Japanese Black Pine Crows used
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these as hunting perches and were seen swooping down from them and attacking

Least Tern chicks Also crows nested in the Japanese Black Pine

On Westhampton Beach Proper the roofs of houses and condominiums

functioned as crow perches On both Jones and Westhampton Beach Proper crows

used lifeguard chairs and garbage cans visited for food as perches Beach

stabilization may improve habitat for crows by increasing the numbers of trees and

woody shrubs and therefore increasing the numbers of crows study of crow

ecology on Jones Island is needed and should examine the effects of beach

stabilization and development on woody vegetation and in turn on crow populations

program to eliminate crow perching and nesting habitat should be considered as

future conservation strategy

Artificial crow perches were much less common on Fire Island nesting beaches

but stretches of Fire Island appeared to support suitable fox habitat Undeveloped

stretches of the island interior hosted stretches of dense woody vegetation dense

grasses and interior dunes which foxes used for dens pers obs. Jones Beach had

similar habitat in some areas

Cupsogue and Pikes Beach appeared to have suitable natural fox habitat Also

we observed fox and cat tracks leading into and out of some of the abandoned houses

on Pikes Beach Westhampton Beach Proper may be too heavily developed to afford

much fox habitat but feral cats on Westhampton appeared to find shelter in

abandoned houses and were fed by local citizens pers obs. Domestic cats living

in houses behind the dunes on Westhamton Beach roamed among the dunes during

the day pers obs. While we never observed cats hunting within tern and plover
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nesting areas we consistently found tracks indicating that cats systematically moved

along the open vegetation/berm border forming trail Tracks branched off of the

main trail and lead to tern and plover nests on the berm and in the open vegetation

Chick Mortality

Most chick mortality occurred within the first week to weeks of life in this and

other studies In Virginia 79% of chick mortality occurred within the first 10 days of

life during 1986-1987 Patterson 1988 and 75% of chick mortality occurred within the

first days of life during 1988-1990 Loegering 1992 On Cape Cod 59% of chick

mortality occurred in the first week Maclvor 1990 In North Carolina 46% occurred

by the 10th day McConnaughey et al 1990

Cause of chick loss was extremely difficult to determine in this and other studies

e.g Maclvor 1990 Patterson 1988 Coutu et al 1990 Loegering 1992 and

McConnaughey et al 1990 but chicks were probably crushed by ORVs Fourteen

incidents ours included were documented in which 18 Piping Plover chicks and

adults were crushed by ORVs in Massachusetts and New York between 1989 and

1993 Melvin et al in press The proportion of chick mortality attributable to ORVs

is unknown as chicks that are run over can be quickly crushed into the sand by other

tires covered by blowing sand or wrack washed away or eaten by gulls or other

scavengers Further it is difficult if not impossible for workers to thoroughly search

miles of multiple ORV tire ruts within brood territories
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Predation was probably an important contributor to chick mortality but direct

evidence was scarce In 1993 David Mizrahi observed crow dive towards brood

foraging in an ephemeral pool at Jones West The crow quickly flew up out of the site

with what appeared to be Piping Plover chick in its beak When he located the

brood the tending adults were agitated and he counted fewer chick in the brood

than the previous day The chick never reappeared On another occasion Mizrahi

found bleeding dying chick on the intertidal zone being pecked at by gull It was

not clear whether the gull plucked the chick from its foraging territory or the chick

was weak or injured for another reason and the gull was eating it

Mizrahi found an adult Piping Plover wing amid cat tracks on Jones west in 1992

In 1992 and 1993 we found wings of Least Tern chicks and adults on the berm at

Westhampton Beach Proper The severed wings and the myriad cat tracks suggested

that cats were important predators but this was never observed We attempted to

observe cats hunting at night using night vision equipment but were unsuccessful

Speilman pers commun 1993 also considered cats threat to Piping Plover

productivity on Westhampton Beach Proper Goldin 1993a considered feral cats

threat to Piping Plover nests and chicks on Breezy Point N.Y where cat-trapping

efforts were initiated by GATE personnel

Predation rarely has been observed but at ASIS Loegering 1992 discovered

Ghost Crab Ocypode quadrata feeding on freshly eviscerated chick Patterson

1988 and Loegering 1992 both observed Ghost Crab attack chick at ASIS We

found Ghost Crab carapace about cm wide on Jones Mid and several burrows

on Jones Mid and Cupsogue holes about cm wide but found no evidence of Ghost

Crab attacks on chicks Cross 1989 attributed large proportion of chick mortality
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at ASIS in 1991 to Ghost Crabs and Red Foxes Cross pers commun 1993 but

provided no direct evidence

It is likely that food availability is an important determinant of chick survival and

starvation direct source of mortality In addition starvation-induced weakness

could predispose chicks to predation However small size cryptic coloration

predators and scavengers make finding dead starved chicks improbable

Chick and Brood Survival

Chick survival 51% was intermediate compared to the range of survival

estimates from other studies O%-87%Table 26 Brood survival 76% was greater

than at ASIS 59% during 1986-1987 Patterson 1988 Table 26 No other studies

have yet reported brood survival

In 1992 but not 1993 we observed patterns in survival on Long Island

consistent with the hypothesis that food availability is an important determinant of

brood survival Survival was greater for broods with access to ephemeral pools in

which arthropod indices were greater and broods had greater foraging rates than in

any other ocean beach habitats Broods with access to ephemeral pools spent much

more time in ephemeral pools than in any other ocean beach habitat Chapter

Loegering 1992 concluded that survival patterns in chicks at ASIS were

influenced by differences in foraging habitat quality survival was higher for bay
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beach 45% and island interior chicks 71% than for ocean beach chicks 3%

chicks reared on the bay beach or island interior weighed more had higher foraging

rates and spent more time foraging than did chicks reared on the ocean beach and

arthropods were more abundant on bay beach and island interior than on the ocean

beach Loegering 1992 In Rhode Island survival was higher for chicks with access

to mudflat habitat 83% than for chicks without 29% Goldin 1993b

In our study in 1993 however survival did not differ for broods with or without

access to ephemeral pools or bay beaches One explanation could be that wrack

increased from 1992 to 1993 but this was not the case Chapter Another

explanation could be that arthropod abundance on ocean beach habitats increased

and/or that it decreased in ephemeral pools However there were no differences

between years in arthropod counts in ephemeral pools ocean beach berm berm

wrack intertidal zone wrack and intertidal zone and arthropod counts decreased

from 1992 to 1993 in open vegetation Chapter Predation could have been more

evenly applied to all beaches in 1993 than in 1992 although we could not detect such

difference from the data in terms of predator track counts Chapter

Disturbance was apparently not critical to brood survival overall with possible

exceptions at Old Inlet and Westhampton Beach Proper based on behavioral

observations see Chapter Similarly on Cape Cod Mass beaches Hoopes

1993 found that percent of chicks fledged was not correlated with disturbance rates

But also on Cape Cod Strauss 1990 found that the probability of chicks fledging

was lower in areas of high human disturbance However Strauss defined any chick

within 100 of pedestrian or ORV as disturbed In our study pedestrians ORVs

gulls and dogs within 100 were considered only potential disturbance sources
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chick had to exhibit an overt disturbance behavior in response to such sources before

being logged as disturbed The disturbance sampling scheme we used could be

further refined by allowing for extra disturbance measurements both during

behavioral observations and brood checks on broods 0-2 days old when chick

mortality is highest

Productivity

New York productivity has hovered around 1.0 chick fledged per pair To

maintain stable population in North Dakota Prindiville Gaines and Ryan 1988

estimated that productivity should not fall below 1.15-1.44 chicks fledged per pair

while Melvin et al 1991 estimated 0.8 to 0.9 Melvin and Gibbs 1994 1.245 and

Loegering 1992 1.41 as the analogous Atlantic Coast values Productivity on the

central Long lsand N.Y barrier islands 1.00 to 1.17 falls within the range of Atlantic

Coast estimates 0.8-1.44 and we note that the population has neither increased nor

declined

U.S Atlantic coast census efforts have indicated productivity has been generally

low to moderate from 1987 to present in most states but the general trend is

upwards Atlantic coast productivity ranged from 1.04 in 1987 to 1.46 in 1993 U.S

Fish and Wildlife Service 1993 The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service attributes

increases in the numbers of pairs from 1987-1988 to increased survey effort but

believes 1989 and 1993 increases reflect true population trends
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Conservation efforts have boosted productivity in Massachusetts steadily from

1.1 in 1987 to 1.92 in 1993 with numbers of pairs increasing from 139 in 1987 to 289

in 1993 U.S Atlantic Coast Piping Plover Status Update 1993 As Massachusetts is

one of states with the greatest numbers of pairs the others are New York 192 New

Jersey 127 and Virginia 106 this should contribute substantially to the Atlantic

coast recovery goal of 1200 pairs 790 as of 1993 as long as other regions do not

function as sinks Pulliam 1988 Pulliam and Danielson 1991

Productivity on Jones West could potentially lead to population increase on the

central barrier islands as long as Westhampton Beach Proper Jones Mid and Jones

East do not function as sinks If the latter beaches continue to function as sinks as

they appeared to during our study then the central barrier island population would

remain stationary at best Pulliam 1988
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CHAPTER PIPING PLOVER FORAGING ECOLOGY

Ocean beaches on the central barrier is lands of Long Island N.Y can be placed

into categories those on which broods had access to to bay beach habitats those

on which broods had access to ephemeral pools and those on which broods had

access to neither We expected that barring human disturbance broods would

spend the most time in habitats with the greatest arthropod abundances

On ocean beaches on which broods did not have access to ephemeral pools or

bay beaches we expected that intertidal zone wrack would be an important

brood-rearing habitat based on patterns of brood habitat use and arthropod

abundances in wrack in other studies In 1989 on Gateway National Recreation Area

GATE Breezy Point N.Y Goldin 1993a found that broods spent most of their time

in wrack and most of their time feeding when in wrack On Cape Cod beaches

Hoopes 1993 found that surface-flying arthropod abundances were greater in wrack

than in other ocean beach habitats

We also expected that on beaches on which broods did not have access to

ephemeral pools or bay beaches open vegetation would be an important

brood-rearing habitat based on work on Assateague Island National Seashore ASIS

At ASIS Loegering 1992 found that broods with access to island interior habitats

which included open vegetation margins used them almost exclusively although

they also had access to the ocean beach habitats of berm and intertidal zone wrack
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was extremely sparse Broods reared on the island interior weighed more had

greater foraging rates spent more time foraging were exposed to greater arthropod

abundances and had greater probabilities of survival than did chicks reared on the

ocean beach Loegering 1992

On ASIS the island interior also included an ephemeral pool Loegering 1992

Thus on ocean beaches on which broods did have access to ephemeral pools we

expected that ephemeral pools would be at least as important if not more so than

ocean intertidal zone wrack or any other ocean habitat

We also expected that on beaches on which broods had access to bay beach

habitats the bay intertidal zone would be at least as important if not more so than

ocean intertidal zone wrack At AS IS Loegering 1992 observed that some ocean

beaches were connected to bay beaches via overwash fans Broods that hatched on

such beaches usually travelled across the island interior via the fans to reach the bay

intertidal zone Broods reared on bay beaches weighed more had greater foraging

rates spent more time foraging were exposed to greater arthropod abundance and

had greater probabilities of survival than did chicks reared on the ocean beach

Loegering 1992

We tested the hypothesis that broods on ocean beaches with access to

ephemeral pools or bay intertidal zone would spend less time in ocean Intertidal zone

wrack and other ocean beach habitats intertidal zone berm berm wrack open

vegetation than broods without such access and that broods in ephemeral pools and

the bay intertidal zone would spend more time foraging have greater foraging rates

and be exposed to greater arthropod abundances than broods in any other habitats
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We also tested the hypothesis that broods would have greater foraging rates in open

vegetation and intertidal zone wrack than in other ocean beach habitats

Goldin 1993a found that Breezy Point chicks spent more time in wrack after

ORVs were banned from brood-rearing beaches because the amount of wrack

increased and chicks were disturbed less Thus we tested the hypothesis that

human disturbance would alter habitat use and time budgets and decrease foraging

rates of broods

Our objectives were to estimate brood habitat use time budgets disturbance

and foraging rates in various habitats and estimate arthropod abundances in

various habitats and relate them to foraging rates
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METHODS

Brood Location

We began surveying beachfront for breeding pairs of Piping Plovers in

mid-March in 1992 and 1993 and continued nest searches through July We followed

nests through hatching Chapter and then conducted behavioral observations on

broods until they reached 25 days of age The 25 days or fledging whichever comes

first standard was established by the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service after the 1988

breeding season Hecht pers commun.

All broods were visited every ito days 2.5 days for behavioral

observations Originally we had planned to sample all broods at least every other

day there were too many broods for workers to sample each brood every day

When time constraints prohibited this we selected the 0- to 10-day-old chicks

because most studies found that this age group experienced the highest mortality

rates Cairns 1982 Patterson 1988 Maclvor 1990 Loegering 1992 but see Flemming

1984 When brood was located we then commenced behavioral observations on

the first chick of the brood seen referred to as the focal chick Altman 1974 Lehner

1979 Tyler 1979 We recorded information on the focal chick for minutes total

using spotting scopes Bausch Lomb Discoverer Overland Park KS tape cassette

recorders Realistic Minisette-19 Radio Shack and count-down timers Fisher

Scientific Timer Plus Pittsburgh PA
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Habitat Use Time Budgets and Foraging Rates

Habitat Use and Time Budgets We used an instantaneous sampling method

to estimate time spent in habitats and behaviors Altman 1974 Lehner 1979 Tyler

1979 Once every 10 seconds for the 5-minute period we recorded foraging habitat

Table behavior Table 27 and source of disturbance if any for the focal chick

If chick was in or moved into vegetation we continued the observation i.e allowed

the clock to run out if it could be seen even if its behavior could not be ascertained

in this way we minimized bias in habitat use data We calculated the percentage of

time that broods spent in various foraging habitats the percentage of time that

broods spent in various behaviors including disturbed behavior and the proportion

of disturbance from various sources

Foraging rates We used continuous sampling method to estimate foraging

rates Tyler 1979 Tacha et al 1985 During the same 5-minute observation in which

we made instantaneous observations we continuously recorded foraging behavior to

determine foraging rate We calculated foraging rate by dividing the number of

foraging attempts by the observation time expressed as attempts per minute

Arthropod Abundance Indices

We collected surface arthropod samples once week for consecutive weeks

each year beginning in late June It would have been impossible to sample all

segments so we randomly selected logistically feasible number up to 20 total of

used nesting/brood-rearing and unused beachfront segments for sampling We

divided the segments to be sampled among team of workers We used ORVs to

get from one segment to to another as quickly as possible On prey sampling day

Thursdays each worker began sampling at am and usually finished by pm We
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sampled all segments on the same day to reduce temporal variability and we

sampled in the first half of the day to avoid afternoon crowds of pedestrians The

sampling period was hours chosen on the basis of preliminary sampling shorter

period would have risked capturing insufficient numbers of arthropods for analysis in

the habitats with few arthropods longer period would have risked saturating the

sampling sticks in ephemeral pools

We coated paint stirrers except for the handles with Tanglefoot Insect Trap

Coating The Tanglefoot Company We set them out in pairs with one stirrer stuck

vertically into the sand and the other laid horizontally on the ground about 10 cm

away The uncoated handle of the vertical stirrer was sunk completely into the sand

The area exposed was 64.5 cm2 21.5 cm cm for the horizontal stick and 129 cm2

for the vertical stick Loegering 1992 We set out one pair in each beach habitat

along transects perpendicular to the long axis of the beach In 1992 the habitats were

ocean intertidal zone wrack berm wrack open vegetation and ephemeral pools

Table In 1993 we added samples in ocean intertidal zone berm bay intertidal

zone wrack and bay intertidal zone

We established two transects in each 1-km segment of beachfront sampled

Within non-nesting segments we used random numbers table to select number

from to 999 to establish the transect position in meters from the west end of the

segment In brood-rearing segments we randomly allocated transect and placed

the other in the brood foraging territory of the youngest brood in the segment Brood

foraging territory was defined by the most recent location in which the youngest

brood of the segment had been seen foraging In 1992 we sampled 15 used

segments and unused segments of beachfront Originally we had planned to
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sample 13 used and unused segments but we had to reclassify unused segments

as used when chicks moved into them to forage In 1993 we sampled 11 used and

unused segments of beachfront The total for both years was 26 used and 11 unused

segments

Statistical Analyses

All habitat use foraging behavior foraging rate and arthropod data proved to

be not unexpectedly non-normal based on measures for skewness and kurtosis

box plots stem and leaf plots and normal probability plots Data remained

non-normal after log and arcsin transformations Hence Kruskal-WalIis Wilcoxon

rank-sum and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were done for comparisons on the original

untransformed data When hypotheses were directional we used 1-tailed tests

We believed chicks within broods behaved as unit thus the brood was the

sampling unit We calculated percentage of time in habitats behaviors and

disturbance by source for broods 0-2 days 3-10 days 11-20 days and 21-25 days old

as well as for all ages combined When Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated P0.05 that

some means for foraging behavior and foraging rates were different among habitats

we followed with pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to see which habitats contributed

most to the overall differences at the 0.05 level In other words in

non-parametric context we used the unrestricted least significant difference

approach for the pairwise multiple comparisons Carmer and Walker 1982 Saville

1990
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Arthropod composition percent in each arthropod Order was computed for

each set of sticky paint stirrers in each habitat Kruskal-WalIis and Wilcoxon

rank-sum tests were used to compare differences among habitats and between years

For comparing relative arthropod counts among habitats sampling units were

1-km segments of beachfront First counts from the transects within each habitat

of each segment were averaged Second counts for each habitat were averaged

over the sampling period weeks for each segment Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon

rank-sum tests were used to test for differences among habitats and between years

For comparing relative arthropod counts between nesting and non-nesting

segments of beachfront sampling units were also 1-km segments To control for

temporal and regional weather variability counts for each class of segment nesting

or non-nesting were averaged then paired for each of the consecutive sampling

weeks Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to test for differences among habitats

and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used to test for differences between years

For comparing relative arthropod counts between brood-foraging versus non

brood-foraging territories sampling units were the transects within each nesting

segment of beachfront To control for temporal and regional weather variability

counts for transects in foraging versus nonforaging territories were paired for each

1-km nesting segment of beachfront for each of the consecutive sampling weeks

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to test for differences among habitats and

Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used to test for differences between years
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We tested for differences in habitat use behavior foraging rates and arthropod

abundances by tidal level high tide high tide falling low tide low tide rising and

time of day morning tolOam midday to 2pm afternoon to 6pm

When differences between years for all age classes and all habitats were

insignificant at the PO.05 level we pooled the data from both years and presented

it in one table Otherwise we presented separate tables for each year We

presented results for all beaches combined in the main body of tables and for

individual beaches in Appendices A-G
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RESULTS

Habitat use behavior foraging rates and arthropod abundance indices did not

vary by tidal level or by time of day Kruskal-Wallis tests for differences PO.05

Observations averaged 4.9 minutes because some observations were truncated when

chicks were lost from sight and not relocated and when tape recorders or batteries

failed

Habitat Use

Broods on ocean beaches with access to ephemeral pools or bay beach habitats

used habitat differently than broods on ocean beaches without ephemeral pool or bay

beach access In 1992 broods of all ages with access to ephemeral pools spent

much less time in each of the lower ocean beach habitats intertidal zone intertidal

zone wrack berm and berm wrack than did broods of all ages without access to

ephemeral pools 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 4.57IZI5.48

PO.OO1 Table 28 Broods of all ages without access to ephemeral pools spent 63%

of their time in the combined lower ocean beach habitats while broods with access

to ephemeral pools spent only 7% of their time in the lower habitats and 56% of

their time in ephemeral pools Table 28 Time spent in open vegetation was not

different for broods of each age class with and without access to ephemeral pools
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15%-41% 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI1.96 0.14P0.47 Table

28 However among broods of all ages combined those with access to ephemeral

pools spent less time in open vegetation 26% than broods without access 36%

Z2.05 P0.04 Table 28

In 1993 broods of all ages with access to ephemeral pools used each of the

lower ocean beach habitats much less than did broods of all ages without access

to ephemeral pools 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 3.63Z5.72

P0.001 Table 29 Broods of all ages without access to ephemeral pools or bay

beach habitats spent 80% of their time in the combined lower ocean beach habitats

while broods with access to ephemeral pools spent just 6% of their time in the lower

ocean beach habitats and 76% of their time in ephemeral pools Broods of all ages

with access to ephemeral pools spent little less time in open vegetation 14% than

did broods without access 19% 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test 1.66

0.048 Table 29

In 1993 broods of all ages with access to bay beaches via overwash fans or

recurved inlet sandpits did not use intertidal zone and intertidal zone wrack less than

broods without access at the P0.05 level 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample

tests Z-1.55 P0.06 Z-1.32 P0.09 respectively Table 30 Broods with

access to bay beaches used ocean berm berm wrack and open vegetation less

1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 3.00IZI3.06 P0.001 Table 30

Broods of all ages without access to bay beach habitats spent 80% of their time in the

combined lower ocean beach habitats while broods with access to bay beaches

spent just 15% of their time in the lower ocean beach habitats and 65% of their

time in bay intertidal zone and intertidal zone wrack Broods with bayside access
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spent time in ocean beach habitats when 0-2 days 32% and 3-10 days old 9% but

the older classes spent all of their time in bay beach habitats Table 30

Broods without access to ephemeral pools spent more time in open vegetation

in 199236% than in 1993 19% Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test Z-2.21

P0.027 Table 31 Broods with access to ephemeral pools also spent more time in

open vegetation in 1992 26% than in 1993 14% Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test

Z2.63 P0.01 and less time in ephemeral pools in 199256% than in 199376%

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test Z-2.52 P0.01

There was no evidence that disturbed broods broods experiencing one or more

disturbance events from all sources during each observation distributed time among

habitats differently compared to undisturbed broods in either year for any beach

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests -1.62Z0.00 0.10 P0.99 When broods

changed habitats during behavioral observations in 1992 and 1993 only 2%-8% of

changes were result of human disturbance Table 32 Broods moved back and

forth among habitats when undisturbed When disturbed by humans broods in the

intertidal zone moved up to the berm and broods in the berm or in ephemeral pools

moved into open vegetation Most changes resulting from human disturbance were

observed on Westhampton Beach Proper in 1992 and 1993
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Time Budgets

Foraging and Resting Behavior All Habitats Combined Overall broods of all

ages combined and of each age class spent most of their time foraging 58%-82%

in both years Table 33 in all habitats combined The second greatest proportion of

their time was spent resting 10%-32% 0-2 day old broods spent more time foraging

in 1993 73% than in 1992 58% Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests Z2.01

0.04 The greater time spent foraging in 1993 was driven by Jones East broods

in 1993 which spent for unknown reasons more time foraging Appendix

Foraging and Resting Behavior within Separate Habitats In each separate

habitat broods of aft ages spent most of their time foraging 66%-89% in 1992

51%-93% in 1993 Tables 34 and 35 In 1992 when broods were in ocean intertidal

zone wrack or ephemeral pools they spent more time foraging 89% and 85%

respectively then when in open vegetation or interdune 70% and 66% respectively

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests ZI 1.96 P0.05 Table 34 When in ocean

berm wrack broods spent more time foraging 83% then when in ocean berm 69%

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test IZI1.96 P0.05 When in open vegetation or

ephemeral pools broods rested more 15% and 10% respectively than when in

ocean intertidal zone 2% ocean intertidal zone wrack 5% and berm wrack 6%

There were no time budget differences in habitats within individual age classes

In 1993 when broods of all ages combined were in ocean intertidal zone ocean

intertidal zone wrack ephemeral pool and bay intertidal zone they spent more time

foraging 87% 87% 84% and 93% respectively than when in ocean berm ocean
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berm wrack ocean open vegetation and interdune 54% 58% 52% and 39%

respectively Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests ZI 1.96 P0.05 Table 35

Broods did not rest when in the ocean intertidal zone 0% Sample sizes number

of broods were small for the bay beach habitats Although time budgets on the bay

beach appeared similar to those on the ocean beach e.g sampled broods rested

more and foraged less when in bay open vegetation than when in bay intertidal zone

small sample sizes often precluded separation of the means

In 1993 broods 3-10 days old spent more time foraging when in ocean intertidal

zone ocean intertidal zone wrack and ephemeral pools 88% 89% and 84%

respectively than when in ocean berm wrack 63% and ocean open vegetation

53% Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI 1.96 P0.05 Table 35 Broods 11-20

days old spent more time foraging when in ocean intertidal zone wrack ephemeral

pools and bay intertidal zone 90% 86% and 95% respectively than when in ocean

berm ocean berm wrack ocean open vegetation and interdune 54% 65% 63%

and 32% respectively Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests P0.05 Table 35

Sample sizes number of broods for the 0-2 and 21-25 day age classes were too

small n2 for treatments for some habitats for valid overall Kruskal-Wallis tests

Disturbed BehavIor Percent time disturbed by various sources did not differ

between years except for disturbance from humans in berm and berm wrack time

disturbed was greater in 1993 than in 1992 in both the berm 3% vs 17% Wilcoxon

rank-sum 2-sample test Z1.96 P0.05 and berm wrack 2% vs 15% Wilcoxon

rank-sum 2-sample test Z2.33 P0.O1 Broods spent more time disturbed by

humans in the ocean berm 8% and ocean berm wrack 6% than in ocean intertidal

zone wrack 2% or ephemeral pools 1%Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests
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IZI 1.96 P0.05 Table 36 Broods also spent more time disturbed by humans in

bay berm 17% and bay open vegetation 10% than in ocean intertidal zone wrack

and ephemeral pools Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests ZI 1.96 P0.05

However Pikes Beach bay broods were disturbed by Army Corps of Engineers

biologists on several occasions this inflated the percentage of time disturbed by

humans but does not reflect recreational pedestrian disturbance

Beaches with high pedestrian disturbance in the ocean intertidal zone wrack in

1992 were Jones Mid and Westhampton Beach Proper Appendix Beaches with

high pedestrian disturbance in the berm and berm wrack in 1993 were Sailors Haven

and Watch Hill on FIIS and Westhampton Beach Also Westhampton Beach Proper

pedestrian disturbance to broods was high in ocean open vegetation in both years

Appendix

Foraging Rates

There were no differences in foraging rates by habitat for any of the age classes

and all ages combined between years so we pooled years Foraging rates number

of attempts per minute for broods of all ages in ephemeral pools 14 were not

different from rates in bay intertidal zone 13 and bay intertidal zone wrack 11

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 1.96 P0.05 but were higher than in any

other ocean habitat 4-9 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI1.96 P0.05

including intertidal zone wrack In turn foraging rates in bay intertidal zone and

bay intertidal zone wrack were not different from rates in ocean intertidal zone and
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ocean intertidal zone wrack Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 1.96 0.05

but were higher than in any other ocean habitat Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests

IZI1.96 P0.05 Table 37 Because of small sample size foraging rates in bay

berm berm wrack and bay open vegetation were difficult to separate from other

habitats Sample sizes number of broods for the 0-2 and 21-25 day age classes were

too small n2 for habitats for valid Kruskal-Wallis tests Table 37

.5

There were no differences in foraging rates by habitat for any of the age classes

between years for disturbed or more disturbance events per observation and

undisturbed chicks so years were pooled Foraging rates for broods of all ages for

all habitats combined were higher for undisturbed broods than disturbed broods

1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test Z-1.82 P0.040 Table 38 When

habitats were examined individually foraging rates for disturbed broods of il ages

were lower in the ocean intertidal zone ocean berm and ephemeral pools than for

undisturbed broods 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests 2.10Z2.55

0.001P0.021 Foraging rates for distur.bed broods 3-10 days old were lower than

those of undisturbed broods in the ocean intertidal zone berm wrack and ephemeral

pools 1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test 1.96IZJ2.69 0.003P0.044

Table 38

Arthropod Abundance Indices

In 1992 insects composed 93% and amphipods 7% of arthropods caught Table

39 Ninety-one percent of insects were dipterans 2% coleopterans 2%
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homopteranS 2% hymenopterans and 1% unidentified larvae In 1993 insects

composed 99% and amphipods 1% of arthropods caught Eighty-seven percent of

insects were dipterans 6% hymenoptera 3% larvae and 1% coleoptera Diptera

accounted for the highest percentage of arthropods in all beach habitats in 1992 and

in 1993 77%-90% Table 40 Proportion of amphipods appeared greater in the

intertidal zone than in other habitats

In 1992 ephemeral pool arthropod counts 57 were greater than counts in all

other habitats in 1992 9-28 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI1.96 P0.05

Table 41 Open vegetation 28 and intertidal zone 21 counts were greater than

counts in berm wrack Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI 1.96 PO.05 In

1993 ephemeral pool counts 114 were greater than counts in all habitats 11-18

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests IZI1.96 P0.05 other than bay intertidal zone

wrack 40 IZI 1.06 P0.05 Table 41 Counts in open vegetation 16 ocean

intertidal zone wrack 14 bay intertidal zone 17 ocean intertidal zone 14 and

berm 12 were intermediate Open vegetation insect counts were greater in 1992

than in 1993 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample test Z-3.43 0.0006 but ephemeral

pool intertidal zone wrack and berm wrack counts did not differ between years

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests -O.44Z0.97 0.07P0.66 Table 41

There were no differences between years in arthropod counts in brood-rearing

and non brood-rearing beaches for any habitat so years were pooled There were

no differences in arthropod counts between brood-rearing and non brood-rearing

beaches for any habitats Wilcoxon signed-rank tests 1T26.5 0.07P0.97 Table

42
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There were no differences in arthropod counts between brood foraging and

non-brood foraging territories for any habitat in 1992 Wilcoxon signed-rank tests

-84.5T7.5 0.11P0.98 Table 43 and in 1993 Wilcoxon signed-rank tests

-122T25 0.11P0.99 Table 44 Open vegetation counts in brood foraging

territories were greater in 1992 than in 1993 30 vs 27 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample

test Z-2.23 0.02 Table 45 while ephemeral pool intertidal zone and berm

wrack arthropod counts did not differ between years Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample

tests -1.88Z0.18 0.06P0.85
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DISCUSSION

Habitat Use

Broods with access to ephemeral pools spent most of their time in ephemeral

pools 56% in 1992 76% in 1993 and broods with access to bay beaches spent most

of their time in the bay intertidal zone and bay intertidal zone wrack 65% In 1993

Broods without access to ephemeral pools or bay beaches spent most of their time

in ocean open vegetation ocean berm and ocean berm wrack 77% in 1992 80% in

1993

Ephemeral Pools Piping Plover brood use of ephemeral pools is not well

documented Ephemeral pools are rarely mentioned in the literature possibly

because they may be relatively uncommon component of beaches along the

Atlantic seaboard Also researchers in other areas may have referred to them as or

lumped them with sandflat or sandflat habitat In our study ephemeral pools were

associated with interdunal areas on wide 97 372 ocean beaches and were

distinctly different and separate from the bay intertidal zone associated with bay

beaches

On Toms Cove Hook on Assateague Island Va Patterson 1988 observed that

nests were initiated on an area with what he termed storm-formed saltwater pools
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i.e ephemeral pools These nests were all lost so Patterson could not observe

brood use or survival patterns in relation to these pools In 1993 however nests

around the Toms Cove pools survived to prodUce broods Based on casual

observation Ailes pers commun 1994 thought that broods appeared to spend

all of their time in the ephemeral pools and surrounding open vegetation although

they had access to the ocean berm and intertidal zone We visited these pools in

autumn of 1993 and found them to be remarkably similar in physiography to those on

Jones Beach Long island N.Y.

On AS IS Loegering 1992 observed that most broods with access to ocean

beaches and island interior moved to the island interior which contained an

ephemeral pool However the island interior also included vegetated dunes

bayside overwash pond shores and spoil piles

Bay Beach Intertidal Zone Mudflat Piping Plover brood use of bay intertidal

zone is better documented Several studies that have examined Piping Plover chick

behavior in the presence of both ocean and bay beach habitats have indicated that

chicks tend to spend more time in the intertidal zone of bay beaches

On ASIS Patterson 1988 observed that broods used overwash fans to move

from nest sites on the ocean side to bayside foraging habitats Also at AS IS

Loegering 1992 observed that 79% 11/14 of broods with access to overwash fans

used them to reach bay beach tidal flats On Coast Guard Beach barrier spit beach

on Cape Cod National Seashore CACO adults and chicks with access to ocean

beaches and mudfiat habitat spent more of their time in mudflats 56% than in each

of the other ocean beach habitats 1%-21%from 1988-1989 Hoopes 1993 At CALO
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in North Carolina 96% of brood observations were on sound bayside sand flats and

intertidal zones even though broods had access to both sound and ocean beach

habitats McConnaughey et al 1990 On Goosewing Beach R.l Goldin 1993b

reported that broods moved from nests to mudflat habitat if they had physical access

to and were able to defend mudflat foraging territories

Ocean Beach Wrack Habitat use by broods without access to ephemeral pools

or bay beaches varied among studies and within study areas Table 46 In our study

broods without access to bay beaches or ephemeral pools spent 81% of their time in

the upper ocean beach habitats of open vegetation berm wrack and berm and

12%-14% of their time in intertidal zone wrack At GATEs Breezy Point tip broods

spent 17.6% of their time in ocean intertidal zone fresh wrack in 1991 Eddings and

Melvin 1992 and 1.3% in 1992 Howard et al 1993 In our study beaches without

access to ephemeral pools or bay beaches were not raked wrack was not removed

by beach cleaning equipment

In our study broods spent 30% to 36% of their time in berm old wrack GATE

broods spent 50% of their time in old wrack in 1991 Eddings and Melvin 1992 and

46% of their time in old wrack in 1992 Howard et al 1993 Goldin 1993a noted that

it rained frequently enough at GATE to keep old wrack damp whereas berm old

wrack in our study was damp only 1-2 days after deposition by storms or high tides

then was dry This could be due to greater wrack volume at GATE than on our study

area The thicker piles of wrack deposited at GATE may retain moisture better than

the flat scattered deposits of our study area Damp berm wrack may be better

substrate for arthropods than dry berm wrack and could explain why GATE broods

spent more time in it than broods of our study Goldin 1993a and Hoopes 1993 did
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not differentiate between intertidal zone fresh wrack and berm old wrack perhaps

because the distinction was less obvious or biologically important on their study

beaches than on ours

Ocean Beach Open Vegetation-- Broods in our study spent more time in open

vegetation 19-29% than in other studies At GATE broods spent only 4% of their

time in dune habitat which included open vegetation in 1989 Goldin 1993a 12.5%

in 1991 Eddings and Melvin 1992 and 2.2% in 1992 Howard et at 1993 On Cape

Cod Mass beaches chicks and adults spent 10% of their time in dune habitat

Hoopes 1993

One reason that we found broods spending more time in vegetation than other

studies did may be due to differences in sampling protocol Other researchers may

have underestimated the amount of time broods use ocean open vegetation by

stopping timing when broods moved out of sight in vegetation We believed it

necessary to allow the clock to run even when broods were lost from sight to

minimize habitat use bias Also we allowed Ito 1.5 hours searching for broods while

others spent minutes attempting to locate broods then moved on Though difficult

and time-consuming we made efforts to follow chicks through open vegetation so

open vegetation time budgets could be estimated We could only track chicks moving

close to the vegetation margin and thus time budgets are biased towards activities

conducted from the vegetation margin to about to 1.5 meters into the vegetation
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Habitat Use versus Disturbance

We hypothesized that human disturbance would cause broods to spend large

proportion of time in open vegetation but found no evidence that disturbed broods

used habitats differently than undisturbed broods For example we predicted that

Westhampton Beach Proper broods would spend more time in open vegetation than

on any other beach because of heavy housing development and high pedestrian

traffic And indeed in 1992 Westhampton Beach Proper broods spent virtually no

time in the intertidal zone or intertidal zone wrack But in 1992 on the

physiographically similar beaches of Sailors Haven and Watch Hill i.e ocean beach

no ephemeral pools which had lower pedestrian traffic than Westhampton Beach

Proper broods also spent virtually no time in the intertidal zone or intertidal zone

wrack

Strauss 1990 found the opposite at Cape Cod Massachusetts on high

disturbance beaches chicks spent less time on intertidal flats than on low disturbance

beaches 8% vs 97% and more time on the upper beach 23% vs 3% and in

vegetation 68% vs 0.1% His definition of disturbed differed from ours In

Strauss study any chick within 100 of pedestrian or ORV was considered

disturbed In our study chick had to exhibit an overt disturbance behavior to be

considered disturbed and some chicks continued to feed when potential human

disturbance sources came well within 100 One family on Westhampton Beach

Proper allowed us to observe it from within 50 these same adults had allowed us

to approach within 20 of the nest during incubation before exhibiting broken wing
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behavior Piping Plovers tolerance to human disturbance habituation appears to

vary among study areas within beaches and among individuals

Conceivably Piping Plover family might adapt to constant disturbance on the

lower beach by remaining on the upper beach more intensive observational

protocol than ours e.g series of 30 mm observations confined to one nesting

beach rather than mm observations over many beaches might better address this

uncertainty

We also considered the possibility that broods on Westhampton Beach could

have been in the open vegetation due to human disturbance that occurred before we

arrived in brood foraging territory However it was not unusual to spend well over

an hour attempting to locate brood and eventually find it foraging in the open

vegetation Since we had been on the beach for over an hour we knew there had

been no disturbance events during the hour of search We took every precaution

including beach-goer disguises and vehicle blinds to be sure that we were not driving

the broods into the open vegetation upon arrival Thus it appeared that open

vegetation was freely chosen by broods for foraging

Disturbance cannot be ruled out as factor influencing brood habitat selection

on some beaches but we believe that in our study the overriding factors influencing

habitat selection were foraging habitat quality and accessibility Brood foraging

behavior peck rates and arthropod abundance indices support the hypothesis that

time spent in habitats was related to habitat quality
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Foraging Behavior

Regardless of habitat occupied broods spent most of their time foraging no

single habitat could be called exclusively resting habitat or retreat In general

however broods spent more time resting when in ocean berm ocean berm wrack

ocean open vegetation ephemeral pools and bay habitats than when in ocean

intertidal zone In contrast Goldin 1993a estimated that broods foraged 67% of the

time when in wrack at GATE in 1989 but foraged only 9% of the time when in berm

habitat and 4% of the time when in dune habitat i.e open vegetation Goldin

1993a may have regarded the upper beach habitats more as retreats than as

high-quality brood foraging habitat

Part of the difference in behavior observed in open vegetation use could be due

to differences in sampling protocol On the other hand some portions of GATE ocean

beaches had very narrow berms down to approximately 20 between mean high

water mark and open vegetation margin with wrack spread from high water mark

across the entire berm and even reaching into the vegetation at some points pers

obs. Only one nesting beach Cupsogue contained 300 stretch of beachfront

with these physiographic features Differences in physiography may have bearing

on differences in foraging ecology of Piping Plover broods on different beaches and

will be discussed subsequently in the section on habitat juxtaposition
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Disturbed Behavior

In general broods spent less time disturbed by humans 1% overall in 19924%

overall in 1993 than might be expected for beaches within to hours travel time

of New York City Time spent disturbed by humans was 2% or less on of 11

beaches similar to the levels of 0.6%-3.4% at ASIS from 1988-1990 Loegering 1992

On of 11 beaches in 1993 time spent disturbed by humans Sailors Haven 8%
Old Inlet 21% Westhampton Beach Proper 20% was much greater than on other

beaches Human disturbance is difficult to compare with other studies because

disturbance was not broken down by source However in our study most disturbance

was due to pedestrians Assuming this was the case for other studies then

disturbance on most of our study area was comparable to that observed on

Goosewing Beach R.l 4% Goldin 1993b and little lower than on GATE 6% in

1988 7% in 1989 Goldin 1993a Disturbance on Old Inlet and Westhampton Beach

Proper more closely resembled average disturbance 15% on Cape Cod from

1988-1989 Hoopes 1993

The low proportion of time broods spent disturbed by humans on most beaches

are attributable to both to management efforts and to fortuitous circumstances

Resource managers put fencing i.e pedestrian exclosures around the ephemeral

pools of Jones West and Jones East Smith Point foraging areas were quiet due to

vehicle exciosure and long distances to parking lots and bathhouses Pikes Beach

and Cupsoue were cut off to most vehicular traffic by storm-damaged roads and park

closures
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Another reason we may not have observed more pedestrian disturbance of

broods is that beaches with high pedestrian counts in the early spring were avoided

as nesting sites see the Jones Beach model Chapter so that effects of very high

numbers of pedestrians on broods were avoided If beaches with low spring and high

summer pedestrian use were selected by breeding Piping Plovers broods that

subsequently hatched might suffer high levels of disturbance If productivity suffered

as result the beach might function as sink Therefore it is probably preferable

that plovers avoid nesting on beaches on which summer pedestrian use is high

Although human disturbance was low overall it was high on FIIS beaches in

1993 and on Westhampton Beach Proper in both years Appendices B-F Paths from

beach houses to the berm through the vegetation were unique to Westhampton

Beach Proper it was common for broods in open vegetation to be alarmed by

pedestrians moving down the paths The high proportion of habitat changes from

intertidal zone to berm and from berm to open vegetation due to pedestrian

disturbance relative to undisturbed habitat changes the low percentage of time spent

foraging and the high percentage of time spent disturbed probably represented an

energy drain to the broods

Disturbed and Undisturbed Foraging Rates

Disturbed broods foraged at slower rate than undisturbed broods versus

attempts per minute though it is difficult to assert that the difference of attempt per

minute constituted biologically important reduction of energy intake Within some
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habitats however the differences in foraging rates appeared biologically important

e.g for disturbed broods versus 10 for undisturbed broods in the ocean intertidal

zone and supported the idea that sustained disturbance could have been an energy

drain to broods

Foraging Rates and Arthropod Prey Abundance

Ephemeral Pools vs Other Ocean Beach Habitats For broods of all ages

foraging rates were greater in ephemeral pools than in any other ocean beach

habitats Also arthropod abundance was greater in ephemeral pools in 1992 and in

1993 than in any other habitat In 1992 survival of broods with access to ephemeral

pools was greater than that of broods without access Chapter This is consistent

with the hypothesis that ephemeral pools were better for brood-rearing than the

lower ocean beach habitats including ocean intertidal zone wrack However survival

did not differ between the groups in 1993 This could have been result of greater

predation in ephemeral pool areas Also prey abundance in ephemeral pools was

much more variable in 1993 than in 1992 so the relative quality of ocean beach

foraging habitats may have been as good as that of ephemeral pools in 1993

Bay Intertidal Zone and Wrack vs Other Habitats Foraging rates and arthropod

abundances in bay intertidal zone wrack were not different from those in ephemeral

pools Bay intertidal zone foraging rates were not different from those in ephemeral

pools This suggests that bay intertidal zone and intertidal zone wrack were at least

as good as ephemeral pools However foraging rates and arthropod abundances in
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bay intertidal zone and bay intertidal zone wrack were not different from those in

ocean intertidal zone wrack In addition survival of broods with bay beach access

was not different from those without access The results are consistent with the

hypothesis that the bay beach intertidal zone and wrack were as good as ocean

intertidal zone wrack for brood-rearing but does not support the idea that they were

better We would not have been surprised if survival for broods with access to bay

beach intertidal zones had been greater than that for broods without access but

sample size of broods with bay access was small n8 so chance events e.g

predation by family of Red Foxes were more likely to confound foraging habitat

quality effects

Discrepancy between Foraging Rates and Arthropod Abundance in Bay

Intertidal Zone Bay intertidal zone arthropod counts were lower than we expected

given high foraging rates Sticky trap sampling may not account for all of the

arthropods available to Piping Plover chicks in bay intertidal zones For example

adult Piping Plovers commonly feed on marine worms Buckley pers commun

1994 Infrequently we saw chicks pull marine worms from the bay intertidal zone

swallow them Often the extraction of the worm was preceeded by probing behavior

Probing behavior was extremely rare in ocean beach intertidal zones and in

ephemeral pools 0.0008% of all behaviors and rare in bay intertidal zone 0.003%

However we did observe increased probing behavior 2.5% among broods 11 days

and older on the Pikes Beach bay intertidal zone Democrat Point chicks of brood

20 days and older probed 0.003% of the time It is also possible that chicks may

have caught worms on the surface via surface strikes Although capture of marine

worms appeared relatively rare the worms appeared to be many times the mass of

any one dipteran and were probably of very high nutritional value critical
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assumption of our prey sampling was that the arthropods captured in the traps

comprised the bulk of Piping Plover food

Foraging Rates and Arthropod Abundance in Other Studies Prey abundance

and foraging rates coincided well in other Piping Plover studies For example at

ASIS in Virginia chicks had greater foraging rates in the island interior and bay tidal

flats than on ocean beaches and terrestrial arthropod counts were highest on the bay

beach intermediate on the island interior and lowest on the ocean beach Loegering

1992 Table 47 On Cape Cod beaches Hoopes 1993 believed higher foraging rates

in mudflat and wrack habitats were probably indicative of the higher numbers of

arthropods in these habitats

Foraging rates at ASIS were 13.3 and 10.8 attempts per minute on the bay beach

and island interior respectively Table 47 Loegering 1992 compared to 13 in the bay

intertidal zone and 12 in bay intertidal zone wrack and 13-14 in ephemeral pools in

our study ASIS ocean beach rates averaged 5.9 compared to 3-4 on the berm and

8-9 in the ocean intertidal zone in our study Ocean intertidal zone wrack foraging

rates in our study averaged 7-11 versus 3.8 in wrack at Cape Cod Hoopes 1993

Rates were 13 in bay intertidal zone in our study and 5.8 in mudflat at Cape Cod

Hoopes 1993 Rates may be lower in Hoopes study than in our study or Loegerings

because Hoopes considered multiple pecks and probes to be part of one foraging

attempt whereas we considered each peck and probe to be separate attempts Thus

comparisons may not be legitimate Nevertheless foraging rates relative to habitat

within studies may still be used to make inferences about differences in habitat

quality
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For rough comparison of arthropod abundances we multiplied Loegerings

arthropod counts by to adjust his 30-minute sampling period to our 3-hour sampling

period Table 47 Capture rates may not be linear If not the adjustment is not

valid Arthropod counts were 86 for the bay beach at ASIS compared to 17-40 for our

studys bay intertidal zone and intertidal zone wrack Arthropod counts were 55 for

the ASIS island interior compared to our ephemeral pooi counts of 57-114 and open

vegetation counts of 16-28 Arthropod counts were on the ASIS ocean beach

compared to our studys ocean berm ocean berm wrack and intertidal zone counts

of 4-9 ocean intertidal zone wrack counts are not included since wrack is very scarce

at ASIS These counts do not match perfectly but suggest that in the absence of

wrack there is less for Piping Plover chicks to eat on ocean beaches than on bay

beaches

It could be argued that since observers usually cant tell whether chicks

foraging attempts are successful high foraging rates may not be good surrogates for

habitat quality However foraging rates and prey density are considered good

indicators of prey availability for other shorebirds e.g Goss-Custard 1977 Myers et

al 1980 Pienkowski 1983a 1983b 1983c Maron and Myers 1985 Still foraging rates

can decrease with increasing prey availability as birds become more efficient

foragers Baker and Baker 1973 Pienkowski 1983b Wilson 1990 Another objection

to using foraging rates as surrogate for habitat quality could be that if prey sizes

are smaller in some habitats than others chicks might increase peck rates to

compensate Goss-Custard 1970 found that with the Redshank Tringa totanus

lower foraging rates were associated with larger amphipods and higher rates were

associated with smaller amphipods
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Habitat Juxtaposition

Arthropod abundance may have been the most important force driving brood

habitat use given minimal disturbance from humans or predators but ability to

conserve energy and escape predators also must have been important For

example broods that used ephemeral pools were not in danger of inundation by

waves so they could rest in or very near to this high-quality foraging habitat Broods

that used bay intertidal zones were close to and could rest in the bay intertidal zone

itself and lower bay berm where they were not in danger of inundation by

high-energy waves

In contrast it appeared risky for chicks to rest in the ocean intertidal zone

ocean intertidal zone wrack or lower ocean berm The ocean intertidal on our study

area was subject to high-energy wave action steep slopes and scarping We saw

waves tumble several chicks The chicks either recommenced foraging immediately

or were brooded on the upper berm until dry In one instance 5-day-old chick was

trapped between an incoming tide and foot-high intertidal zone scarp it was

tumbled and washed in and out by waves and not seen again

Moreover cover was at minimum in the ocean intertidal zone Gulls were

more likely to congregate closer to waters edge than on the upper ocean beach

ephemeral pools or bay beaches pers obs. Unless the berm was narrow the

distance between the ocean intertidal zone and refuge from avian predators in ocean

open vegetation was great In contrast broods using ephemeral pools were never far

from vegetation
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Broods that foraged in ocean intertidal zone wrack had to cross the naked

food-poor ocean berm so that forays to the intertidal zone may have been

energetically costly Theoretically even if arthropods were not as abundant in open

vegetation as in ocean intertidal zone wrack it might be less costly energetically to

remain in the ocean open vegetation Moreover open vegetation may provide

protection from thermal stress on particularly hot days That 0-2 day old broods

stayed in the upper ocean beach habitats suggested that chicks needed to gain

strength and robustness before going to the intertidal zone

We believe that Breezy Points narrow berm and wide wrackline shortened the

distance broods had to travel to use wrack Wrack even extended into the vegetation

in some spots in 1992 pers obs. Breezy Point broods may have been able to save

energy by spending less time in locomotion from upper beach refuge habitats to

wrack Also the intertidal zone of Breezy Point appeared much more shallow and

wide than on beaches of central Long Island barrier islands Buckley pers commun

1994 so it would be less risky for broods to use Thus physiognomic differences

may in part explain the differences in habitat use between Breezy Point and our study

area

Importance of Wrack on Ocean Beaches

Without question wrack is key foraging habitat on some beaches Piping

plover chicks preference for wrack as foraging habitat has been emphasized by
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Goldin 1993a and Hoopes 1993 Gibbs 1986 indicated that chicks depended on

wrack clumps on the berm at Seawall Beach Maine Yaninek 1980 counted an

average of 6608 arthropods per m2 in central California wrack in June and July

versus 86 per m2 in open beach Wrack abundance hence arthropod abundance of

rocky Pacific beaches is likely far greater than that of the sandy shores of the

Mid-Atlantic coast but Goldin 1993a observed that chick survival was lower when

wrack was destroyed by ORVs at GATE than when ORVs were banned and the

wrackline allowed to develop

Wrack was not as wide on the central barrier islands of Long Island as on Cape

Cod and on Breezy Point N.Y Chapter This did not appear to be peculiarity of

year beach management raking ORV use or to be related to proximity to inlets

wrack width did not differ between years between raked and unraked beaches

between those used or not used by ORVs or between beaches within km of an

inlet versus those km away Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests -1.31Z0.32

0.18P0.75 Table 48 In fact wrack was narrower on nesting than on non-nesting

beaches 0.8 vs 1.5 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests Z2.42 P0.02

Ocean intertidal zone wrack was an important foraging habitat for broods without

access to ephemeral pools in the present study yet it was not the single most

important habitat Wrack is probably more ephemeral thus less dependable

foraging habitat on our study area than on Breezy Point Chapter

Wrack at ASIS beaches was even more sparse Chapter than on central Long

Island beaches Brood movements to island interior and bay beaches at ASIS

Loegering 1992 suggested that wrack was not as dependable or as important at

ASIS as it has been on Breezy Point or beaches from Massachusetts north
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Wrackline at ASIS was usually of negligible width and its development rare enough

to warrant special comment Chapter Therefore wrack may be of little or

sporadic importance in Virginia

Importance of Open Vegetation on Ocean Beaches

Open vegetation consisted of strips and patches of vegetation usually American

Beach Grass Ammophifa breviligulata which chicks moved through freely for

foraging and cover It grew on dunes foredunes in blowouts around ephemeral

pools on the margins of overwash fans As the summer progressed new patches

of open vegetation developed on overwash fans existing open vegetation extended

toward the berm at the toes of dunes and foredunes and the percent cover of existing

patches increased as the grass grew

Open vegetation usually was found between the bare berm which had isolated

sprigs of vegetation and dense vegetation Dense vegetation was also primarly

composed of American Beach Grass but was too thick for chicks to move through

freely 90%-100% cover and the bare berm Open vegetation cover ranged from

1% to 90% median cover was 10% Percent cover was low 1%-5%atthe

berm/open vegetation margins and increased towards the open vegetation/dense

vegetation margin This margin was usually defined by the presence of dead

vegetation laying flat or nearly flat at the bases of live clumps of vegetation In

contrast clumps of American Beach Grass in open vegetation were composed nearly

entirely of live standing vegetation Chicks in open vegetation would move around
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clumps of beach grass pecking at the bases of the stalks or at the blades We

believe chicks rarely attempted to move through dense vegetation because they

would have to climb and duck extensively and would be closer and and more

vulnerable to predators that would hide in the dense vegetation

Open vegetation had not been considered an important foraging habitat before

our study with the possible exception of Loegering 1992 likely because other

habitats such as bay beaches or abundant wrack were available But open vegetation

was an important foraging habitat on in our study Although foraging rates were

lower in open vegetation than in ocean intertidal zone wrack arthropod counts in

open vegetation and in ocean intertidal zone wrack were not different in 1992 and

1993 As discussed in the section on habitat juxtaposition broods may have

conserved energy and reduced the risk of predation by foraging in open vegetation

Importance of Facultative Variability in Habitat Use

Piping Plover nesting and foraging strategies are adaptations to the temporal

and spatial variability of the environments in which they live It should not be

surprising therefore that they exhibit great flexibility in habitat use It should also

not be surprising if prey abundance is low In some years high in others if wrack or

open vegetation is important in some regions or years but not in others and if

survival varies widely among habitats and years
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Our study provided cases in point In 1993 broods with access to ephemeral

pools or bay beaches did not have higher probability of survival than broods without

such access This suggests that in some years broods without access to ephemeral

pools or bay beaches can make as good living those broods without such access

The response of Piping Plovers to the newly created bay tidal flats at Pikes

beach also exemplified facultative habitat use On our entire 88.5 km study area

there were only km of accessible bay beachfront in 1992 but thern 1992 and 1993

winter storms added an additional km at Pikes Beach in 1993 The extra km

attracted pairs in spring of 1993 Although the U.S Army Corps of Engineers filled

the newly created breach Pikes Inlet in summer 1993 access to bay beach habitats

was not destroyed As of the end of May 1994 an estimated 13 pairs occupied 1500

stretch 8.7 pairs/km along Pikes Beach Rollo pers commun 1994 We

observed an aggregation of this magnitude only on the ephemeral pools of Jones

East and Jones West

Further broods decreased use of open vegetation from 1992 to 1993 which

coincided with decrease in arthropod counts from 1992 to 1993 This illustrates the

concept that prey abundance varies among years and that faculative variability in

habitat use is the key to Piping Plover persistence in dynamic barrier beach

environment
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CHAPTER PIPING PLOVER HABITAT SELECTION

Despite number of recent studies documenting Piping Plover habitat use and

the relative importance of various effects on reproductive success e.g Cairns 1977

Maclvor 1990 Patterson 1988 Strauss 1990 Loegering 1992 Goldin 1993a Hoopes

1993 it is still not clear why nesting pairs select some beaches and avoid other

seemingly similar beaches The barrier islands of central Long Island New York

provided case in point The density of nesting Piping Plovers was much lower on

Fire Island 0.1 pairs per kilometer than on Jones Beach 1.9 pairs per km or on the

western 12 km of Westhampton 2.4 pairs per km Nesting density was especially

low 0.06 pairs per km within Fire Island National Seashore FIIS which occupied

the middle 33 km of Fire Island We hypothesized that nesting beach selection

reflected the distribution of suitable brood foraging habitat but that suitable nesting

habitat would be vacant if human disturbance precluded plover use

On maôro or landscape scale our objective in this study was to build and test

models to predict the probability of Piping Plovers using various beachfront

segments given physiographic habitat characteristics anthropogenic disturbance

and predation On more micro scale we also modeled nest site selection relative

to random points within beachfront segments Piping Plovers used We sought highly

predictive models that were biologically reasonable In addition we looked for
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managerial models incorporating variables that could be rapidly and/or remotely

estimated and with managerial prescriptions or proscriptions rapidly implementable
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METHODS

Beach Characterization and Classification Surveys

We divided the study areas 88.5 km of beachfront into 1-km segments using

color-coded flagging to mark segment boundaries and the 100 and 500 points

within Fig In 1992 and 1993 we conducted surveys from March through April

over the entire study area to determine which segments of beachfront were used or

not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood foraging We reclassified unused

segments as used if we later found nests or broods in those segments

Physiographic Habitat Measurements

Timing We began point-centered habitat measurements in mid-April

collecting data for random points and nests once within each 1-km segment of

beachfront We completed measurements on most segments by the end of May

Returns to segments for measurements on several late nests were completed by the

end of June

In modeling beach selection we needed to determine the relative importance of

open vegetation and other habitat characteristics at the time of nest initiation Also

to avoid investigator disturbance we did not wish to measure habitat after hatchout

of broods Because there is no evidence that research activities such as trapping for

banding or building of predator exclosures cause nest abandonment Wilcox 1959

Patterson 1988 Maclvor 1990 Loegering 1992 we sampled nests as close to the time
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of initiation as possible Loegering 1992 spent an average of 17 minutes and

Maclvor 1990 an average of 10.5 minutes constructing exciosures with 100% return

to nests by incubating adults We spent less than minutes on average within

flushing distance of nests during our measurements and had 100% return of adults

to nests

Selection of 1-km segments of used/unused beachfront In 1992 there were

32 used and 56.5 unused segments We measured all 32 used segments but given

time constraints it was not possible to measure all remaining 56.5 segments of

unused Thus we randomly selected 23 logistically feasible number of unused

segments for habitat measurements Thus the total number of segments measured

in 1992 was 55

In 1993 there were 29 used and 61.5 unused segments We measured 27 of the

used segments were at Cupsogue which was inaccessible in 1993 and we

randomly selected 28 unused segments Thus the total number of segments

measured in 1993 was also 55 Some of the unused segments sampled in 1993 had

been sampled in 1992

Point allocation In non-nesting segments we measured habitat

characteristics centered on random points subsamples We selected east-west

and north-south coordinates using random-numbers table to allocate each random

point One number from to 999 determined the distance from the segment end

We walked or drove to this location then paced from the high tide mark to the back

of the beach the margin of dense vegetation scarp or man-made feature Table

perpendicular to its long axis We counted the total number of paces with
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mechanical counter then selected number from the random-numbers table

between and the total ntImber of paces for the north-south coordinate

In nesting segments we measured habitat characteristics centered on nests and

random points The random points were for examining habitat differences within

nesting beaches We avoided placing random points within nesting territories by

allowing them to fall no closer than 30 rn to nests We chose the 30 limit based

on observations of Wilcox 1959 who reported that Piping Plover nests were seldom

placed within 30 of other nests and that nesting plovers chased away intruding

plovers approaching within approximately 30 rn

Type of Measurements Upon arriving at the nest/random point we collected

measurements in groups microhabitat site characteristics habitat width see

below relative to the nest/random point and distance from nests/random points to

other habitat features Table 49 For microhabitat at each nest/random point we

recorded the habitat in which the point occurred e.g berm interdune Over each

point we then centered 0.5 rn-square PVC pipe frame with percentage-intervals

painted onto the lengths Bon ham 1989 We used this frame to make visual

estimates of percent open vegetation cover and percent sand shell and cobble in

the substrate within the 0.5 m2 plot to the nearest 1% under 10%to the nearest 10%

at or above 10%

For width measurements we paced up the beach from the high water mark on

transect perpendicular to the beachs long axis and intersecting the nest/random

point We recorded the number of paces in each habitat and converted paces to

meters Wrack width is much more variable within the early nesting season than for
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example berm width or open vegetation width We therefore estimated wrack width

biweekly while gathering data on trail indices see below rather than rely on

one-time measurement We used mean wrack width for each segment for modelling

Piping Plover beach use

Via pacing and map work we estimated distances to nearest foraging zones e.g

ephemeral pools intertidal zone open vegetation bay intertidal zone and to

potential barriers e.g dense open vegetation scarp vehicle ruts Table 49 We

estimated distances to potential sources of disturbance and/or predation e.g QRV

cuts parking lots bathhouses gull colonies Table 49 We used the data from the

biweekly human ORV and predator counts and trail indices see pp 91-92 to derive

mean values for each segment

Human and Predator Disturbance Measurements

We estimated disturbance and predation from April to June to assess average

levels of disturbance from humans and predators for used and unused segments

during the nesting season We visited segments every ito days 2.5 days with

minimum of visits per week always including weekday and weekend day and

we used techniques instantaneous counts and trail indices

Instantaneous counts During the alternately west-to-east or east-to-west

surveys of segments searching for adult plovers nests and/or chicks we stopped

at the 100 and 500 marks of each 1-km segment Fig We stood approximately

midway between the edge of the water and the open vegetation As soon as we

stopped at each mark we counted the number of people ORVs dogs avian

predators such as gulls and crows and other potential sources of disturbance within
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100 radius of where we stood We also made instantaneous counts upon

observing nest or brood counting the number of potential disturbance sources

within lOOm radius of the nest or brood

Human ORV and Predator Trail Indices We adapted point intercept-step

point technique from Hays et al 1981 to develop estimates for percent human ORV

and predator trail cover on the beachfront After completing the instantaneous counts

at the 100 and 500 points we then walked down to the waters edge and paced

up the beach perpendicular its long axis i.e across the intertidal zone across the

berm and across open vegetation and ephemeral pools if any Table Fig We

used mechanical hand-held counter to count the number of paces in each habitat

Each time the toe of the shoe intersected trail we paused to record hit and the

type of trail Percent trail coverage was calculated by dividing the total hits by the

total number of paces and multiplying by 100

We did not do total trail counts because some beaches were heavily tracked

with pedestrian and ORV trails and would have required us to spend more time in

each segment than we could afford We counted trails no more than twice week to

allow trails to dissipate between counts

During our pacing for trail counts we estimated the width of the wrackline to the

nearest decimeter using tape measure Table This enabled us to quantify the

amount of ephemeral wrack habitat on biweekly basis rather than rely on

one-time measurement as with other physiographic habitat characteristics
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Statistical Analyses

Model Development We calculated measures of central tendency and variation

for all explanatory variables for each beachfront segment using the point

measurements subsamples within each segment All explanatory variables were

continuous except for design dummy or indicator variables used to encode the

barrier islands

We developed logistic regression models on 1992 data using the SAS LOGISTIC

procedure SAS 1990 to predict the probability that Piping Plovers would use given

1-km segment of beachfront for nesting and/or brood rearing We screened all

physiographic and disturbance variables for redundancy collinearity and univariate

log isticfit Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989 pp 83-86 Measures of variation range

variance coefficient of variation did not meet the basic requirements of univariate

logistic fit thus measure of central tendency the mean for each explanatory model

was used to build models

We used forward selection with backward check for elimination on 1992 data

to allow all variables that passed the screening to compete simultaneously i.e if

variable entered into the regression equation it could be removed if its importance

diminished relative to variables entered subsequently and it could be reentered if it

regained importance after further variables were entered Hosmer and Lemeshow

1989 87 We did not use forward selection because once variables entered into

an equation they could not be removed from the equation nor did we use backward

selection because once variables were removed they could not be reentered
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We included the barrier island design variables to determine whether an overall

study area model was robust to barrier island effects or if barrier islands or other

sub-areas such as beachfront segments lacking access to ephemeral pools or bay

beaches needed to be modeled separately Noon pers commun. After deciding

upon the appropriate scale we determined main effects in several plausible models

We again applied stepwise regression to examine interaction terms with main effects

in the models Hosmer and.Lemeshow 1989 Coakley pers commun 1994

Best-fitting models were selected based on an analysis of deviance Hosmer and

Lemeshow 1989 Collett 1991 Contribution of terms added to model were

considered significant when the P-values for change in deviance were 0.05 We

assessed model adequacy using graphical summaries of residuals Càllet 1991 and

the percentage of correct classifications We validated the 1992 models with 1993

habitat data

Curves Depicting Probability of Piping Plover Use of Beachfront We

substituted values into the equations developed We used range of values for each

equation so that the curves depicted the range of probability of Piping Plover beach

use from approximately 0% to 100% and included confidence intervals around the

curves We noted the value of the predictor variables above which the probability

of Piping Plover beach use was 0.5

Comparison of Means of Predictor VarIables All habitat data were non-normal

based on measures for skewness and kurtosis box plots stem and leaf plots and

normal probability plots Hence Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were
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done to compare habitat variables that were significant in the logistic regression

equations
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RESULTS

Distribution of Used and Unused Segments

Used segments of beachfront were unevenly distributed across the study area

In 1992 17 of 25 68% segments on Jones were used of 53 11% segments on

Fire Island were used and of 12 75% segments on Westhampton were used In

1993 16 of 25 64% segments on Jones were used of 53 segments 8% on Fire

Island were used and 10 of 12 segments 83% on Westhampton were used This in

turn resulted in an uneven distribution of unused segments randomly selected for

sampling on the barrier islands

On Jones of unused segments were sampled on Fire Island 20 of 47 and

on Westhampton no of unused segments were sampled in 1992 The unused

Westhampton segments at Pikes Beach could not be sampled because we could

not obtain permission to work on Pikes Beach
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Study Area Model

Stepwise logistic regression on data for the entire study area including the

design variables for the barrier islands resulted in an equation that indicated Piping

Plover use was positively related to Jones and positively related to mean open

vegetation width This meant that the model was not robust to the effects of the

Jones Beach barrier island In other words some habitat characteristic unique to

Jones attracted Piping Plovers and if we attempted to model the rest of the study

area including Jones the uniqueness of Jones would dominate the regression

equation In turn the habitat characteristics driving plover beach selection on the

rest of the study area would be either left out of the equation and/or the parameter

coefficients of the variables would be incorrect

Analysis of index plots graphical summaries which highlighted outliers or

segments incorrectly predicted to be used or unused indicated Jones Beach was

unique The index plots identified outliers on Jones Beach and outliers on Fire

Island When the Fire Island segments were removed from the data the resulting

equation still contained the Jones Beach barrier island effect But the Jones

outliers were influential when the segments representing the outliers were removed

the Jones effect disappeared We had no basis or justification for removing the

Jones segments from the data Thus we concluded that Jones needed to be

modeled separately
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When we excluded all Jones segments from the analysis neither Fire Island nor

Westhampton exerted effects Thus we proceeded to focus on models Jones

Beach model and Fire Island/Westhampton model

Jones Beach Model

Stepwise logistic regression on data for Jones Beach resulted in an equation

indicating Piping Plover use was negatively related to the pedestrian track count

index Table 50 Ninety-five percent of all random and nest segments were correctly

classified with 100% of used segments and 67% of unused segments correctly

classified Table 51 Validation with 1993 data yielded 83% of all segments correctly

classified with 100% of used segments and 50% of unused segments correctly

classified Table 52

Fire Island and Westhampton Beach Model

Of 63.5 I-km beachfront segments on Fire Island and Westhampton only

Democrat Point had access to bay beach habitats in 1992 The remainder of the

segments had ocean beach habitats only The sample size of for segments with

bay beach access meant that the influence of bay beaches on Piping Plover nest

beach selection could not be entered into the model In other words although we

hypothesized that access to bay beach habitats was an important nest beach
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selection factor and although the study area was large compared to that of other

Piping Plover studies the scale of the study area was insufficient to model the effects

of bay beach access on Piping Plover nest beach selection Thus we deleted the

segment with bay access from the 1992 dataset and the segments with bay access

from the 1993 dataset We focussed on building model for Piping Plover nest beach

selection on high-energy ocean beaches only

Stepwise logistic regression on data for Fire Island and Westhampton indicated

that Piping Plover use was simply and positively related only to open vegetation

width Table 53 Eighty-eight percent of all segments were correctly classified with

86% of used and 90% of unused segments correctly classified Table 54 Validation

with 1993 data yielded 86% of all segments correctly classified with 100% of used

and 80% of unused segments correctly classified Table 55

Fire Island Model

We developed model for Fire Island alone to be certain that open vegetation

width was the relevant predictor variable on Fire Island without the influence of

Westhampton Stepwise logistic regression on data for Fire Island again indicated

Piping Plover use was simply and positively related only to open vegetation width

Table 56 Ninety-two percent of all segments were correctly classified with 67%

of used and 100% of unused segments correctly classified Table 57 Validation with

1993 data yielded 91% of all segments correctly classified with 100% of used and

89% of unused segments correctly classified TŁble 58
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Nest Site Selection Model Within Nesting Beaches

Stepwise logistic regression on nest site selection within used beachfront

segments indicated that nest sites were negatively related to distance to vegetation

and percentage of sand in the substrate and positively related to distance from the

high tide line Sixty-one percent of all points nest sites or random points were

correctly classified with 84% of nest sites and 39% of random points correctly

classified Validation with 1993 data yielded 66% of all points correctly classified

with 73% of nest sites and 60% of random points correctly classified

Curves Depicting Probability of Piping Plover Use of Beachfront

Values for vegetation width from to 30 were substituted into the Fire

lsland/Westhampton logistic equation for the open vegetation width model producing

curve for probability of Piping Plover beach use Figure The predicted

probability that Piping Plovers would use segment of beachfront for neâting was

0.5 when the average open vegetation width over 1-km beachfront segment was

14

Values for vegetation width from to 34 were substituted into the Fire

Island logistic equation for the open vegetation width model producing curve for
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probability of Piping Plover beach use Figure The predicted probability that

Piping Plovers would use segment of beachfront for nesting was O.5 when the

average open vegetation width over 1-km beachfront segment was 17

Values for pedestrian track coverage from 0% to 30% coverage were

substituted into the Jones logistic equation for the pedestrian track count index

model producing curve for probability of Piping Plover beach use Figure The

predicted probability that Piping Plovers would use segment of beachfront for

nesting was 0.5 when the pedestrian tracks covered 10% or more of the berm

Open Vegetation Width

Throughout the study area open vegetation was wider on used segments of

beachfront than on unused segments 26.6 vs 6.6 Wilcoxon rank-sum tests

Z-5.22 P0.001 in 1992 29.4 vs 7.0 Z4.23 P0.0001 in 1993 Table 59

and did not differ differ between years within used and unused segments

respectively

On Fire Island open vegetation was wider on used segments of beachfront than

on unused segments 29.6 vs 5.7 Wilcoxon rank-sum tests Z3.47

P0.0001 in 1992 31.3 vs 5.2 Z3.00 P0.0001 in 1993 Table 60 and did

not width did not differ between years within used ard unused segments

respectively
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Only of 33 segments 6% on FIIS were nesting segments in both years

Sailors Haven and Watch Hill in 1992 Sailors Haven and Old Inlet in 1993 Chapter

FIIS open vegetation was wider on used segments of beachfront than on unused

segments 23.4 vs 3.7 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests Z3.00 P0.003

in 1992 28.5 vs 5.0 Z2.16 P0.031 in 1993 Table 61 and did not differ

between years within used and unused segments

In 1992 Jones Beach open vegetation width on used segments of beachfront did

not differ from open vegetation width on unused segments 29.7 vs 12.0

Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests Z-1.59 P0.11 Table 62 but in 1993 open

vegetation width was wider on used segments of beachfront than on unused

segments 35.0 vs 9.0 Z-2.434 P0.01 Table 62 Jones Beach open

vegetation width did not differ between years within used and unused segments

Open Vegetation Length

Our original habitat measurements included estimates of the width of open

vegetation the linear distance from the vegetation margin bordering the berm to the

margin bordering dense vegetation i.e measurement was perpendicular to the long

axis of the beach However we did not include estimates of the length of open

vegetation the linear distance from the western to eastern margin i.e measurement

parallel to the long axis of the beach We thought it was important to associate

minimum open vegetation length with the minimum width necessary for probability

of plover use of 0.5 which was 14 as derived from the Fire Island/Westhampton
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rodel or 17 as derived from the Fire Island model We paced off the length of

the smallest patch of open vegetation used for nesting which was the patch at the

ailors Haven nest site in both 1992 and 1993 It was approximately 20 long thus

the estimated minimum length of patches of vegetation on 1-km segments of

beachfront associated with Piping Plover nesting was 20 and the estimated

minimum patch area was approximately 280 m2 20 14

Pedestrian Track Counts

In 1992 the Jones Beach pedestrian track count index was not different for used

and unused segments 3.5 vs 10.1 Wilcoxon rank-sum 2-sample tests Z1.90

0.06 Table 63 but in 1993 the pedestrian track count index was lower on used

than on unused segments 3.5 vs 11.2 Z3.58 P0.0003 Table 63 The index

did not differ between years within used and unused segments respectively
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DISCUSSION

Open Vegetation Models

Piping Plovers nesting on Fire Island and Westhampton Beach Long Island

N.Y selected beachfront with more open vegetation than unused beachfront The

Fire Island/Westhampton model predicted that an average open vegetation width of

at least 14 over 1-km segment of beachfront was necessary for probability of

plover use of 0.5 17 for the Fire Island model Open vegetation width on used

beaches on Fire Island National Seashore was wider on used beaches 23.4 in

1992 28.5 in 1993 than on unused beaches 3.7 in 1992 5.0 in 1993

Considering the scarcity of open vegetation and the absence of ephemeral

pools inlets and access to plentiful bayside foraging areas Fire Island National

Seashore in 1992 and 1993 would appear to have had very little suitable habitat for

breeding Piping Plovers We estimated that only of the 33 1-km beachfront

segments had open vegetation widths of 14 hence only about 20% of FIIS is

suitable or at least attractive to plovers given current population numbers and

nesting habitat options elsewhere e.g beaches with ephemeral pools Open

vegetation was important to broods on ocean beaches lacking ephemeral pools and

bay habitats for foraging resting and cover Chapter Thus these habitat
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suitability models and habitat use patterns are consistent with the hypothesis that

habitat is limiting on Piping Plover numbers on FllS not ORVs per Se

At least factors are likely to contribute to the lack of suitable habitat on FIIS

First summer community development occupied berm dune and barrier flat zones

where vegetation might otherwise develop Second QRV tires at the toe of the dunes

cut and killed the rhizomes of beach grass and other beach vegetation The

destruction of Ammophila by ORVs is well documented e.g Godfrey et al 1975

Behrens et al 1975 Brodhead and Godfrey 1977 Godfrey et al 1978 Steiner and

Leatherman 1979 Leatherman 1982 According to Leatherman 1982 the shearing

and compressional effects of ORV passage extend to depth of approximately six

inches the shear stresses of the turning wheels disaggregate the drift material

deposited on the upper berm during high spring tides or storms and break plant

rhizomes Leatherman 1982 also stated Vehicle traffic pulverizes and kills

seedlings of annuals and the young plants of perennials such as Ammophila that are

associated with drift Essentially all drift-line vegetation is killed when driven over

by ORVs Rhizome study findings should be used to support the Seashores

rhizome rule to benefit open vegetation Lastly natural geological events have

shaped the beachfront into high dunes and scarps on steep narrow beaches where

open vegetation could not develop for example in much of the High Dunes area of

FIIS

High stable dunes protect barrier flats behind them from salt spray and

overwash Leatherman 1982 and vegetational changes through ecological

succession follow barrier flats support dune grasses then thickets then forest such

as that at Sunken Forest at FIIS Some beaches on our study area had high dunes
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and/or wide elevated interiors hence were naturally resistant to overwashes and

breaches But other beaches had gently sloping beaches backed by low or medium

dunes and narrow low interiors thus were naturally more vulnerable to storm

overwash Overwash can bury or clear out existing vegetation setting the area of

the overwash back to the earliest successional stage in which beach grasses pioneer

the open sand We saw an example of this at Old Inlet where pair of plovers nested

after 1993 winter storm overwashed the entire width of Fire Island Sand buried

woody vegetation and open vegetation grew in along the margins of the overwash

fan during the 1993 breeding season

Open vegetation ephemeral pools recurved inlet spits which form bay tidal

flats and overwash fans which can give broods access to bay tidal flats are all

examples of storm-maintained early successional stage habitats Leatherman 1982

Human efforts to stabilize barrier islands inhibit natural processes which allow

renewal of these habitats

Model Failure in Specific Localities The model predicted that the Watch Hill

vehicle exclosure would not be suitable for nesting in 1992 when in fact the eastern

end was used for nesting We believe this is because the eastern third of the

segment contained open vegetation while the western 2/3 did not the western 2/3

was heavily scarped and also lifeguarded swimming beach in the summer Thus

average open vegetation width for the entire segment was less than 14 This

suggests that the scale we selected for beachfront segments km was probably too

long i.e the misclassification was sampling artifact If we had divided the

beachfront into 0.5-km rather than 1-km segments the unused western portion of the

Watch Hill vehicle exclosure would have been classified as unused and the eastern
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portion properly classified as used If we had used 0.5-km segments percentage of

correct classifications probably would have increased for all models We recommend

segment lengths of not more than 0.5 km for future modeling attempts

The model predicted use on several segments that plovers did not use We

believ human disturbance may have discouraged plover use on some segments

Evidence in several segments indicated plovers were attracted to areas as potential

nesting sites adult pairs sighted on the upper berm tracks winding in and out of

vegetation and in some cases nest scrapes but the areas were never used for

nesting We found such evidence on segment of Robert Moses State Park on Fire

Island in the early nesting season before the area opened to heavy ORV traffic but

not after In 1992 nest built next to dune road on nearby Robert Moses segment

was abandoned It was likely that the level of ORV disturbance that appeared to

cause nest abandonment also precluded beach use in the neighboring segment

At Water Island FIIS we observed 14 nest scrapes in an area with no open

vegetation at all but with wide dry shelly berm The upper berm was heavily

travelled by ORVs Tire tracks came within feet of some of the scrapes It is likely

that ORV disturbance precluded beach use in this case also It is also conceivable

that we missed nest there

We found evidence that plovers were attracted to segment at the Smith Point

Checkpoint eastern terminus of FIIS in the early nesting season but evidence

disappeared as the weather improved and more pedestrians began to use this very

popular sunbathing area This was one area of Fire Island that was easily accessible
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to the general pedestrian public and in this respect superficially resembled the

popular bathhouse sections of Jones Beach State Park

One pair nested at Watch Hill FIIS in 1992 and in 1993 we found evidence that

plovers were attracted to the area in the early nesting season Nevertheless no

nesting occurred there in 1993 Watch Hill represented clear case of suitable but

unoccupied habitat in 1993 Finally the middle section of Smith Point County park

appeared suitable open vegetation width 14 but there was no evidence that

plovers were attracted to the area

Suitable but Vacant Habitat Superior Habitat Elsewhere Suitable habitat may

be vacant on FItS because it is surrounded by beaches with better habitat Stretches

of open vegetation on Smith Point Cupsogue and Westhampton Beach to the east

were longer than the isolated patches on FIIS Since open vegetation was an

important food source Chapter we believe that areas with more open vegetation

provided more food for broods than areas with little open vegetation The ephemeral

pools on Jones to the west of FItS and the bay tidal flats on Pikes Beach to the east

provided better foraging opportunities than available over most of FItS with the

exception of the very small segment of bay shoreline approx 20 at Old Inlet

New Pikes Inlet on Westhampton Beach created new bare barrier island tips

with recurving spits extending from ocean beach to bay beach followed by

development of bay tidal flats The overwash at Old In let created access to bay tidal

flats The spit at Democrat Point long ago grew past the jetty and tidal flats were

extensive at this now functionally unjettied inlet We believe that the main Piping
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Plover attractant in these areas is the foraging habitat created by breaches

overwashes and inlet spit development

Proof of this thesis is that during this short study pairs of Piping Plovers

immediately colonized Pikes Beach when the new inlet and bayside access opened

up and another pair moved into the Old Inlet area of FIIS after winter overwash fan

reathed all the way to the bayside In addition no ephemeral p001 beaches remained

unoccupied These observations all suggest that superlative habitat fills up quickly

but that small isolated patches of suitable habitat may well be passed up by

reconnoitering Piping Plovers

Our study area was large but it was nevertheless still too small to model the

effects on nesting beach selection of beaches with bayside access and ephemeral

pools It is important to develop models from data representing wide range of

used habitat Capen et al 1986 Hamel et al 1986 found that bird-community

models predicted species composition better at regional scale than at forest

stand scale We believe that the appropriate scale for modeling nesting beach

selection may well be the entire east coast breeding range of the Piping Plover

Decreased frequency of overwashes and breaches on Fire Island Fire Island

has history of sporadic overwashes and formation and closures of inlets

Leatherman and Allen 1985 which must have renewed the types of habitats

important to Piping Plovers Fire Island and FIIS would probably be covered with

more overwashes more open vegetation and perhaps would have more inlets if

humans had not begun to counter natural geologic processes after 1939 hurricane

Leatherman and Allen 1985 We predict that the Piping Plover nesting population
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on Fire Island would increase spectacularly if the incidence of overwashes or new

inlets were to increase

The study on Rhode Island conducted by Goldin 1993b is important because it

was manipulative whereas all other studies including ours were essentially

observational One of the Rhode Island barrier beaches had coastal pond which

researchers deliberately breached so that the pond was connected to the ocean

The pond was drained to expose mudflats in which Piping Plover broods

subsequently foraged Productivity was the highest ever recorded for the beach and

was attributed in part to the mudflats Chapter Ideally future studies would assess

the effects of increasing artifically or naturally the area of barrier beaches in

overwash fans and bay tidal flats on Piping Plover productivity and population

dynamics

Suitable but Vacant Habitat Population Below Carrying Capacity Suitable but

vacant habitat on Fire Island and Fire Island National Seashore strongly suggests the

regional population is below the average carrying capacity of the area Despite

habitat loss suitable habitat may be vacant since productivity has been mediocre for

New York Chapter following the 62% population decline from 1939 to 1991 U.S

Fish and Wildlife Service 1993 The confidence interval on the curve for the Fire

Island model Figure was wide on the left side of the figure and very wide on the

right side The configuration on the left end of the confidence interval implied that

plovers occasionally nested in areas the model predicted was unsuitable habitat but

more importantly the right side of the confidence interval implied that more

commonly suitable habitat was vacant
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The open vegetation model we have developed may not be relevant on other

portions of the Piping Plovers eastern seaboard breeding range Noon 1986 There

are many examples of Piping Plover nesting on beaches without open vegetation

For example plovers use unvegetated blow-outs on Cape Cod beaches Strauss

1990 Hecht pers commun 1992 and plovers nested on Jacob Riis Park bathing

beach in 1992 1993 and 1994 near Breezy Point N.Y Buckley pers commun 1994

The difference in nesting beach selection could reflect population close to carrying

capacity But we suspect it could also be related to differences in wrack abundances

Habitat is surrogate for one of the factors that draw Piping Plovers food If wrack

is dependable food source for broods on Cape Cod beaches for example then

open vegetation would not be requisite for suitable nesting beach

Regional Differences in Wrack AbundanceThe ocean beaches of Cape Cod and

Breezy Point may have more wrack than the beaches of central Long Island barrier

islands Wrack on Cape Cod beaches averaged 1.4 wide Hoopes 1993 and

ocean beach wrack on GATE averaged 11 when closed to ORVs in 1989 GoIdin

1993a 6.2 wide in 1991 Eddings and Melvin 1992 and 10.5 wide in 1992

Howard et al 1993 Wrack fresh and old on used beaches of central Long Island

averaged 0.8 wide in 1992 and 1993 n59 SE0.04 range0.04-10.28 Wrack

was only intermittent and could be qualitatively described as usually sparse

The coastal waters from Cape Cod to the Arctic make up the American Atlantic

Boreal Region while coastal waters from Cape Cod to southern Florida make up the

American Atlantic Temperate Region Gosner 1971 These regions are defined by

distinct differences in climate physiography and hydrography The rocky littoral

zone of the Boreal Region hosts much more seaweed than the sandy shifting
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substrates of the Temperate Region although seaweed grows when rocky outcrops

jetties and bulkheads occur south of Cape Cod Gosner 1971 Cape Cod which is

in the transitional zone between regions may benefit from more wrack deposition

than the ocean beaches of central Long Island

Currents peculiar to Breezy Point may be responsible for carrying Zostera spp

Spartina spp Phragmites spp and other bay salt marsh vegetation to the oceanside

of Breezy Point resulting in greater wrack deposition than on our study area

beaches We expected wrack to be more plentiful at beaches adjacent to In lets than

beaches farther away from inlets in our study area but this was not the case

Wrack on central Long Island is probably more abundant than at ASIS

Loegering pers comnun 1994 described ASIS wrack as follows wrack width was

in the centimeter measurement range usually 0-2 cm and up to 15 cm with some

scattered long filamentous weeds but nothing substantial...if more than or pieces

were touching that wasa large accumulation...the vertical depth was...0-2 mm the

thickness of one strand Substantial wracklines may be unusual on Virginia barrier

islands Bottitta and Herbeck 1993 noted that normally the ocean wrack line at

ASIS consists of shell fragments with lesser amounts of crab and horseshoe parts

and human debris items On Monday June 21 it was noted that fairly consistent

line of algae and grass fragments were sic present along the ocean high tide line

If wrack is scarce on central Long Island barrier beaches then Piping Plovers

may be less inclined to select beaches without the alternative foraging habitat open

vegetation offers However where wrack is sparse the open vegetation model may

predict well
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We caution that this model does not imply that American Beach Grass should

be planted Artificial plantings could unnaturally stabilize dunes and this could lead

to growth of dense vegetation such has drastically changed the nature of those

islands forming CAHA in North Carolina Buckley pers commun 1994 Dense

vegetation cannot be used as food source or shelter by Piping Plover broods and

could provide habitat for predators such as foxes

Jones Beach Pedestrian Disturbance Model

The Jones model was weak The number of unused segments was low in

proportion to the number of used segments 17 and total sample size 20 was small

The parameters were unstable and the standard errors high relative to the parameter

estimates Further the confidence interval on the model was extremely wide on the

right portion of the curve where pedestrian use of the beach is high Figure This

should be kept in mind during the following discussion of the model

Piping Plovers on Jones selected beachfront that had less pedestrian

disturbance than unused beachfront The Jones Beach model predicted that

pedestrian track coverage should be less than 10% over 1-km segment of

beachfront for probability of plover use of 0.5 Jones Beach is unlike Fire Island

and Westhampton Beach because the number of people using it is in the tens of

millions each year Buckley pers commun 1994 bridges to the mainland are

linked by four-lane highway Ocean Parkway that runs its entire length and it
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has beaches that are open to the public year-round Not surprisingly of the unused

Jones segments were in front of bathhouses that remained open throughout the

winter and were used throughout the week by pedestrian recreationists

Although open vegetation width on Jones Beach was greater on used than on

unused beaches 29.7 vs 12.0 in 1992 35.0 vs 9.0 in 1993 it never entered

the model probably for reasons first sample size was very small second Jones

had ephemeral pools on of the 20 used segments measured and we have

demonstrated ephemeral pools are superior to open vegetation as brood foraging

habitat third pedestrian disturbance precluded plover use of beachfront segments

with open vegetation and lastly nesting occurred on the narrow ocean beaches of

Jones Mid where open vegetation was very scarce but where ORVs were lacking

and pedestrian disturbance minimalthe only such sites on Jones Beach

The aggregation of plover nests around ephemeral pools Chapter and brood

foraging patterns on beaches with access to them Chapter suggested that beaches

with ephemeral pools were of higher quality than those without Consequently one

might wonder why ephemeral pool access never entered the Jones model The

reason is that our models were designed to discriminate between suitable and

unsuitable beaches but not between good and superior beaches the latter

distinction would be an appropriate objective for model on the scale of the Atlantic

coast wherein sample size would be sufficient for logistic regression model with

response levels i.e unsuitable good superior

Model Failure in Specific Localities The model predicted several unused

segments of beachfront would be used when they were not based on low pedestrian
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disturbance One segment probably was not used because it was occupied by gull

colony Another was not used because it was narrow and heavily scarped no open

vegetation for food or cover Plovers nested on the narrow Jones Mid beaches when

the model predicted they would not They may have nested on the narrow Jones Mid

beaches because Jones Mid was adjacent to the ephemeral pools of Jones West and

Jones East representing sort of localized overflow Some could have been

unsuccessful competitors for ephemeral pool territories and found Jones Mid sites

suitable alternatives Simple site fidelity could explain returns to beach sites that

appeared unsuitable or less preferable to sites around ephemeral pools For

example on Jones Mid one segment of beachfront had been vegetated and used in

1992 then eroded by winter storms in 1993 Incidentally this was at the most narrow

portion on JQnes Beach the site of long-closed Gilgo Inlet Buckley pers commun.

island Without efforts to protect Ocean Parkway this would certainly have

overwashed or breached The area was renourished in March of 1993 did not

revegetate and was used by nesting pair This was probably manifestation of site

fidelity but unfortunately we could not address this important factor as birds were

not color marked

Nest Site Selection Model Within Nesting Beaches

Sites closer to open vegetation farther from the high tide line and with more

shell and cobble in the substrate had greater probability of being used for nesting

than points farther from vegetation closer to the high tide line and with pure sand in

the substrate This is consistent with nest-site characteristics on nesting beaches in
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New Jersey where Burger 1987 found that nests were closer to dunes and

vegetation farther from water and in spots with more shell cover than random points

The nest site selection model within beaches was not highly predictive however

61% of segments correctly classified in 1992 66% in 1993 This was reflection of

high variability in Piping Plover nest site selection
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Productivity

The Piping Plover breeding populations were 79 pairs in 1992 and and 82 pairs

in 1993 with productivity at 1.00 chicks fledged per pair in 1992 and 1.17 in 1993

Productivity was consistently highest on Jones West where more pairs nested than

any other study area beach Productivity was consistently lowest on Jones East and

Westhampton Beach Proper These beaches may act as sinks that is they may have

plovers only because of immigration from other more productive ares

Productivity in the small FIIS population pairs was mixed Sailors Haven and

Watch Hill productivity was high but at Old Inlet where human disturbance of chicks

was high productivity was zero In 1992 chick at Sailors Haven was killed by an

ORV Broods on FllS need complete protection from ORVs Pedestrian disturbance

at Old Inlet should be curtailed

Overall productivity on the central barrier islands of Long Island N.Y in 1992

and 1993 was at level theoretically sufficient to to maintain steady population but

should be boosted if New York is to contribute to the Atlantic coast Piping Plover

recovery effort Protection of nests from crows is essential for boost in productivity

Beaches with high numbers of breeding pairs and low productivity such as Jones
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East and Westhampton Beach Proper need as much attention as productive beaches

or conservation efforts will be wasted Productivity could decline if storm-maintained

habitats are not protected and permitted to develop naturally

Aggregation of Plover Nests Around Ephemeral Pools and Beaches with

Bay Access

Our observations in our study support the hypothesis that availability of brood

foraging habitat drives the distribution of Piping Plover nesting on the central barrier

islands of Long Island N.Y. All segments of ocean beach with access to ephemeral

pools or bay beach intertidal zone were used by Piping Plovers for nesting In 1993

Piping Plovers colonized beaches unused since 1985 after winter storms created and

opened up access to bay beach tidal flats

Brood Rearing Habitat

Ephemeral pools appeared to be higher-quality foraging habitats than others

Broods on beaches with access to ephemeral pools and spent more time in foraged

at greater rate and were exposed to greater arthropod abundances in ephemeral

pools than in the ocean beach habitats of open vegetation berm berm wrack

intertidal zone wrack and intertidal zone In 1992 survival was greater for broods
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with access to ephemeral pools than for those without In 1993 however survival for

broods with or without ephemeral pool access did not differ

Although other studies Patterson 1988 Loegering 1992 Goldin 1993b found that

chick survival was greater for chicks with access to bay beach tidal flats than for

those without such access survival did not differ in our study Bay intertidal zones

and bay intertidal zone wrack appeared to be at least as good as ephemeral pools

based on foraging rates which did not differ among the habitats However bay

intertidal zone and bay intertidal zone wrack foraging rates and arthropod

abundances were not different from those in ocean intertidal zone wrack and survival

for broods with or without access to bay beaches was not different We expected

broods with bay beach access might have greater survival rates than broods but

sample size of broods with access was small n8 and chance events such as

predation could have obscured effects of foraging habitat quality

On ocean beaches without access to ephemeral pools and bay intertidal zone

intertidal zone wrack appeared to be higher-quality foraging habitat than berm and

berm wrack It appeared to be of higher quality than open vegetation based on

foraging rates but not in terms of safety or accessibility Arthropod abundance

indices for open vegetation were higher in 1992 than in 1993 and accordingly broods

spent more time in open vegetation and more time foraging when in open vegetation

in 1992 than in 1993 Arthropod abundances in intertidal zone wrack and open

vegetation were not different in both years This suggests that open vegetation is of

variable quality and dependability for Piping Plover broods from year-to-year but that

plovers are especially adept at adventitious exploitation of food
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Human disturbance did not affect brood habitat use behavior and foraging rates

overall On specific beaches Old Inlet on FIIS Westhampton Beach Proper

however pedestrian disturbance likely cost broods energy needed for growth and

survival

Piping Plover Beach Selection

Logistic regression modeling of ocean beaches on which broods lacked access

to ephemeral pools or bay beaches indicated that open vegetation width was the

single most important factor The Fire Island/Westhampton model predicted that

average open vegetation width of 14 over 1-km segment of beachfront was

necessary for probability of plover nesting of 0.5 This supports the idea that

open vegetation is an important foraging habitat

Wrack width did not differ on nesting and non-nesting beaches and did not enter

the model Wrackline appeared to be less abundant on our study area than at Breezy

Point or Cape Cod Although wrack was an important foraging habitat it may not be

as important and dependable as at Breezy Point and on beaches farther north in the

breeding range However wrack is more abundant on central Long Island beaches

than on Assateague Island beaches

Piping Plovers exhibit great flexibility in nesting and foraging habitat use This

flexibility is an adaptation to the temporal and spatial variability of the environments

in which they live However temporal and spatial habitat variability must include
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ephemeral pools new inlets recurved spits overwash fans and open vegetation

habitats maintained by episodic storm events Efforts to prevent erosion on barrier

islands such as projects that that stabilize dunes fill inlets build up the berm on

overwash fans and or immobilize inlets with jetties do not permit renewal of the

habitats to which Piping Plovers have adapted Moreover open vegetation is

vulnerable to destruction from ORVs driving high up on the beach near or on the toe

of dunes

small amount of apparently suitable habitat was unoccupied on FIIS Hence

nesting density on FItS would probably be little greater if productivity for the central

Long Island area improved substantially However barring catastrophic

physiographical changes on FItS nesting densities will not reach those observed on

Jones and Westhampton as only approximately 20% of FItS habitat is suitable for

nesting and brood-rearing Human activities to decrease the effects of storm events

since 1938 have certainly contributed to the decline in the frequency of overwashes

of Fire Island In addition ORVs appear to be truncating the open vegetation field

widths on which plovers would depend in the absence of frequent overwash events

Human disturbance appeared to influence nesting beach selection on Jones

Beach The Jones Beach model showed that human pedestrian disturbance was

lower on nesting beaches than on non-nesting beaches and was driven primarily by

several popular bathing beaches On Fire Island and Westhampton there was

evidence that human pedestrian and ORV disturbance discouraged plover nesting on

some beaches These cases were isolated however so human disturbance did not

enter the Fire Island/Westhampton open vegetation model
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations that follow are based on the results of this study and on

the results of other Piping Plover studies that have been published in the scientific

literature or in academic theses We believe the implementation of these

recommendations will help to maintain or increase Piping Plover reproductive rates

survival rates and population numbers on New Yorks barrier islands

We recognize that land management decisions are made in complicated

environment of legal social economic and political considerations We have stated

some of our recommendations in the imperative in order to convey our ideas as

clearly as possible not to suggest what weight Piping Plover conservation should be

assigned relative to other land management goals It is the land manager who must

reconcile the many often conflicting societal needs to develop legal and socially

acceptable set of plans policies and practices

Reduce Nest Predation and Monitor Nest and Brood Predators

Crow predation on nests must be controlled on Jones and Westhampton Beach

Predator exclosures with mesh tops should be used except where such exclosures
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may attract undesireable human attention The effectiveness of exclosures should

be monitored

The Nature Conservancy of Long Island TNC operates predator exciosure

program that protects many nests Jones is well covered by TNC efforts barrier

islands has been neglected due to difficulty in obtaining landowner cooperation

Agencies responsible for conserving threatened species should take the lead in

predator exclosure programs where needed

On FIIS fox predation should be reduced by erecting predator exciosures as

soon as nests are found Exclosures should be buried 10 into the sand to discourage

tunneling foxes Although crows predated no nests at FItS in 1992 and 1993 we saw

them over FIIS nesting areas and strongly recommend that mesh tops be installed

Predator exciosures treat the symptoms of ecological imbalance excessive

predationnot the cause We recommend study to determine why crow predation

appears to be higher than in previous years Because predation appears to be

major contributing factor in the regional plover decline we recommend studies of the

population and foraging ecology of other key predators as well Treating the root

causes of excessive predation may cheaper than erecting predator exclosures in the

long term
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Protect Broods until Fledging

Beach resource managers should continue to designate ephemeral pools Piping

Plover brood-rearing refuges and should exclude ORVs and pedestrians from these

areas except for pedestrians engaged in Plover conservation efforts Broods on all

beaches need protection from ORVs which could be effected by round-the-clock

moæftors or by excluding ORVs from brood-rearing beaches Vehicle escorts could

be used when essential service vehicles need to pass through brood-rearing

territories but only if the escorts know the location of the brood and can walk

vehicles or lead them at walking pace via quad through the territories without risk

to the broods Beach managers should put symbolic fencing around brood foraging

territories If brood foraging territories include the intertidal zone signs could be

posted to discourage people from lingering within the broods territory while

encouraging them to use other portions of the beach for recreation

Protect Piping Plover Habitats

Even if predation and human disturbance are eliminated self-sustaining Plover

populations will persist on New Yorks barrier islands only if suitable habitat exists

In general terms suitable habitat consists of sandy open area for nesting adjacent

to one or preferably more high quality brood foraging habitats Based on foraging

rates of 3-10 day old chicks and insect abundance ephemeral pools and bay intertidal

zones including the bay intertidal zone wrack appeared to be the best foraging

habitats observed in this study Fresh wrack and open vegetation also appeared to

be good habitat though wrack deposits were small Management activities that
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increase the amount or accessiblity of these habitats will likely benefit Plovers

activities that decrease these habitats or their accessibility are likely to decrease

Plover survival reproduction and/or population numbers

Brood foraging habitats often are created or made accessible when ocean seas

wash over the islands or when new inlets are formed Overwashes can reduce

vegetative barriers and bury or remove dense vegetation providing unobstructed

pathways between ocean beaches and the bay intertidal zones and an opportunity

for return to the open vegetation successional stage Inlet formation produces

similar benefits for plovers and also lead to depositions that form extensive bay

intertidal foraging areas Thus we consider overwashes and inlet formation to be

generally beneficial for Piping Plovers and actions which prevent these natural

processes to be detrimental to Plover populations

Because decisions about whether to allow overwash and inlet formation have

important social economic and political implications we recommend detailed study

of the ecology of inlets and overwashes It is possible that with increased

understanding of the ecology of these natural Iandforms management practices can

be devised that will do better job of protecting beach and aquatic organisms while

at the same time continuing to protect other beach-dependent human interests In

the meantime Plover management practices should be aimed at maintaining

sustained yield of plover habitats
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Specific Sucigestions for FItS

Because FIIS will have few inlets and overwashes in the near future Piping

Plover habitat management should include promotion of undeveloped beachfront with

open vegetation The minimum target size of vegetation patches should be 14

wide measured on an ocean to bay axis 20 long measured parallel to the

beach ORVs should be kept well seaward of the open vegetation/berm margin

ORVs should be kept well away from the toe of dunes and foredunes to prevent

destruction of open vegetation The Parks Rhizome Rule should help to accomplish

this objective

The Lighthouse and Sailors Haven vehicle exclosures encompassed narrow

and scarped beachfront which during this study had low potential for open

vegetation growth Only the eastern third of the Watch Hill exclosure contained open

vegetation Physiographic changes could improve these areas in the future so

managers may wish leave these exciosures in place

The eastern Checkpoint area should be monitored for evidence of pedestrian

disturbance to potential nesting pairs of plovers Although lacking open vegetation

the Water Island area should also be protected from ORV traffic ORVs should be

kept low on the berm as 14 nest scrapes were located on the upper berm in 1993

ORVs should be diverted away from any FIIS beach where scrapes are found

Blowouts in the Wilderness area should be monitored as Plover colonization is likely

Areas of high dune and scarp should be watched for formation of new blowouts

which host wider flaffer pockets of beach where open vegetation will grow
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Table Terms used to describe Piping Plover nesting and foraging habitats on ocean and bay

beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Habitat Type Definition

Beach Beachfront General term for areas bordering the ocean or bay
includes intertidal zone wrack berm dunes with

open and dense vegetation scarps overwash fans

Intertidal Zone Zone between high and low tides with damp to

saturated sand ocean and bay Also referred to as tidal flats on the bay
silt bay mudflat

Intertidal Zone Fresh wet lines or clumps of usually vegetation

Wrack at the peak of the last high tide ocean and bay

Berm Wrack Dry older lines of wrack deposited on the

berm by storm tides/winds ocean and bay

Berm Zone of dry sand shell cobble and beach

Back Shore debris landward of the high water mark and
seaward or bayward of open or continuous

vegetation scarp or man-made structures

ocean and bay

Open Vegetation Strips or clumps of vegetation usually

American Beach Grass Ammophila breviligulata

which chicks may move through freely for foraging

and cover ocean and bay Grows on dunes foredunes
between the berm and dense vegetation around

ephemeral pools Mean cover21% median cover1O%
Range1-90% 75% of points measured were 30% cover
25% of points measured were 5% cover

Dense vegetation Live or dead thick and matted grasses
forbs and/or shrubs too thick for chicks to

move through 90%-100% cover ocean and bay

Dune Elevated areas of dry sand deposited

by wind action well drained often covered with

open vegetation seaward dense vegetation landward

Foredune Slightly elevated areas of dry sand at the toe

of dunes if any well drained often covered with

open vegetation

continued
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Table Continued

Habitat Type Definition

Interdune Bare patches of sand shell and cobble among

vegetated dunes ocean

Ephemeral Pool Zones of variable size and shape where

water collects following storm rains and sea

washover found in front of/within dunes

on wide 97 beaches have sandy to muddy

substrates host abundant insects may contain

water year-long or dry up until next storm ocean

Scarp Vertical wall O.5m-lOm of sand backing the berm

on ocean beaches where erosion has cut into dunes

can also form in the intertidal zone .5m-1.Om

Overwash Fan break in continuous dune line

or line of vegetation where storm tides carried

sand from oceanside to bayside often clears

vegetation-free path from ocean to bay

Breach New inlet created when storm tides and

overwash break through barrier island

Barrier Tip End of barrier island adjacent to an inlet

Recurved Spit bar of sand extending from the unjettied

tip of barrier island adjacent to an inlet

curving from oceanside to bayside its

development depends on current sand supply

it can form bayside mudflats

Carrying Capacity The number of conspecific animals that can

be supported within given area Shaw 1985
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Table Number of Piping Plover pairs length of barrier Island beachfront sampled km1 and

pairs per kilometer on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Island Pairs Island Length km Pairs/Kilometer

Jones

1992 44 25.0 1.8

1993 47 25.0 1.9

Fire Island2

1992 11 52.0 0.2

1993 52.0 0.1

Westhampton
1992 24 11.5 2.1

1993 27 11.0 2.4

Entire Study Area

1992 79 88.5 0.9

1993 82 88.0 0.9

1Length of the barrier island beachiront sampled includes nesting and non-nesting beachfront

2Two pairs nested within FIIS 33 km in both years for density of 0.06 pairs per kilometer

3Storms in late 1992 and early 1993 opened new inlet on the western 11.5 km of

Westhampton therefore shoreline length was reduced between summer 1992 and summer
1993
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Table Number of Piping Plover pairs nests chicks fledged and productivity on beaches

of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Iiand/Beach Pairs Nests Chicks Fledged Productivity1

Jones1992 44 69 56 1.27 56/44
Jones1 993 47 69 61 1.30 61/47

Jones West1992 23 34 37 1.61 37/23
Jones West1993 31 43 51 1.64 51/31

Jones Mid1992 14 26 14 1.00 14/14
Jones Mid1993 15 0.44 4/9

Jones East1992 0.71 5/7
Jones East1993 11 0.86 6/7

Fire lsland1992 11 14 11 1.00 11/11
Fire Island1993 10 13 1.62 13/8

Democrat Point1992 0.00 0/2
Democrat Point1993 2.00 4/2

Sailors Haven1992 2.00 2/1
Sailors Haven1993 3.00 3/1

Watch HiIl1992 2.00 2/1

Old lnlet1993 0.00 0/1

Smith Point1992 1.00 7/7
Smith Point1993 1.50 6/4

Westhampton1992 24 39 12 0.50 12124
Westhampton19932 27 36 15 0.71 15/21

Cupsogue1992 1.00 6/6

Pikes Beach1993 1.00 5/5

Westhampton Beach1992 18 32 0.33 6/18
Westhampton Beach1993 16 31 10 0.62 10/16

Entire Study Area1 992 79 122 79 1.00 79/79
Entire Study Area19932 82 115 89 1.17 89/76

Number of chicks surviving to fledging divided by the number of adult pairs

Productivity estimate for Westhampton in 1993 is based on 21 pairs and overall productivity

estimate is based on 76 pairs because the number of fledglings for Cupsogue was unknown
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Table Fate of 440 eggs from 122 Piping Plover nests observedon beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992
-4

Island/Beach Hatched Disappearing Abandoned Known Unknown Total

at Hatch Loss

Jones 96 39% 17 7% 16 6% 120 48% 0% 249 100%

Jones West 60 49% 7% 7% 46 37% 0% 123 100%

Jones Mid 24 25% 6% 52 5% 60 63% 0% 95 100%

Jones East 12 39% 10% 6% 14 45% 0% 31 100%

Fire Island 25 47% 9% 6% 20 38% 0% 53 100%

Democrat Pt 20% 0% 0% 80% 0% 100%

Sailors Haven 75% 0% 25% 0% 0% 100%

Watch Hill3 38% 0% 12% 50% 0% 100%

Smith Point 18 50% 14% 3% 12 33 0% 36 100%

Westhampton 40 29% 20 14% 2% 56 40% 19 14% 138 100%

Cupsogue 19 70% 15% 0% 15% 0% 27 100%

Westhampton 21 19% 16 14% 3% 52 47% 19 17% 111 100%

Beach

Entire Study Area 161 37% 42 9% 22 5% 196 45% 19 4% 440 100%

Abandoned on the nest at hatching time unless otherwise noted

Four eggs abandoned alter adult mortality

One nest at the bayside Watch Hill marina within the oceanside Watch Hill vehicle exclosure

.3



Table Fate of 431 eggs from 115 Piping Plover nests observed on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1993
-1

Island/Beach Hatched Disappearing Abandoned Known Unknown Total

at Hatch Loss

Jones 119 46% 14 5% 23 9% 93 36% 10 4% 259 100%

Jones West 96 58% 1% j72 10% 51 31% 0% 166 100%

Jones Mid 14 25% 15% 2% 22 40% 10 18% 55 100%

Jones East 23% 11% 53 13% 20 53% 0% 38 100%

Fire Island 20 54% 14% 14% 19% 0% 37 100%

Democrat Pt 86% 14% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Sailors Haven 75% 25% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Old Inlet 67% 0% 33% 0% 0% 100%

Smith Point 39% 13% 43 17% 30% 0% 23 100%

Westhampton 29 21% 11 8% 2% 71 53% 22 17% 135 100%

Pikes Beach 11 55% 28% 0% 0% 22% 20 100%

Westhampton 18 16% 5% 2% 71 62% 18 15% 115 100%

Beach

Entire Study Area 168 39% 30 7% 30 7% 171 40% 32 7% 431 100%

Abandoned on the nest at hatching time unless otherwise noted

Eight eggs from nests abandoned before hatching time

Four eggs Irom nest abandoned before hatching time

-S
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Table Known cause of loss of 196 Piping Plover eggs on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

-1

Island/Beach Crow Fox Other Storm Burial/ Disturbance Total

Predator Flooding

Jones 74 62% 0% 12 10% 29 24% 4% 120 100%

Jones West 30 65% 0% 17% 15% j2 2% 46 100%
Jones Mid 30 50% 0% 43 7% 22 37% 44 7% 00 100%
Jones East 14 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14 100%

Fire Island 0% 16 80% 0% 0% 20% 20 100%

Democrat Pt 0% 0% 0% 46 100% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Watch Hill 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Smith Point 0% 12 100% 0% 0% 0% 12 100%

Westhampton 14 25% 0% 7% 32 57% 11% 56 100%

Cupsogue 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100%
Westhampton 14 27% 0% 7% 28 54% 12% 52 100%

Beach

Entire Study Area 88 45% 16 8% 18 9% 61 31% 15 7% 196 100%

Rodent

One egg was removed by vandal
3Cat

Nest in Least Tern Sterna antillarum colony abandoned apparently due to disturbance from terns

Nest built next to well-travelled dune road four eggs abandoned possibly because of ORV disturbance

Common Grackle Quiscalus major
Four eggs were evidently crushed by human feet eggs abandoned day after beach party



Table Known cause of loss of 171 Piping Plover eggs on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993

-4

Island/Beach Crow Fox Other Storm Burial Disturbance Total

Predator Flooding

Jones 65 70% 0% 7% 13 14% 9% 93 100%

Jones West 40 78% 0% 14% 8% 0% 51 100%
Jones MId 11 50% 0% 0% 73 32% 43 18% 22 100%
Jones East 14 70% 0% 0% 10% 43 20% 20 100%

Fire Island 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Democrat Pt 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Old Inlet 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Smith Point 0% 10% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Westhampton 28 39% 0% 26 37% 17 24% 0% 71 100%

Pikes Beach 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Westhampton 28 39% 0% 26 37% 17 24% 0% 71 100%
Beach

Entire Study Area 93 54% 4% 33 19% 30 18% 5% 171 100%

Three eggs lost to cat to gull

One nest on steep dune eggs rolled out of it and were buried

Vandalized

Ten cat unidentified bird gull rodent
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Table Survival rates of Piping Plover nests on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992

Island/Beach Daily SE Interval

Survival Survival1

Jones 69 0.973 0.0005 0.401

Jones West 34 0.980 0.0009 0.507

Jones Mid 26 0.958 0.0019 0.222

Jones East 0.981 0.0031 0.500

Fire Island 14 0.982 0.0021 0.533

Democrat Point 0.985 0.0105 0.527

Sailors Haven 1.000 0.0000 1.000

Watch Hill 0.979 0.0149 0.356

Smith Point 0.982 0.0034 0.510

Westhampton 39 0.964 0.0012 0.281

Cupsogue 0.993 0.0027 0.762

Westhampton Beach 32 0.956 0.0035 0.205

Entire Study Area 122 0.972 0.0003 0.381

The probability that nest Initiated will survive to hatching Interval survival rates are bias

adjusted Heisey and Fuller 1985
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Table Survival rates of Piping Plover nests on barrier islands and beaches of central Long

Island N.Y 1993

Island/Beach Daily SE Interval

Survival Survival1

Jones 69 0.975 0.0005 0.418

Jones West 43 0.983 0.0006 0.562

Jones Mid 15 0.959 0.0019 0.219

Jones East 11 0.937 0.0069 0.074

FIre Island 10 0.983 0.0005 0.520

Democrat Point 1.000 0.0000 1.000

Sailors Haven 1.000 0.0000 1.000

Old Inlet 1.000 0.0000 1.000

Smith Point 0.968 0.0073 0.271

Westhampton 36 0.953 0.0020 0.186

Pikes Beach 0.990 0.0137 0.679

Westhampton Beach 31 0.944 0.0020 0.132

Entire Study Area 115 0.970 0.0004 0.348

The probability that nest Initiated will survive to hatching Interval survival rates are bias

adjusted Heisey and Fuller 1985
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Table 10 Fate of 122 Piping Plover nests observed on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

-1

Island/Beach Hatched Predated Storm Abandoned Other Total

Jones 35 51% 25 36% 10% 3% 0% 69 100%

Jones West 21 62% 12 35% 3% 0% 0% 34 100%
Jones Mid 35% 35% 2% 21 8% 0% 26 100%
Jones East 56% 33% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Fire Island 64% 29% 0% 7% 0% 14 100%

Democrat Pt 50% 0% 0% 12 50% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Watch Hill 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Smith Point 67% 33% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Westhampton 17 44% 15% 23% 3% 15% 39 100%

Cupsogue 86% 0% 14% 0% 0% 100%

Westhampton 11 34% 19% 25% j3 3% fl4 19% 32 100%
Beach

Entire Study Area 61 50% 35 29% 16 13% 3% 5% 122 100%

Nest abandoned alter adult mortality another nest built in active least tern colony abandoned apparently due to disturbance

Nest built on edge of road through the dunes heavily used by ORVs
Pedestrian disturbance

Five nests lost for reasons unknown and evidently crushed by pedestrians



Table 11 Fate of 115 Piping Plover nests observed on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993

Island/Beach Hatched Predated Storm Abandoned Other Total

Jones 38 00% 19 27% 0% 0% 0% 69 100%

Jones West 28 65% 12 00% 0% 0% 0% 43 100%
Jones Mid 40% 00% 0% 0% 0% 15 100%
Jones East 36% 00% 0% 0% 12 0% 11 100%

Are Island 00% 20% 0% 0% 0% 10 100%

Democrat Pt 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Old Inlet 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Smith Point 50% 33% 0% 0% 0% 100%

Westhampton 11 00% 14 39% 14% 0% 17% 36 100%

Pikes Beach 80% 0% 0% 0% j4 0% 100%
Westhampton 00% 14 00% 00% 0% 53 0% 31 100%

Beach

Entire Study Area 56 49% 35 30% 8% 3% 11 10% 115 100%

One nest vandalized and lost to unknown sources
One nest vandalized

Lost to unknown sources

C.3



Table 12 Number of Piping Plover nests known to have been taken by specific predators

as percentage of all nests predated on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992

island/Beach Crow sp Fox Other Total Predated

Jones 21 84% 0% 16% 25 100%

Jones West 75% 0% 31 25% 12 100%
Jones Mid 89% 0% 12 11% 100%
Jones East 100% 0% 0% 100%

Fire Island 0% 100% 0% 100%

Democrat Pt 0% 0% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 0% 0% 0% 100%
Watch Hill 0% 100% 0% 100%
Smith Point 0% 100% 0% 100%

Westhampton 83% 0% 17% 100%

Cupsogue 0% 0% 0% 100%
Westhampton Beach 83% 0% 16% 100%

Entire Study Area 26 74% 11% 14% 35 100%

Three nests lost to small mammals probably rodents

One lost to cat

Common Grackle Quiscalus major
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Table 13 Number of Piping Plover nests known to have been taken by specific predators as

percentage of all nests predated on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands

1993

Island/Beach Crow sp Fox Other Total Predated

Jones 17 89% 0% 11% 19 100%

Jones West 10 83% 0% 21 17% 12 100%
Jones Mid 100% 0% 0% 100%
Jones East 100% 0% 0% 100%

Fire Island 0% 100% 0% 100%

Democrat Pt 0% 0% 0% 100%
Sailors Haven 0% 0% 0% 100%
Old Inlet 0% 0% 0% 100%
Smith Point 0% 100% 0% 100%

Westhampton 50% 0% 50% 14 100%

Pikes Beach 0% 0% 0% 100%
Westhampton Beach 50% 0% 72 50% 14 100%

EntIre Study Area 24 68% 6% 26% 35 100%

One cat gull

Three nests lost to cat to unidentified birds to gull and to rodent
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Table 14 Proportion of Piping Plover nests surviving to hatch or failing for nests with and

without predator exciosures on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Year/Exclosure Nest Survived Nest Failed

Status to Hatch

1992

No exclosure 39% 33/84 61% 51/84
Exciosure 74% 28/38 26% 10/38

Significance1 P0.0002 P0.0002

1993

No exclosure 28% 16/57 72% 41/57
Exclosure 69% 40/58 31% 18/58

Significance1 P0.0001 PO.0001

1992 and 1993

No exclosure 35% 49/141 65% 92/141
Exclosure 71% 68/96 29% 28/96

Significance1 P0.0001 P0.0001

11-tailed Z-tests for differences in proportions
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Table 15 Survival rates of Piping Plover nests with and without predator exciosures on central

Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Vear/Exciosure Daily SE Interval1 Significance2

Status Survival Survival

1992

Not exclosed 84 0.96107 0.00058 0.25471

0.00001

Exclosed 38 0.98874 0.00057 0.67552

1993

Not exclosed 57 0.94126 0.00118 0.12128

P0.00001

Exclosed 58 0.98568 0.00044 0.60694

1992 and 1993

Not exclosed 141 0.95418 0.00039 0.20027

0.00001

Exclosed 96 0.98691 0.00025 0.63668

The probability that nest initiated will survive to hatching Interval survival rates are bias

adjusted Heisey and Fuller 1985
1-tailed Z-tests for differences in interval survival
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Table 16 Logistic regression parameter estimates for predicting Piping Plover nest survival or more
eggs survive to hatch using predator exciosure status on barrier islands of central Long Island N.Y
1992 and 1993

Parameter Estimates Analysis of Deviance

Variable Beta SE Wald Sig.2 Deviance3 G4 df Sig.6

Chi-square

Intercept -0.7641 0.2076 13.5431 0.0002 273.095

Predator Exclosure

Present1 1.7196 0.3138 30.0224 0.0001 240.137 32.958 0.0001

Predator exclosure status was either exclosure presenr or exclosure absent

2Probability of greater value based on the Wald Chi-Square statistic

Deviance is the likelihood ratio test used to compare observed to predicted values
4The statistic assesses the significance of adding an independent variable to the model and compares of the model
without the variable to of the model with the variable

8Probability of greater value based on the statistic



Table IT Number of Piping Plover nests with and without predator exciosures taken by

predators large enough to be affected by predator exclosures1 on Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992 and 1993

Year/Exclosure Crow sp Fox Other

Status Predator

1992

No exclosure 96% 25/26 75% 3/4 100% 2/22

Exclosure 4% 1/26 25% 1/4 0% 0/2

1993

No exclosure 58% 14/24 67% 2/3 100% 8/8

Exciosure 42% 10/24 33% 1/3 0% 0/8

1992 and 1993

No exclosure 78% 39/50 71% 5/7 100% 10/10

Exclosure 22% 11/50 29% 2/7 0% 0/10

Predator exciosures erected by the Long Island Chapters of The Nature Conservancy
One cat Common Grackle Quiscalus major
In 1992 crow entered an exclosure through the string top In 1993 10 crows entered

exciosures through string tops subsequently mesh was used in place of string

fox living near the Watch Hill horse corral dug under the standard circular exciosure

Four taken by cat by gull and by unidentified birds

Fox climbed exclosure and tore hole In the mesh top
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Table 18 Number of Piping Plover chicks hatched number fledged and chick survival number
of chicks fledged/number hatched on central Long Island N.Y barrier Islands 1992

Island/Beach Chicks Hatched Chicks Fledged Chick Survival

Jonel 96 56 58%
Jones West 60 37 62%
Jones Mid 24 14 58%
Jones East 12 42%

Fire Island 25 11 44%
Democrat Point 0%
Sailors.Haven 67%
Watch Hill 67%
Smith Point 18 39%

Westhampton 40 12 30%
Cupsogue 19 31%
Westhamton Beach 21 29%

Entire Study Area 161 79 48%

SI
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Table 19 Number of Piping Plover chicks hatched number fledged and chick survival number
of chicks fledged/number hatched on central Long island N.Y barrier islands 1993

Island/Beach Chicks Hatched Chicks Fledged Chick Survival

Jones 119 51%
Jones West 96 51 53%
Jones Mid 14 28%
Jones East 67%

Fire island 20 13 65%
Democrat Point 67%
Sailors Haven 100%
Old Inlet 0%
Smith Point 67%

Westhampton 29 15 52%
Pikes Beach 11 45%
Westhampton Beach 18 10 55%

Entire StudyArea 168 89 53%
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Table 20 Number of Piping Plover broods hatched number fledged and brood survival

number of broods fledged/number hatched on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

Island/Beach Broods Hatched Broods Fledged Brood Survival

Jones 35 28 80%
Jones West 21 18 86%
Jones Mid 67%
Jones East 80%

Fire Island 67%
Democrat Point 0%
Sailors Haven 100%
Watch Hill 100%
Smith Point 67%

Westhampton 17 35%

Cupsogue 50%

Westhampton Beach 11 27%

Entire Study Area 61 40 66%
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Table 21 Number of Piping Plover broods hatched number fledged and brood survival

number of broods fledged/number hatched on central Long Island N.Y barrier Islands 1993

Island/Beach Broods Hatched Broods Fledged Broods Fledged/

Hatched

Jones 38 27 71%
Jones West 28 21 75%
Jones Mid 50%
Jones East 75%

Fire Island 71%
Democrat Point 100%
Sailors Haven 100%
Old Inlet 0%
Smith Point 67%

Westhampton 11 73%
Pikes Beach 50%
Westhampton Beach 86%

Entire Study Area 58 40 71%
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Table 22 Survival of Piping Plover broods without access to ephemeral pools and bay

habitats versus those with access to ephemeral pools on central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992 and 1993

Brood Brood

Perished Survived

1992

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 47% 16/34 53% 18/34

or Bay Habitats

Access to Ephemeral Pools 15% 4/26 85% 22/26

Significance1 P0.O1 P0.01

1993

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 29% 5/17 71% 12/17

or Bay Habitats

Access to Ephemeral Pools 25% 8/32 75% 24/32

Significance1 P0.37 P0.37

1992 and 1993

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 41% 21/51 59% 30/51
or Bay Habitats

Access to Ephemeral Pools 21% 12/58 79% 46/58

Significance1 P0.01 P0.01

11-tailed Z-tests for differences between proportions
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Table 23 SurvIval of PIping Plover broods without access to ephemeral pools and bay

habitats versus those with access to bay habitats on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands

1992 and 1993

Brood Brood

Perished Survived

1992

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 47% 16/34 53% 18/34
or Bay Habitats

Access to Bay Habitats 100% 1/1 0% 0/1

Significance1

1993

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 29% 5/17 71% 12/17
or Bay Habitats

Access to Bay Habitats 43% 3/7 57% 4/7

Significance1 P0.48 P0.48

1992 and 1993

No Access to Ephemeral Pools 41% 21/51 59% 30/51
or Bay Habitats

Access to Bay Habitats 50% 4/8 50% 4/8

Significance1 P0.36 P0.36

11-tailed Z-tests for differences between proportions
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Table 24 Mean time Piping Plover broods that survived or died were disturbed by various

sources as determined by time-budget observations 5º4.9 minutes on central Long Island

N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993 Sample size is the number of broods observed

Disturbance Brood Brood Significance1

Source Survived Perished

SE 5% SE

1992

Pedestrian 40 0.3 1.0 P0.291
ORV2 40 0.1 P0.448
Territorial3 40 2.2 P0.944
Tern4 40 0.1 P0.371

Gull 40 0.1 0.6 P0.999

Dog 40 0.1 0.3 P0.560

1993

Pedestrian 39 1.6 12 0.2 P0.971
ORV2 39 0.1 12 P0.389

Territorial3 39 0.1 12 P0.943
Tern4 39 0.1 12 0.1 P0.966
Gull spp 39 0.1 12 P0.999

Dog 39 0.2 12 0.1 P0.941

11-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences in time spent disturbed for broods that did

and did not survive

20ff road vehicle

3Conflicts among Piping Plover adults over nesting and brood foraging territories

4Sterna antillarum and Sterna hirundo
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Table 25 Observed nest success number of nests that hatched or more eggs/number of

nests and apparent egg success number of eggs/number laid for Piping Plovers reported

from various studies

Area Years Apparent Source

Success

Apparent Nest Success

Mass 1985-1988 24% Maclvor 1990

Va 1993 37% Bottita et al 1993

Va 1988-1990 40% Loegering 1992

N.C 1989 40% McConnaughey et al 1990

N.Y 1992-1993 49% This study

N.C 1989 63% Coutu et al 1990

Apparent Egg Success

Mass 1985-1988 25% Maclvor 1990

Va 1988-1990 35% Loegering 1992

N.Y 1992-1993 38% This study

Va 1993 38% Bottita et al 1993

N.Y 1992 46% Howard et al 1992

N.Y 1988 57% Goldin et al 1988

N.C 1991 60% Eddings and Melvin 1992

Nova Scotia 1900 76% Cairns 1982

N.Y 1937-1958 92% Wilcox 1959
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Table 26 Piping Plover brood and chick survival reported from various studies

Area Years Apparent Source

Survival1

Brood Survival

Va 1986-1987 59% Patterson 1988

N.Y 1992-1993 76% This study

Chick Survival

R.I.2 1993 0% GoIdin 1993a

N.Y.3 1991 19% Eddings and Melvin 1992

N.C 1989 27% Coutu et al 1990

N.Y 1988-1989 30% Goldin 1993b

N.Y.4 1991 34% Eddings and Melvin 1992

Va 1988-1990 43% Loegering 19926

N.Y.3 1992 46% Howard et al 1992

N.Y.4 1992 46% Howard et al 1992

Va 1986-1987 50% Patterson 1988

N.Y 1992-1 993 51% This study

Mass 1985-1 988 54% Maclvor 1990

R.l.5 1993 56% Goldin 1993a

N.C 1989 74% McConnaughey et al 1990

Va 1993 87% Bottita et al 1993

1Number of broods chicks observed divided by the number fledged

2Briggs Beach

3Gateway National Recreation Area

4Breezy Point Cooperative

5Goosewing Beach

6Mayfield 1985 estimate was 33%
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Table 27 Behaviors used in the analysis of Piping Plover brood time budgets on central Long

Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Behavioral categories Behaviors or behavioral sequences
used in the analysis recorded in the field

Foraging Run/Peck Stand/Peck Gleen Aerial Snap Foot

Tremble Foraging Run1 Foraging Walk1 Foraging

Stand1 Probe

Resting Sit Brood Preen

Locomotion Run Walk Fly Hop Fall Down

Alert Undisturbed Non-Foraging Stand

Disturbed Crouch Disturbed Run Disturbed Walk Disturbed Stand

1A run walk or stand between foraging attempts
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Table 28 Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in ocean beach1 habitats given age class

and access to ephemeral pools as determined by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes

on central Long island N.Y barrier islands 1992

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance2

Ephemeral Pools Ephemeral Pools

SE SE

0-2 days

intertidal Zone 17 1.5 19 P0.070

intertidal Zone Wrack 17 3.6 19 P0.032

Berm 17 30 9.8 19 1.7 P0.0O1

Berm Wrack 17 24 8.7 19 P0.001

Open Vegetation 17 35 9.8 19 34 8.7 P0.474

Ephemeral Pool 19 46 10.3

Interdune 17 3.0 19 16 7.1 P0.776

3-10 days

Intertidal Zone 23 3.5 24 P0.004

Intertidal Zone Wrack 23 12 4.0 24 0.1 P0.0O1
Berm 23 15 3.6 24 2.2 P0.001

Berm Wrack 23 24 5.6 24 0.1 P0.OO1

Open Vegetation 23 41 6.1 24 32 6.2 P0.154

Ephemeral Pool 24 51 8.1

interdune 23 24 12 5.1 P0.988

11-20 days

Intertidal Zone 19 3.2 23 P0.005

Intertidal Zone Wrack 19 14 6.3 23 1.2 0.002

Berm 19 18 5.2 23 2.0 P0.001

Berm Wrack 19 27 7.2 23 1.4 P0.001

Open Vegetation 19 36 8.5 23 23 6.1 0.144

Ephemeral Pool 23 64 8.3

Interdune 19 23 3.5 P0.981

continued
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Table 28 Continued

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance2

Ephemeral Pools Ephemeral Pools

SE SE

21-25 days

Intertidal Zone 15 1.7 20 P0.008
Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 18 7.8 20 P0.001
Berm 15 11 4.6 20 2.3 P0.083
Berm Wrack 15 37 8.5 20 2.6 P0.001

Open Vegetation 15 29 8.6 20 15 5.1 0.150

Ephemeral Pool 20 67 8.4

Interdune 15 20 11 5.1 P0.999

All Ages
Intertidal Zone 23 2.5 25 0.001
Intertidal Zone Wrack 23 12 3.3 25 0.6 P0.001

Berm 23 16 3.5 25 1.7 P0.001

Berm Wrack 23 30 5.7 25 0.7 P0.001

Open Vegetation 23 36 5.4 25 26 4.9 P0.040

Ephemeral Pool 25 56 6.8

Interdune 23 0.1 25 10 4.1 P0.967

11n 1992 only one brood had access to bay beach habitats habitats on in let1 bay and overwash

beaches facing the bay foraging it disappeared day after hatch

21-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between access
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Table 29 Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in ocean beachThabitats given age class

and access to ephemeral pools as determined by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes
on centralLong Island N.Y barrier islands 1993

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches
Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance1

Ephemeral Pools Ephemeral Pools

SE SE

0-2 days

Intertidal Zone 0.4 20 1.8 P0.201
Intertidal Zone Wrack 21 11.7 20 1.5 0.314
Berm 23 12.0 20 2.6 P0.018
Berm Wrack 44 17.3 20 0.1 P0.018
Open Vegetation 12 11.0 20 16 6.9 P0.004

Ephemeral Pool 20 72 8.5

Interdune 20 2.7 0.999

3-10 days

Intertidal Zone 15 10 2.9 28 P0.499
Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 13 4.4 28 0.1 P0.001
Berm 15 18 3.2 28 0.1 P0.001
Berm Wrack 15 33 5.6 28 2.1 P0.001
Open Vegetation 15 24 6.8 28 17 5.4 P0.001
Ephemeral Pool 28 75 6.1

Interdune 15 28 1.3 P0.999

11-20 days

Intertidal Zone 15 0.9 25 0.1 P0.349
Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 18 6.8 25 0.8 P0.009
Berm 15 27 6.4 25 0.1 P0.001
Berm Wrack 15 38 8.0 25 0.1 P0.001
Open Vegetation 15 14 5.5 25 2.2 P0.001
Ephemeral Pool 25 89 2.8

Interdune 15 25 1.2 P0.999

continued
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Table 29 ContInued

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance2

Ephemeral Pools Ephemeral Pools

SE 5% SE

21-25 days

Intertidal Zone 11 6.5 23 P0.382
Intertidal Zone Wrack II 23 10.2 23 P0.001
Berm 11 18 5.7 23 P0.001
Berm Wrack 11 21 6.7 23 1.0 P0.001
Open Vegetation 11 30 10.0 23 4.5 P0.001

Ephemeral Pool 23 90 5.2

Interdune 11 23 1.0 P0.999

All Ages
Intertidal Zone 16 1.6 29 1.2 P0.001
Intertidal Zone Wrack 16 14 3.9 29 1.5 PO.001
Berm 16 25 5.2 29 0.7 P0.001
Berm Wrack 16 36 6.0 29 0.8 P0.001

Open Vegetation 16 19 3.9 29 14 4.0 P0.048

Ephemeral Pool 29 76 5.1

Interdune 16 29 1.1 P0.999

11-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between access
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Table 30 Mean time Pipin Plover broods spent in ocean and bay beach habitats given

age class and access to bay beach habitats as determined by time-budget observations

4.9 minutes on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance1

Bay Beach Habitats Bay Beach Habitats

SE SE

0-2 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

intertidal Zone 0.4 4.0 P0.359
intertidal Zone Wrack 21 11.7 17 11.2 P0.382
Berm 23 12.0 6.0 P0.472
Berm Wrack 44 17.3 5.0 0.130
Open Vegetation 12 11.0 P0.102
Interdune P0.999

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 22 12.8

Intertidal Zone Wrack 29 15.1

Berm 6.7

Berm Wrack

Open Vegetation 9.0

3-10 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 15 10 2.9 5.6 0.065
Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 13 4.4 P0.115
Berm 15 18 3.2 2.8 P0.006
Berm Wrack 15 33 5.6 P0.002
Open Vegetation 15 24 6.8 P0.0O1
Interdune 15 P0.999

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 46 18.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 18 11.7

Berm 3.9

Berm Wrack 3.4

Open Vegetation 15 8.5

continued
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Table 30 Continued

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance1

Bay Beach Habitats Bay Beach Habitats

SE SE

11-20 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 15 0.9 P0.335

Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 18 6.8 0.081

Berm 15 27 6.4 P0.029

Berm Wrack 15 38 8.0 P0.002

Open Vegetation 15 14 5.5 P0.002

Interdune 15 P0.999

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 71 14.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 7.2

Berm 2.0

Berm Wrack 11 7.6

Open Vegetation

21-25 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 11 6.5 P0.319

Intertidal Zone Wrack 11 23 10.2 P0.199

Berm 11 18 5.7 P0.155

Berm Wrack 11 21 6.7 P0.088

Open Vegetation 11 30 10.0 0.119

Interdune 11 P0.999

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 54 19.4

Intertidal Zone Wrack 20 11.9

Berm 1.7

Berm Wrack 24 5.8

Open Vegetation

continued
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Table 30 Continued

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches
Habitat without Access to with Access to Significance1

Bay Beach Habitats Bay Beach Habitats

5% SE SE

All Ages
Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 16 1.6 4.0 P0.060
Intertidal Zone Wrack 16 14 3.9 4.5 0.092
Berm 16 25 5.2 3.0 P0.001
Berm Wrack 16 36 6.0 1.0 P0.001
Open Vegetation 16 19 3.9 P0.001
Interdune 16 PO.999

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 50 12.7

intertidal Zone Wrack 15 6.0

Berm 1.5

Berm Wrack 3.4

Open Vegetation 10 5.1

11-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between access
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Table 31 Mean time piping plover broods spent by year in ocean beach habitats given

access as determined by time-budget observations 4.9 minutes on central Long Island

N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Ocean Beaches Ocean Beaches

Habitat without Access to with Access to

Ephemeral Pools Ephemeral Pools

SE SE

Intertidal Zone
1992 23 2.5 25
1993 16 1.6 29 1.2

Significance1 P0.192 P0.106

Intertidal Zone Wrack

1992 23 12 3.3 25 0.6

1993 16 14 3.9 29 1.5

Significance1 P0.574 P0.515

Berm

1992 23 16 3.5 25 1.7

1993 16 25 5.2 29 0.7

Significance1 P0.079 P0.049

Berm Wrack

1992 23 30 5.7 25 0.7

1993 16 36 6.0 29 0.8

Significance1 P0.353 P0.675

Open Vegetation

1992 23 36 5.4 25 26 4.9

1993 16 19 3.9 29 14 4.0

Significance1 P0.027 P0.008

Ephemeral Pool

1992 25 56 6.8

1993 29 76 5.1

Significance1 P0.999 P0.012

lnterdune

1992 23 0.1 25 10 4.1

1993 16 29 1.1

Significance1 P0.247 P0.687

1Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between years
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Table 32 Number and proportion of habitat changes by Piping Plover broods due to human disturbance

during 996 time-budget observations 4.9 minutes on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands

1992 and 1993

Beach Intertidal Zone Berm to Ephemeral Pool

Intertidal Zone Wrack Open to Open
or Berm Wrack to Berm Vegetation Vegetation

HC/TC HC/TC1 HC/TC1

1992

Jones West 228 0% 0/2 228 0% 0/2 228 0% 0/1
Jones Mid 92 8% 4/50 92 0% 0/26
Jones East 49 0% 0/1 49 0% 0/19 49 0/9
Sailors Haven 15 0% 0/10 15 0% 0/15
Watch Hill 14 0% 0/9 14 0% 0/1
SmiLh Pt 25 0% 0/5 25 0% 0/3

Cupsogue 37 0% 0/5 37 0% 0/4

Westhampton 18 40% 2/5 18 0% 0/0

Total 478 7% 6/87 478 0% 0/70 277 0% 0/10

1993

Jones West 312 0% 0/4 312 0% 0/1 312 4% 1/23
Jones Mid 22 8% 2/26 22 0% 0/10
Jones East 31 0% 0/6 31 0% 0/1 31 0/7
Democrat Pt 30 0% 0/10 30 0% 0/0
Sailors Haven 18 0% 0/10 18 0% 0/1
Old Inlet 100% 1/1 0% 0/0
Smith Pt 40 13% 1/8 40 0% 0/5
Pikes Beach 12 25% 1/4 12 0% 0/0

Westhampton 50 20% 6/47 50 18% 2/11

Total 518 9% 11/116 518 7% 2/29 343 3% i/no

1992-1993 996 8% 17/203 996 2% 2/99 620 2% 1/50

I-IC/TC is the number of habitat changes caused by human disturbance divided by the total number of habitat changes



Table 33 Mean time in various behaviors by Piping Plover broods by age as determined

by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

and 1993

Behavior/Age Class 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

0-2 days

Foraging 36 58 5.6 34 73 4.7 0.044
Disturbed 36 1.0 34 1.1 P0.035
Resting 36 32 5.5 34 21 4.4 P0.083
Alert 36 1.2 34 1.0 P0.431
Locomotion 36 0.8 34 0.4 P0.256

3-10 days

Foraging 47 73 3.4 49 75 2.8 P0.886
Disturbed 47 2.0 49 1.0 P0.474
Resting 47 14 2.3 49 14 2.2 P0.991
Alert 47 1.6 49 1.6 P0.536
Locomotion 47 0.5 49 0.4 P0.603

11-20 days

Foraging 42 82 2.6 44 77 3.9 P0.429
Disturbed 42 0.8 44 2.1 P0.086
Resting 42 10 2.0 44 11 2.4 P0.925
Alert 42 1.2 44 0.7 P0.824
Locomotion 42 0.2 44 0.9 0.229

21-25 days

Foraging 35 76 3.7 36 75 5.3 P0.485
Disturbed 35 0.8 36 2.6 P0.814
Resting 35 13 2.8 36 13 3.8 P0.594
Alert 35 1.9 36 1.4 P0.569
Locomotion 35 0.5 36 0.5 P0.406

All Ages

Foraging 48 75 2.5 52 73 2.9 P0.754
Disturbed 48 1.8 52 1.3 P0.956
Resting 48 13 1.4 52 16 2.1 P0.953
Alert 48 1.0 52 0.6 P0.817
Locomotion 48 0.3 52 0.5 P0.999

1Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between years
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Table 34 Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in behaviors within foraging habitats by age class as

determined by time-budget observations c4.9 minutes on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

ID

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE SE SE SE SE

0-2 days
Intertidal Zone 75 25.0 17 16.6 8.3

Intertidal Zone Wrack 59 18.9 22 22.0 4.2 13 12.5

Berm 10 51 14.4 1.0 37 14.0 3.0 4.8

Berm Wrack 80 11.4 12 9.2 2.3 5.2

Open Vegetation 22 70 7.0 1.9 24 6.8 0.7 0.6

Ephemeral Pool 12 53 12.1 2.0 38 12.1 0.9 0.4

Interdune 57 16.2 2.0 32 14.0 2.1 5.0

Significance P0.605 P0.560 P0219 P0.715 P0.348

3-10 days
Intertidal Zone 88 7.3 5.9 2.9 2.0 0.4

Intertidal Zone Wrack 10 91 6.0 0.7 2.6 1.8 1.0

Berm 20 65 7.1 2.3 15 5.2 3.2 2.2

Berm Wrack 17 78 7.5 5.3 5.1 1.2 0.8

Open Vegetation 36 77 4.0 2.0 11 2.8 2.0 0.9

Ephemeral Pool 18 85 3.6 2.7 2.3 0.3 0.2

Interdune 68 0.8 0.2 22 8.4 2.9 1.0

Significance P0.082 P0.668 P0.450 P0.478 P0.111

Continued



Table 34 Continued

r- Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE SE SE 5c% SE SE

11-20 days
Intertidal Zone 94 5.5 4.9 0.7
Intertidal Zone Wrack 87 5.6 2.3 1.2 4.7 0.6

Berm 15 80 5.0 2.7 3.0 2.5 2.2

Berm Wrack 14 93 3.3 1.1 1.7 1.9

Open Vegetation 26 70 6.9 4.3 16 5.7 22 1.3

Ephemeral Pool 19 88 2.8 1.2 2.7 0.2 0.2

Interdune 71 14.6 19 16.3 1.8 1.9 2.0

SigniFicance1 P0.202 P0.129 P0.292 P0.636 P0.286

21-25 days
Intertidal Zone 50 28.9 25 25.0 25 25.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 70 15.4 17 12.0 2.4 7.0

Berm 13 84 7.1 1.8 3.1 3.7 3.2

Berm Wrack 11 79 6.8 2.2 2.9 11 5.7 0.9

Open Vegetation 18 57 9.0 12 6.2 17 5.9 4.2 2.8

Ephemeral Pool 18 89 3.1 0.7 2.7 1.0 0.6

Interdune 43 19.2 3.6 49 19.7 3.9

SigniFicance P0.099 P0.286 P0.267 P0.882 P0.586

Continued



Table 34 Continued

-4

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

5i% SE SE SE SE SE

All Ages
Intertidal Zone 86 AB 5.9 5.1 2.2 3.5 0.6

Intertidal Zone Wrack 14 89 ABC 3.9 1.7 AB 1.7 1.2 0.7

Berm 28 69 5.7 1.5 16 PB 4.7 1.5 1.7

Berm Wrack 25 82 5.2 3.6 3.0 1.6 0.3

Open Vegetation 46 70 3.7 1.9 15 co 2.4 1.9 PB 0.8

Ephemeral Pool 22 85 ABC 1.9 0.7 10 1.8 0.3 0.2

Interdune 10 66 DE 9.4 0.3 18 EE 6.1 1.6 PB 3.5

Significanc P0.006 P0.479 P0.003 P0.701 P0.040

Kruskall-Wallis tests for differences among habitats

Means with the same letters are not different pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum tests 0.05



Table 35 Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in behaviors within Foraging habitats by age class

as determined by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993
-4

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE SE SE SE SE

0-2 days

Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 67 33.3 33 33.3

Intertidal Zone Wrack 73 16.0 2.4 20 13.4 1.0 1.0

Berm 60 15.6 32 15.2 4.1 0.9

Berm Wrack 65 20.7 17 16.7 18 16.4

Open Vegetation 60 15.3 1.6 30 16.3 4.0 3.0

Ephemeral Pool 17 89 4.4 0.6 4.4 0.1
lnterdune 29 28.6 7.0 38 38.0 26 2.6

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 97 2.8 2.8

Intertidal Zone Wrack 79 15.8 21 15.8

Berm 92

Berm Wrack

Open Vegetation 67 18 13

Significance

continued
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Table 35 Continued

-4

Habitat Foragrng Disturbed Resting Aert Locomotion

SE 5c% SE SE SE SE

3-10 days
Ocean Beach

Inlertidal Zone 10 88 6.0 5.3 1.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 12 89 3.9 2.8 3.1 0.6

Berm 16 60.PB 9.8 23 8.4 12 6.5 1.7 1.5

Berm Wrack 18 63 8.1 10 3.5 22 7.2 1.4 0.5

Open Vegetation 26 53 7.8 11 4.0 18 6.1 11 4.6 2.7

Ephemeral Pool 25 84 4.3 0.6 11 4.3 0.2 0.2

Interdune 44 AS 21.1 36 20.2 20 20.0

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 90 AS 9.3 10 9.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 84 AS 15.7 12 12.0 4.0

Berm 77 AS 21.8 23 21.8

Berm Wrack 90 AS 10.1 5.6 4.0

Open Vegetation 42 AS 28.1 35 32.6 23 23.0

Significance P0.033 P0.184 P0.11O P0.216 P0.096

continued



Table 35 Continued

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE SE SE SE SE

11-20 days
Ocean Beach
Intertidal Zone 83 AR 12.1 2.7 12 12.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 11 90 8.1 8.1 0.1
Berm 17 54 9.5 19 7.4 11 5.5 0.5 16 6.2

Berm Wrack 16 65 9.0 15 5.4 10 5.3 0.5 6.2

Open Vegetation 17 63 9.8 6.4 21 6.7 1.0 2.3

Ephemeral Pool 25 86 3.7 0.8 3.4 0.9 0.2

Interdune 32 21.4 14 8.8 31 15.3 22 14.4

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 95 1.2 1.2 0.9 ABC 0.7 0.5

Intertidal Zone Wrack 92 AS 5.2 1.1 ABC 4.3

Berm 80 AS 20.0 20 20.0 ABC

Berm Wrack 49 AR 28.9 45 29.2 5.6 ABC

Open Vegetation

Signiticance1 P0.013 P0.149 P0.074 P0.009 P0.054

continued
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Table 35 Continued

-4

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

5% SE SE SE SE SE

21-25 days

Ocean Beach
Intertidal Zone 96 3.1

3.0
Intertidal Zone Wrack 98 1.1 1.0 2.0

Berm 41 8.3 25 13.3 7.0 12 5.9 13 6.4
Berm Wrack 64 13.8 6.4 13 7.4 11 5.9 1.9

Open Vegetation 11 36 11.6 17 10.4 36 10.4 3.7 2.0

Ephemeral Pool 22 87 5.2 0.6 4.7 1.6 0.2
Interdune 100

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 100

Intertidal Zone Wrack 89 10.4 4.0 6.0

Berm 100

Berm Wrack 61 5.8 39 5.8

Open Vegetation

SigniFicance

Continued

-S



Table 35 Continued

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE SE SE SE SE

All Ages
Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 14 87 AS 5.0 3.8 1.8 2.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 17 88 AS 2.7 2.7 3.1 0.1 0.1
Berm 22 54 7.1 17 5.6 17 BC 5.6 1.2 3.1

Berm Wrack 22 58 6.9 14 5.0 18 5.3 1.0 4.5

Open Vegetation 35 52 5.5 12 3.9 23 4.4 2.0 1.5

Ephemeral Pool 27 83 4.4 0.4 13 4.5 0.5 0.1

Interdune 10 39 13.1 1.4 24 BC 11.2 16 7.4 19 11.0

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 93 5.2 0.5 BC 5.4 0.3 0.1

Intertidal Zone Wrack 88 BC 7.9 0.8 BC 6.6 PB 1.7

Berm 75 BC 15.5 18 17.6 6.0 0.5

Berm Wrack 68 BC 11.3 22 14.7 10 BC 5.3

Open Vegetation 57 BC 19.8 13 10.4 27 BC 21.6 PB 3.0 0.3

Significance1 P0.001 P0.101 P0.004 P0.011 P0.007

Kruskall-WaIIis tests for differences among habitats Some differences could not be tested for some groups

when sample sizes number of broods were too low the 0-2 day and 11-35 day age classes

Means with the same letters are not different pairwise Wilcoxori rank-sum tests for differences

CD



Table 36 Proportion of time Piping Plover broods were disturbed by various sources during behavioral observations
in high and low energy beach habitats on central barrier islands of Long Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

-I

Habitat Human Piping Plover Avian2 Gull Spp Other3 Unknown

Territorial

SE 5% SE 5% SE 5% SE i% SE 5% SE

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 21 5AB 2.7 0A 1A 0.2 1A 0.4 IA 0.5 GA
Intertidal

Zone Wrack 31 1.5 1A 0.1 IA 0.2 1A 0.8 IA 0.1 IA 0.1
Berm 48 2.8 IA 0.2 1A 0.4 GA 1A 0.1 IA 0.3

Berm Wrack 45 2.6 IA 0.5 1A 0.5 1A 0.5 lA 0.3 IA 0.1
Open Vegetation 72 1.9 IA 0.4 2A 0.8 IA 0.4 1A 0.4 2A 0.8

Ephemeral Pool 42 0.2 1A 0.1 IA 0.2 IA 0.2 1A 0.2 IA 0.1
Interdune 19 GA IA 0.4 2A 1.3 lA 0.1 GA IA 1.0

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone lAB 0.5 lA 0.2 1A 0.1 IA 0.1 1A 0.1 OA
Intertidal

Zone Wrack PB 0.4 OA GA IA 0.3 GA IA 0.1

Berm PB 6.7 GA IIA 10.9 GA OA GA
Berm Wrack 17 B16.7 GA GA 6A 5.8 OA GA

Open Vegetation 10 7.7 GA 3A 2.8 OA GA GA

Significance4 P0.029 P0.148 P0.I24 P0.107 P0.68I P0.293

All Habitats 52 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Mostly pedestrian aircraft caused 0.2% and ORVs 0.4% disturbance
UnspeciFied avian and/or least tern

Unidentified mammal dog thunder or wave hitting and tumbling chick

Kruskall-Wallis tests for differences among habitats

Means with the same letters are not different



Table 37 Foraging rates attempts per minute of Piping Plover broods by age class on ocean

and bay beach habitats as determined by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes on cen

tral Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Habitat SE

0-2 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 5.2

Intertidal Zone Wrack 0.6

Berm 0.4

Berm Wrack 0.9

Open Vegetation 20 0.6

Ephemeral Pool 26 0.6

Interdune 1.1

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 10 5.1

Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.4

Berm 2.7

Open Vegetation

Significance1

3-10 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 13 1.2

Intertidal Zone Wrack 17 0.9

Berm 24 0.6

Berm Wrack 27 0.6

Open Vegetation 49 0.6

Ephemeral Pool 44 13 0.9

Interdune BC 2.2

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone AB 1.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack BC 1.4

Berm BC 0.3

Berm Wrack BC 1.2

Open Vegetation BC 2.5

Significance1 P0.0U1

continued
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Table 37 Continued

Habitat Ii SE

11-20 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 12 ABC 3.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 12 12 AB 2.0

Berm 26 0.6

Berm Wrack 23 0.5

Open Vegetation 28 0.9

Ephemeral Pool 43 15 0.9

Interciune 0.3

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 13 AB 2.5

Intertidal Zone Wrack 12 AB 2.7

Berm BD 2.9

Berm Wrack BD 3.4

Significance1 P0.001

21-25 days

Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 26 14.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.0

Berm 11 1.2

Berm Wrack 16 1.1

Open Vegetation 18 5.3

Ephemeral Pool 38 16 1.3

Interdune 1.1

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 18 4.4

Intertidal Zone Wrack 18 7.8

Berm

Berm Wrack 0.5

Significance1

continued
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Table 37 Continued

Habitat SE

All Ages
Ocean Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 16 BC 1.6

Intertidal Zone Wrack 24 BC 1.0

Berm 37 0.5

Berm Wrack 37 0.4

Open Vegetation 65 0.6

Ephemeral Pool 49 14 0.7

Interdune 11 1.2

Bay Beach Habitats

Intertidal Zone 13 AB 2.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 11 ABC 4.1

Berm 0.5

Berm Wrack cD 1.9

Open Vegetation 2.2

Significance1 P0.001

All Ages
AU Habitats 103 0.7

1Kruskall-Wallis tests for differences among habitats No tests were done for the 0-2 and 21-25

day age classes because for treatments

Means with the same letters are not different Wilcoxon rank-sum tests P0.05
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Table 38 Foraging rates attempts per minute of undisturbed versus disturbed Piping Plover broods by age in

foraging habitats as determined by time-budget observations 5c4.9 minutes on central Long Island N.Y

barrier islands 1992 and 1993

to

Habitat Undisturbed Disturbed Significance1

SE SE

0-2 days
Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 5.2

Intertidal Zone Wrack 0.6 1.1 0.430

Berm 0.3

Berm Wrack 1.0 0.9 0.067

Open Vegetation 16 0.7 1.0 P0.339

Ephemeral Pool 12 1.1 12 0.8 P0.752

Interdune 1.6 1.7

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 13 6.5

Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.4

Berm 2.7

Berm Wrack

Open Vegetation

continued
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Table 38 Continued

-4

Habitat Undisturbed

SE

Disturbed

SE

SigniFicance

3-10 days

Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 12 1.2 0.4 P0.003

Intertidal Zone Wrack 14 1.2 1.5 P0.236
Berm 22 0.6 1.0 P0.439
Berm Wrack 21 0.9 12 0.9 P0.044

Open Vegetation 43 0.7 13 1.2 P0.370

Ephemeral Pool 35 14 0.9 24 11 1.3 P0.048

interdune 2.7

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 1.7

Intertidal Zone Wrack 1.4

Berm 1.8 2.5

Berm Wrack 1.2

Open Vegetation 3.2

continued
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Table 38 Continued

Habitat Undisturbed

SE

Disturbed

SE

Significance1

11-20 days

Ocean Beach
Intertidal Zone 13 3.1

Intertidal Zone Wrack 14 3.5 11 3.6 P0.469
Berm 22 0.7 1.3 P0.198
Berm Wrack 18 0.9 12 0.7 P0.072
Open Vegetation 27 0.9 2.1 P0.059
Ephemeral Pool 35 16 1.1 24 13 1.3 PO.056
Interdune 0.6

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 14 4.2 14 4.9 P0.999
Intertidal Zone Wrack 13 4.0 4.0

Berm
Berm Wrack 11 1.8

Open Vegetation

continued



Table 38 Continued

-4

Habitat Undisturbed

SE

Disturbed

SE

Significance

21-25 days
Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 26 14.6

Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.0

Berm 1.3 1.6 P0.393
Berm Wrack 11 1.2 1.1 0.455
Open Vegetation 14 11 6.8 1.6 P0.334
Ephemeral Pool 30 16 1.2 13 18 3.4 0.229
Interdune 1.2

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 18 4.4 16

Intertidal Zone Wrack 19 7.0

Berm
Berm Wrack 0.5

Open Vegetation

continued
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Table 38 Continued

Habitat Undisturbed

SE

Disturbed

SE

SigniBcance

All Ages
Ocean Beach

Intertidal Zone 15 10 1.6 0.4 0.001
Intertidal Zone Wrack 21 1.0 13 1.5 P0.073
Berm 34 0.5 13 0.9 P0.462
Berm Wrack 31 0.5 18 0.5 0.005
Open Vegetation 55 0.7 22 0.8 P0.151
Ephemeral Pool 40 15 0.7 33 11 1.0 P0.012
Iriterdune 10 1.4 1.1 P0.087

Bay Beach

Intertidal Zone 13 0.0 11 4.0 P0.410
Intertidal Zone Wrack 11 4.0 4.6 0.438
Berm 1.6 2.0

Berm Wrack 2.7 2.0

Open Vegetation 2.3

All Ages
All Habitats 51 0.7 44 1.0 P0.042

1-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between disturbed and undisturbed broods

-a



Table 39 Composition oF arthropods Found on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993 Values are
mean percent of counts from sticky paint stirrers hour sampling period

1992 1993 1092-1993

SE SE SE

Insects 366 93 1.0 676 99 0.2 1042 97 0.4

Diptera 362 91 0.8 675 87 0.8 1037 89 0.6

Coleoptera 362 0.3 675 0.2 1037 0.2

Homoptera 362 0.3 675 0.1 1037 0.2

.Hymenoptera 362 0.4 675 0.6 1037 0.4

Unidentified Larvae 362 0.3 675 0.4 1037 0.3

Collembola 362 0.3 675 1037 0.1

Hemiptera 362 0.1 675 0.1 1037 0.1
Lepidoptera 362 0.1 675 0.1 1037 0.1
Neuroptera 362 0.1 675 0.1 1037 0.1
Odonata 362 0.2 675 1037 0.1
Orthoptera 362 0.1 675 1037 0.1
Siphonaptera 362 0.1 675 0.1 1037 0.1

Zoraptera 362 0.2 675 0.1 1037 0.1

Amphipods 366 0.9 676 0.1 1042 0.3

Arachnids 366 0.1 676 0.1 1042 0.1

Insect larvae not identified to order

Co



Table 40 Composition of arthropods in Piping Plover brood foraging habitats on central Long lsland
N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993 Values represent mean percent of counts from sticky paint stirrers hour sampling period

Habitat Dipterans Insect Hymenoptera Other Amphipods
Larvae Insects

5% SE SE SE i% SE SE

Intertidal Zone 41 83 4.1 11 3.6 1.3 1.0

Intertidal Zone Wrack 257 81 1.5 0.7 0.8 0.4 1.2

Berm 162 88 1.6 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.1

Berm Wrack 271 89 1.2 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.7

Open Vegetation 218 87 1.2 0.2 0.7 0.8 0.1

Ephemeral Pool 66 83 3.6 2.0 2.5 2.2 0.1

Bay Intertidal Zone 23 86 4.2 3.5 0.9 1.6 0.1

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack 12 82 6.4 4.2 2.4 1.8 2.0

1992Coleoptera Collembola Lepidoptera Neuroptera Odonata Orthoptera Siphonaptera Zoraptera Arachnida
1993Coleoptera Lepidoptera Neuroptera Siphonaptera Zoraptera Arachnida

_......_



Table 41 Arthropod abundance indices for Piping Plover foraging habitats on central Long Island N.Y tarrier

Islands 1992 and 1993 Values represent average counts from sets of sticky paint stirrers in each habitat in 1km segments
of beachlront 3-hour sampling period sample per week weeks 17 sampling blocks in 1992 20 sampling blocks in 1993
Not every sampling block contained all habitats

Habitat Arthropod Count Arthropod Count Significance1

1992 1993

SE SE

Ephemeral Pool 57 6.2 114 30.9 P0.074

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 40 AB 20.4
--

Open Vegetation 17 28 3.0 13 16 BC 3.7 P0.001

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 17 21 2.3 20 18 BCD 2.0 P0.259

Bay Intertidal Zone 17 BCDE 5.9

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 14 CDEF 3.6

Berm 20 12 EF 1.1

Berm Wrack 17 1.2 20 11 1.5 P0.659

Significance2 P0.0001 P0.0001

1Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests for differences between years within habitats

2Kruskal-WaIIis tests for differences among habitats within years
Means with the same letters are not different pair-wise Wilcoxon Rank-Sum .05

-S
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Table 42 Arthropod abundance indices in habitats on beaches used and not used by Piping Plover broods on
central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993 Values represent counts from sticky paint stirrers in each
habitat of 1-km beachiront segments once week br weeks 3-hour sampling period Counts for used and unused beaches were
averaged and paired for each week of sampling to reduce temporal and spatial bias

Beach Class Intertidal Intertidal Berm Berm Open Ephemeral
Zone Zone Wrack Wrack Vegetation Pool

SE SE SE SE SE SE

Non-nesting 14 4.2 12 20 4.1 13 3.7 13 18 3.7 13 18 3.9 45 37.8

Nesting 24 6.7 14 20 2.9 12 3.6 14 ii 1.8 14 27 4.4 14 88 24.1

Signilicancet P0.219 P0.970 P0.812 P0.080 P0.068

Wilcoxon signed-rank test for differences between nesting and non-nesting 1-km beachfront segments within habitats
few pairs number of pairs for valid Wilcoxon signed-rank test



Table 43 Arthropod abundance Indices from transects in Piping Plover brood-rearing territories versus random
transects on km segments of beachiront on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 Values

represent counts from sticky paint stirrers 3-hour sampling period Counts for Foraging and non-foraging
within 1km nesting segments of beachiront were paired for each week to reduce temporal bias

Brood-rearing Random
Territories Transects Significance1

SE SE

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 45 20 2.8 49 23 3.0 0.115

Berm Wrack 54 0.9 52 11 1.8 P0.956

Open Vegetation 53 30 5.1 52 23 2.1 P0.984

Ephemeral Pool 18 64 14.7 44 12.2 P0.426

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for differences between transects in brood-rearing territories versus random
transects within habitats

-a



Table 44 Arthropod abundance Indices from transects in Piping Plover brood-rearing territories versus random
transects on km segments of beachfront beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993
Values represent counts from sticky paint slirrers 3-hour sampling period Counts for foraging and non-foraging
transects were paired within each nesting km segment for each week to reduce temporal bias

Brood-rearing Random Signiticance

Territories Transects

SE SE

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 15 28 8.9 16 14 3.5 P0.110

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 41 23 6.0 47 14 2.0 0.711

Berm 46 13 3.4 50 12 1.6 P0.142

Berm Wrack 41 11 2.5 50 11 2.1 0.617

Open Vegetation 30 27 9.5 33 21 5.3 P0.657

Ephemeral Pool 19 124 44.9 17 115 43.0 0.734

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 11 33 12.6 13 28 8.3 P0.999

Bay Intertidal

Zone 18 5.3 17 8.0

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for differences between transects in brood-foraging territories and random transects

within habitats

Too few pairs number of pairs for valid Wilcoxon signed-rank test



Table 45 Arthropod abundance indices for 1992 versus 1993 for habitats in Piping Plover brood-rearing
territories in km beachiront segments on central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993 Values

represent counts from sticky paint stirrers hour sampling period

Year Ephemeral Open Intertidal Berm
Pool Vegetation Zone Wrack Wrack

5c SE SE SE SE

1992 18 64 14.7 53 30 5.1 45 20 2.8 54 0.9

1993 19 124 44.7 30 27 9.5 41 23 6.0 41 11 2.5

Significance P0.855 P0.025 P0.060 PO.479

Wilcoxon rank-sum tests For differences between years within habitats

ci



Table 46 Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in foraging habitats as reported from various studies

-1

Study ITZ ITZ Wrack Berm Berm Wrack Open Ephemeral Bay
Vegetation2 Pools Muduiats

Strauss 1990

1090 Undisturbed 97
0.1

1990 Disturbed 23 68

Eddinga and MelvIn 1992

1991 CooperatIve 12 63 16
1991 GATE 18 13 50 12

Howard et al 1993

1992 Cooperative 24 16 34 16
1992 GATE 48 46

Goldin 1993b3

1988 24 21 42 13
1989 19 66 11

Hoopes 1993
1988-1989 21 47 10 13

This study 1994

1992 No Access to EPs6 12 16 30 36

1992 Access to EPs 26 56

1993 No Access to EPs or Bay 14 25 36 19

1993 Access to EPs 14 76
1993 Access to Bay 65

Intertidal Zone

2Open vegetation was found on dunes and loredunes and was similarto Dune in other studies
3Goldin 1993 and Hoopes 1993 did not differentiate between intertidal zone and berm wrack
4Hoopes 1993 combined adults and chicks

6Broods had access to mudflats on of beaches

6Ephemeral pools



Table 47 Foraging rates attempts per minute and arthropod abundances surface arthropods caught
on sticky traps unless otherwise noted in Piping Plover brood foraging habitats as reported from various studies

Study lIZ ITZ Wrack Berm Berm Wrack Open Ephemeral Bay
Vegetation2 Pools Mudflats

Loegering 1992

Foraging Rate 5.9 10.8 13.3

Arthropod Abundance4 55 86

Hoopes 1993

Foraging Rate 5.0 3.8 2.5 3.8 5.8

Arthropod Abundance 85 53 21 514

This Study 1993

Foraging Rate 14 13

Arthropod Abundance

1992 21 28 57

1993 14 18 12 11 16 114 17

1lntertidal Zone

2Open vegetation was found on dunes and loredunes and was similar to Dune in other studies

3Loegering 1992 did not differentiate among ocean intertidal zone and berm and wrack was extremely sparse
4We multiplied Loegerings arthropod counts by to adjust his 30-minute sampling period to our 3-hour sampling

period

Hoopes 1993 did not differentiate between intertidal zone and berm wrack

6We divided Hoopes surface arthropod counts by to adjust his 24-hour sampling period to our 3-hour sampling

period

Inlauna arthropods caught with core samplers
40 in bay intertidal zone wrack



Table 48 Width of wrackline on central Long island N.Y barrier islands 1992 and 1993

SE Signficance1

Year

1992 55 1.1 0.23

0.18

1993 55 1.2 0.21

Nesting/Brood Foraging

No 51 1.5 0.01

0.02
Yes 59 0.8 0.04

Raked2

No 100 1.2 0.17

0.48

Yes 10 0.5 0.12

ORVs Driven on the Beach
No 20 1.0 0.24

0.67
Yes 90 1.1 0.18

Nesting Beach within km of Inlet

No 55 0.8 0.25

0.75
Yes 0.6 0.23

1Wiicoxon rank-sum test for differences between ORV use types
2Raked beaches are those on which beach machinery scrapes wrack and other beach debris

off of the berm
3ORVOff Road Vehicle

TABLES 188



Table 49 Habitat characteristics measured on Piping Plover nesting and non-nesting beaches

on central Long Island NY barrier islands 1992 and 1993

Microhabitat Measurements 0.5 rn-square plot

Percent Vegetation

Percent Sand

Percent Shell

Percent Cobble

Width Measurements1

Total Beach Width2

Berm Width

Open Vegetation Width

Interdune Width

Ephemeral Pool Width

Wrackline Width

Distance Measurements3

Open Vegetation

Ephemeral Pool

Inlet and/or Bayside Muduiats

Barrier Island Tip

Off Road Vehicle ORV Cut road cutting through dunes
Off Road Vehicle Rut rut in sand cut by tires of ORVs
Parking Lot

Footpath

Bath House

Residence

Potential Predation e.g gull colonies garbage cans

Disturbance Measurements

Instantaneous Counts of Pedestrians ORVs Dogs Gulls

and Crows

Track Indices for Pedestrians ORVs Dogs Gulls Crows
Cats Foxes Miscellaneous

1Determined by pacing up the beach perpendicular to the long axis of the beach starting at

high water mark and stopping at the border of dense vegetation road or parking lot

2lncludes berm open vegetation interdune and ephemeral pool
3Measured from the random point or nest

TABLES 189



Table 50 Logistic regression parameter estimates for predicting Piping Plover nesting use of 20 1-km segments
of beachiront using pedestrian track count index1 on Jones Beach N.Y 1992

-4

Parameter Estimates Analysis of Deviance

Variable Beta SE Wald P2 Deviance3 G4 dl P5

Chi-square

Intercept 4.6145 1.8008 6.5666 0.0104 16.908

Pedestrian Track

Count Index -0.4634 0.2235 4.3003 0.0381 9.858 7.0501 0.0079

1The pedestrian track count index is measure of average pedestrian use of of beachiront during the

nesting season The Index represents the percent coverage of the berm by human tracks

Probability of greater value based on the Wald Chi-Square statistic

Deviance is the likelihood ratio test used to compare observed to predicted values

4The statistic asses the significance of adding an independent variable to the model and compares of the model

without the variable to of the model with the variable

5Probability of greater value based on the statistic

-s
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Table 51 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover nesting use of 20 1-km

segments of beachfront based on pedestrian track count index1 on Jones Beach N.Y 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

Nesting/Foraging 17 17 100 0%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 67% 33%

Total 20 19 95% 5%

1The pedestrian track count index is measure of average pedestrian use of of beachfront

during the nesting season The index represents the percent coverage of the berm by human
tracks
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Table 52 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover nesting use of 23 1-km

segments of beachfront based on pedestrian track count index1 on Jones Beach N.Y 1993

The predictions are based on an equation developed from 20 1-km segments of beachfront

samped in the same area in 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

Nesting/Foraging 15 15 100 0%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 50% 50%

Total 23 19 83% 17%

1The pedestrian track count irdex is measure of average pedestrian use of of beachfront

during the nesting season The index represents the percent coverage of the berm by human
tracks
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Table 53 Logistic regression parameter estimates for predicting Piping Plover nesting use oF 34 1-km segments of

beachiront using open vegetation width1 on Fire Island and Westhampton Island western 12 km N.Y
1992

Parameter Estimates Analysis of Deviance

Variable Beta SE Wald P2 Deviance3 G4 dl

Chi-square

Intercept -6.6623 2.5561 6.7937 0.0091 47.070

Open Vegetation

Width 0.4818 0.1800 7.1677 0.0074 16.208 29.861 0.0001

Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the beach Open

vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophila breviligulata

2Probability of greater value based on the Wald Chi-Square statistic

3Deviance is the likelihood ratio test used to compare observed to predicted values

4The statistic assesses the significance of adding an independent variable to the model and compares
of the model without the variable to of the model with the variable

5Probability of greater value based on the statistic

Co



Table 54 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover nesting use of 34 1-km

beachfront segments based on open vegetation width1 on Fire Island and Westhampton Island

western 12 km N.Y 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

Nesting/Foraging 14 12 86% 14%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 20 18 90% 10%

Total 34 30 88% 12%

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach Open vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophila
breviligulata
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Table 55 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover nesting use of 24 1-km

beachfront segments based on vegetation width1 on Fire Island and Westhampton Island

western 12 km N.Y 1993 The predictions are based on an equation developed from 34

1-km beachfront segments sampled in the same area in 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

fl

Nesting/Foraging 100% 0%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 20 16 80% 20%

Total 28 24 86% 14%

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach Open vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophia
breviligulata
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Table 56 Logistic regression parameter estimates for predicting Piping Plover nesting use of 26 1-km segments of

beachfront using open vegetation width on Fire Island N.Y 1992
-I

Parameter Estimates Analysis of Deviance

Variable Beta SE Wald P2 Deviance3 G1 df P5

Chi-square

Intercept 7.2692 3.7983 3.6626 0.0556 31.349

Open Vegetation

Width 0.4312 0.2586 2.7796 0.0954 7.873 20.218 0.0001

Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the beach Open
vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophila breviligulata

2Probabilily ol greater value based on the Wald Chi-Square statistic

3Deviance is the likelihood ratio test used to compare observed to predicted values
4The statistic assesses the significance of adding an independent variable to the model and compares

of the model without the variable to of the model with the variable

5Probability of greater value based on the statistic



Table 57 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover nesting use of 26 1-km

beachfront segments based on open vegetation width1 on Fire Island N.Y 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

Nesting/Foraging 67% 33%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 20 20 100% 0%

Total 26 24 92% 8%

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach Open vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophila
breviligulata
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Table 58 Logistic regression equation predictions of Piping Plover use of 26 1-km beachfront

segments based On open vegetation width on Fire Island N.Y 1993 The predictions are

based on an equation developed from 26 1-km beachiront segments sampled In the same area

in 1992

Observed Predicted

Correct Incorrect

Nesting/Foraging 100% 0%

Non-Nesting/Foraging 19 17 89% 11%

Total 23 21 91% 9%

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach Open vegetation is comprised primarily of American Beach Grass Ammophila
breviligulata
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Table 59 Mean open vegetation width1 for 1-km segments of beachfront determined to be

used or not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood-rearing on central barriers islands

of Long Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

Year Open Vegetation Width

Beach Class

SE

1992

Unused 23 6.6 1.28

Used 32 26.6 4.14

Significance2 PO.001

1993

Unused 28 7.0 1.81

Used 27 29.4 4.82

Significance2 po.ooi

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the
beach and composed primarily of American beach grass Ammophila breviligulata
2Wilcoxon rank-sum test for differences between beach classes
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Table 60 Mean open vegetation width1 for 1-km segments of beachfront determined to be

used or not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood-rearing on Fire Island Long Island

N.Y 1992 and 1993

Year/ Open Vegetation Width

Beach class

SE

1992

Unused 20 5.7 1.26

Used 29.6 5.10

Significance2 PO.001

1993

Unused 19 5.2 1.55

Used 31.3 3.49

Significance2 P0.003

tWidth of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach and composed primarily of American beach grass Ammophila breviligulata

2Wilcoxon rank-sum test for differences between beach classes
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Table 61 Mean open vegetation width1 for 1-km segments of beachfront determined to be

used or not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood-rearing on Fire Island National

Seashore Long Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

Year Open Vegetation Width

Beach Class

SE

1992

Unused 14 3.7 1.17

Used 23.4 4.90

Significance2 PO.003

1993

Unused 13 5.0 1.76

Used 28.5 7.50

Significance2 0.031

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach and composed primarily of American beach grass Ammophila breviligulata

2Wilcoxon rank-sum test for differences between beach classes
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Table 62 Mean open vegetation width1 for 1-km segments of beachfront determined to be

used or not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood-rearing on Jones Island Long Island

N.Y 1992 and 1993

earl Open Vegetation Width

Beach Class

SE

1992

Unused 12.0 4.58

Used 17 29.7 7.47

Significance2 P0.112

1993

Unused 9.0 4.77

Used 15 35.1 8.13

Significance2 P0.101

1Width of open vegetation is measured along transect perpendicular to the long axis of the

beach and composed primarily of American beach grass Ammophila breviligulata

2Wilcoxon rank-sum test for differences between beach classes
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Table 63 Mean pedestrian track count index1 for 1-km segments of beachfront determined to

be used or not used by Piping Plovers for nesting and brood-rearing on Jones Island Long

Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

Year Pedestrian Track Count Index

Beach Class

SE

1992

Unused 10.1 3.38

Used 17 3.5 0.55

Significance2 P0.057

1993

Unused 11.3 1.37

Used 15 3.5 0.68

Significance2 P0.001

1The pedestrian count Index is measure of average pedestrian use of beachfront during the

nesting season The index represents the percent coverage of the berm by human tracks

2Wilcoxon rank-sum test for differences between beach classes
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Appendix Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in foraging habitats as determined

by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes on beaches of central Long island N.Y barrier

islands 1992 and 1993 All habitats to which broods had access are listed for each beach

Habitat 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Jones West

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 19 28 1.0 P0.152
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 19 0.4 28 1.6 P0.321
Berm 19 0.7 28 0.8 P0.336
Berm Wrack 19 0.8 28 0.9 P0.925

Open Vegetation 19 18 4.3 28 14 4.2 0.075

Ephemeral Pool 19 64 7.0 28 76 5.3 P0.102
Interdune 19 14 5.2 28 1.1 P0.190

Jones Mid

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 13 8.2 2.7 P0.450
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 16 6.1 3.4 0.331
Ocean Berm 31 8.8 23 7.9 P0.594
Ocean Berm Wrack 4.1 38 10.5 P0.042

Open Vegetation 31 11.7 29 3.2 0.749
Interdune P0.999

Jones East

Ocean Intertidal

Zone P0.999
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 2.0 0.773
Ocean Berm 13 5.8 7.5 P0.864
Ocean Berm Wrack 1.3 43 43.0 0.567

Open Vegetation 52 9.2 7.0 0.067

Ephemeral Pool 30 13.7 38 38.0 P0.722
Interdune 5.0 P0.1489

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Democrat Pt

All Ocean

Habitats

Bay Intertidal

Zone 45 17.9

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 24 8.4

Bay Berm 3.6

Bay Berm
Wrack 17 6.3

Bay Open
Vegetation 7.0

Sailors Haven
Ocean Intertidal

Zone P0.253
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 21 P0.771
Ocean Berm 22 29 P0.269
Ocean Berm Wrack 58 39 0.426

Open Vegetation 20 P0.001

Watch Hill

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack
Ocean Berm 29

Ocean Berm Wrack 46

Open Vegetation 25

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat 1992 1993 Significance1

3% SE SE

Old Inlet

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 31

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 14

Ocean Berm 11

Ocean Berm Wrack 10

Open Vegetation

Bay intertidal Zone

Bay intertidal

Zone Wrack

Bay Berm

Bay Berm Wrack

Bay Open

Vegetation 33

Smith Point2

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 1.4 0.079
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 15 7.9 33 15.1 P0.365
Ocean Berm 17 5.5 13 5.6 P0.999
Ocean Berm Wrack 21 10.4 13 3.6 P0.999

Open Vegetation 44 9.5 37 11.6 P0.766
interdune 1.9 P0.3291
Bay Intertidal Zone 2.0

Bay intertidal

Zone Wrack 0.1

Bay Berm 0.1
Bay Berm Wrack 0.1
Bay Open

Vegetation 0.7

Cupsogue3
Ocean Intertidal

Zone 3.6

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 18 7.8

Ocean Berm 2.0

Ocean Berm Wrack 33 8.4

Open Vegetation 37 9.6

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Pikes Beach

Ocean Intertidal

Zone
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 6.0

Ocean Berm 4.6

Ocean Berm Wrack

Open Vegetation

Bay Intertidal

Zone 65 15.1

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 15 9.1

Bay Berm 1.0

Bay Berm

Wrack 1.0

Bay Open
Vegetation 5.0

Westhampton
Ocean Intertidal

Zone 2.8 P0.050
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 12 3.6 0.050
Ocean Berm 2.0 31 10.5 P0.011
Ocean Berm Wrack 57 20.0 38 8.5 0.395

Open Vegetation 40 20.6 10 2.1 0.256

1Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between years
2Access to bay beach habitats was via approximately 300m of heavily travelled dune road

Only brood foraging territory was within 300m of this road the brood was observed making
the trip to the bay beach when it was 24 days old This bay beach was not accessible to the

other Smith Pt broods

3Six pairs nested on Cupsogue in 1993 but we did not have access to the area
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Appendix Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in various behaviors as determined

by time-budget observations 4.9 minutes on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier

islands 1992 and 1993

Beach/Behavior 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Jones West

Foraging 19 79 2.1 28 79 2.6 P0.753
Disturbed 19 0.7 28 0.4 P0.040

Resting 19 13 2.0 28 13 2.0 P0.786
Alert 19 0.4 28 1.0 P0.362
Locomotion 19 0.2 28 0.6 P0.532

Jones Mid

Foraging 58 56 54 7.6 P0.749
Disturbed 0.8 3.6 P0.285

Resting 21 3.3 28 11.9 P0.999
Alert 14 6.4 1.4 P0.285
Locomotion 0.9 2.0 P0.594

Jones East

Foraging 75 5.5 97 2.3 P0.069
Disturbed 1.3 0.1 P0.179

Resting 16 4.8 1.9 P0.405
Alert 1.4 P0.0651
Locomotion 0.6 0.1 P0.999

Democrat Point

Foraging 86 5.2

Disturbed 1.5

Resting 10 3.8

Alert

Locomotion 0.1

Sailors Haven

Foraging 86 80 P0.754
Disturbed 10 P0.956

Resting P0.953
Alert P0.817
Locomotion P0.999

continued
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Appendix Continued

Beach/BehaVior 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Watch Hill

Foraging 91

Disturbed

Resting

Alert

Locomotion

Old Inlet

Foraging 53

Disturbed 23

Resting 23

Alert

Locomotion

Smith Point

Foraging 87 5.0 87 4.9 P0.999
Disturbed 0.6 0.7 P0.230

Resting 3.8 3.7 P0.999
Alert 0.7 0.2 P0.758
Locomotion 0.9 0.6 P0.541

Cupsogue

Foraging 82 6.7

Disturbed 1.0

Resting 12 5.8

Alert 2.2

Locomotion 0.5

Pikes Beach

Foraging 79 7.0

Disturbed 1.8

Resting 16 8.4

Alert 1.0

Locomotion 0.1

continued
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Appendix Continued

Beach/BehaviOr 1992 1993 Significance1

SE SE

Westhampton

Foraging 54 18.4 40 7.8 P0.299
Disturbed 30 19.1 22 6.0 P0.777

Resting 10 4.0 28 9.9 P0.299
Alert 3.0 1.4 P0.999
Locomotion 1.3 1.8 P0.107

1Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for differences between years
2No access to Cupsogue In 1993 number of broods unknown
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Appendix Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in various behaviors within foraging habitats as

determined by time-budget observations 54.9 minutes on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1992

-u

-o

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE i% SE 5% SE 3% SE 5% SE

Jones West

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 94

Ocean Berm 56 16.9 5.6 22 13.9 0.6 16 6.8

Ocean Berm Wrack 91 3.6 3.8 1.6 2.0 1.0

Ocean Open

Vegetation 18 67 6.5 18 16 4.2 18 11 3.5 18 4.0 18 0.9

Ephemeral Pool 18 84 7.1 18 0.2 18 3.8 18 11 5.2 18 0.9

Interdune 81 9.1 1.8 4.2 2.3 1.6

Jones Mid

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 84 7.1 0.2 3.8 11 5.2 0.9

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 81 0.9 1.8 4.2 2.3 1.6

Ocean Berm 60 5.0 2.4 13 4.9 12 4.9 3.4

Ocean Berm Wrack 86 8.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 1.1

Ocean Open
Vegetation 46 8.8 0.6 27 5.8 16 7.0 10 3.9

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

x% SE 5% SE SE SE SE

Jones East

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 87

Ocean Berm 74 8.6 3.0 16 6.9 3.1 0.9

Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open
Vegetation 75 4.3 1.5 17 4.9 1.3 0.4

Ephemeral Pool 87 5.3 1.9 5.0 0.4 1.0

Interdune 81 9.1 1.8 4.2 2.3 1.6

Sailors Haven

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm 84

Ocean Berm Wrack 94

Ocean Open

Vegetation 65 28
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-D

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE x% SE 5% SE 5% SE 5% SE

Watch Hill

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm 85 13

Ocean Berm Wrack 93

Ocean Open

Vegetation 86 14

Smith Point

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 99 1.0 1.0

Ocean Berm 73 18.5 1.0 21 15.0 3.9 0.5

Ocean Berm Wrack 99 1.0 1.0

Ocean Open

Vegetation 84 7.0 15 6.7 0.6

Interdune 53 46.4 7.0 14 14.0 7.0 18 18.0
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Appendix Continued

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

i% SE 5% SE SE 5% SE 5% SE

Cupsogue
Ocean Intertidal

Zone 88 11.7 12 12.0 0.4

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 90 5.9 5.2 1.0 2.0

Ocean Berm 73 24.4 22 22.0 8.0 2.2

Ocean Berm Wrack 89 4.3 0.5 1.7 3.0

Ocean Open

Vegetation 76 13.1 17 12.6 2.3 2.1

Westhampton
Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack
Ocean Berm 86 13.6 14 14.0

Ocean Berm Wrack 39 18.9 30 20 24 17.5 3.6 0.4

Ocean Open

Vegetation 84 9.0 4.6 3.8 1.0 2.0
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Appendix Mean time Piping Plover broods spent in various behaviors within loraging habitats as

determined by time-budget observations 4.9 minutes on beaches ol central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 1993

-U
-u

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

C-

SE SE SE SE SE

Jones West

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 100

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 100

Ocean Berm 34 25.1 38 19.9 5.0 22 14.7

Ocean Berm Wrack 59 16.8 1.3 33 17.5 2.1 2.0

Ocean Open
Vegetation 20 53 6.5 20 2.8 20 25 6.1 20 10 3.2 20 2.0

Ephemeral Pool 26 82 4.6 26 0.4 26 13 4.7 26 0.4 26 0.1

Interdune 32 12.6 1.0 27 12.1 18 8.0 21 12.1

Jones Mid

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 81 18.7 19 19.0

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 93 6.5 6.0

Ocean Berm 79 7.0 2.9 4.9 0.4 4.1

Ocean Berm Wrack 77 9.1 3.2 13 12.3 1.6 0.5

Ocean Open

Vegetation 24 11.7 2.2 48 13.2 11 4.7 12 6.4
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Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

5º% SE SE SE SE SE

Jones East

Ocean Intertidal

Zone

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm
Ocean Berm Wrack 99

Ocean Open

Vegetation 100

Ephemeral Pool 93

Inlerdune 100

Democrat Point

Bay Intertidal

Zone 98 0.5 0.7 0.6

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 76 9.5 1.4 16 11.4 0.5

Bay Berm 89 10.5 0.6 9.0

Bay Berm Wrack 77 12.1 7.7 15 3.4

Bay Open
Vegetation 95

continued
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Appendix Continued

-U

Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE 5% SE 5% SE 5% SE SE

Sailors Haven

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 100

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 95

Ocean Berm 78 10 10

Ocean Berm Wrack 80

Ocean Open
Vegetation 90 10

Old Inlet

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 100

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 85 15

Ocean Berm 100

Ocean Berm Wrack 100

Bay Open
Vegetation 30 70

continued
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Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

x% SE 5% SE SE 5% SE 5% SE

Smith Point

Ocean Intertidal

Zone 75 25.0 25 25.0

Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 98 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.4

Ocean Berm 69 13.6 5.5 4.2 2.0 17 16.2

Ocean Berm Wrack 86 9.7 3.2 3.7 0.6 3.0
Ocean Open

Vegetation 76 12.8 0.9 22 12.7 0.5

Bay Intertidal

Zone 100

Pikes Beach
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 58 40

Ocean Berm 100

Bay Intertidal

Zone 88 8.9 0.9 9.0 0.4

Bay Intertidal

Zone Wrack 100

Bay Berm 47 53

Bay Berm Wrack 58 40

Bay Open
Vegetation 44 33 12

continued
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Habitat Foraging Disturbed Resting Alert Locomotion

SE x% SE SE 5% SE SE

Westhampton
Ocean Intertidal

Zone 82 7.8 10 4.0 1.0
Ocean Intertidal

Zone Wrack 74 7.8 12 8.5 12 7.0 0.7 0.2

Ocean Berm 38 7.3 30 9.4 19 11.6 2.7 2.1

Ocean Berm Wrack 35 6.8 20 7.5 23 6.9 2.6 17 13.8
Ocean Open

Vegetation 43 16.3 43 16.5 11 6.9 0.3 2.7

1One chick of the Old Inlet brood disappeared by days of age The second and last chick died at days of age
necropsy determined starvation as cause of death
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Appendix Continued

-o

Habitat Overall Human Piping Plover Avian Gull Spp Other Unknown
Territorial

5i% SE 5% SE SE SE SE SE SE

Watch Hill

1992 0-
1993

Old Inlet

1992

1993 23 21

Smith Pt
1992 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.4

1993 0.7 0.8 0.1 0.1
Signilicanc P0.368 P0.056 P0.999 P0.999 P0.999 P0.999 P0.999

Cupsogue2
1992 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.1

1993

Pikes Beach

1992

1993 1.8 1.0 0.2 0.2

Westhampton Beach

1992 30 19.1 2.1 22 21.7 1.7 1.0

1993 22 6.0 20 6.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.6

Signiricance1 P0.776 P0.088 P0.256 P0.570 P0.674 P0.099 P0.584

Wilcoxon rank-sum tests br differences between years where sample sizes sufficient

Workers did not have access to Cupsogue in 1993



Appendix Proportion of time Piping Plover broods were disturbed by various sources during behavioral observations
on central barrier island beaches of Long Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

-D
-o

Beach Overall Human Piping Plover Avian Gull Spp Other Unknown

Territorial

5% SE 5% SE 5% SE 5% SE SE 3% SE 5% SE

Jones West

1992 19 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

1993 28 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3

Significance P0.014 P0.218 P0.102 P0.001 P0.316 P0.157 P0.999

Jones Mid
1992 0.9 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.1

1993 0.6 1.4 0.1 0.1 3.3

Significance P0.285 P0.733 P0.540 P0.078 P0.307 P0.400 P0.999

Jones East

1992 1.2 0.1 1.2 0.1

1993 0.1 0.1

Significance P0.179 P0.772 P0.512 P0.213 P0.148 P0.999 P0.999

Democrat Pt

1992

1993 1.5 0.2 0.1 1.6 0.1

Sailors Haven

1992

1993 10

continued
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Appendix Proportion of time Piping Plover broods were disturbed by pedestrians

during behavioral observations in habitats on beaches of central barrier islands of Long

Island N.Y 1992 and 1993

Habitat/Beach 1992 1993

SE

Ocean Intertidal Zone

Jones West

Jones Mid

Jones East

FIIS

Sailors Haven

Watch Hill

Old Inlet

Smith Point 25 25.0

Cupsoguet 10 9.7

Pikes Beach

Westhampton 4.9

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack

Jones West

Jones Mid 5.5

Jones East

FIIS

Sailors Haven

Watch Hill

Old Inlet

Smith Point 0.1

Cupsogue
Pikes Beach

Westhampton 11 8.8

continued
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Appendix Continued

HabitatlHabitat 1992 1993

SE SE

Ocean Berm

Jones West

Jones Mid 2.6 2.0

Jones East 0.3

FIIS 0.5 55 44.8

Sailors Haven 10

Watch Hill

Old Inlet 100

Smith Point 6.0

Cupsogue1
Pikes Beach C-

Westhampton 14 14.0 27 9.1

Ocean Berm Wrack
Jones West

Jones Mid 1.0 0.6

Jones East

FIIS 0.1 53 46.5

Sailors Haven

Watch Hill

Old Inlet 100

Smith Point 0.5 3.2

Cupsogue 0.5

Westhampton 1.5 19 7.8

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat/Habitat 1992 1993

SE SE

Ocean Open Vegetation

Jones West 18 2.2 20
Jones Mid 0.4 2.0

Jones East

HIS

Sailors Haven

Watch Hill

OId Inlet

Smith Point 0.8

Cupsogue1

Westhampton 3.0 41 17.1

Ephemeral Pool

Jones West 18 0.5 26 0.1

Jones East

Interdune

Jones West

Jones East

Smith Point

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat/Habitat 1992 1993

SE SE

Bay intertidal Zone

Democrat Pt

Smith Pt

Pikes Beach 1.0

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack

Democrat Pt 1.0

Smith Pt

Pikes Beach

Bay Berm

Democrat Pt

Pikes Beach

Bay Berm Wrack
Democrat Pt

Pikes Beach 50

Bay Open Vegetation

Democrat Pt

Pikes Beach 25

tWorkers did not have access to Cupsogue in 1993
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Appendix Foraging rates attempts per minute ol Piping Plover broods in loraging habitats as determined

by time-budget observations 4.9 minutes on beaches of central Long Island N.Y barrier islands 199 and 1993

-u ______________________________________________________________________
-o

Habitat

192
SE SE

Jones West

Ocean Intertidal Zone 10 5.2

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack 1.1

Ocean Berm 10 1.0

Ocean Berm Wrack 1.1 1.0

Ocean Open Vegetation 14 0.9 15 1.0

Ephemeral Pool 20 15 0.8 25 13 1.1

Interdune 1.3

Jones Mid
Ocean Intertidal Zone 10 3.6

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack 0.3 3.4

Ocean Berm 1.2 0.3

Ocean Berm Wrack 0.5

Ocean Open Vegetation 1.6 1.3

Jones East

Ocean Intertidal Zone
Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack
Ocean Berm 5.0

Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation 0.8

Ephemeral Pool 14 0.5 10

Interdune

continued
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Appendix Continued

-U

Habitat 1992 1993

SE SE

________________________________________________________________

Democrat Point

Ocean Intertidal Zone

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm
Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation

Bay Intertidal Zone 11 2.9

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.0

Bay Berm 1.0

Bay Berm Wrack 1.4

Bay Open Vegetation

Sailors Haven

Ocean Interlidal Zone 23

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm
Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation

Tidal Pool on Berm 29

continued



Appendix Continued

-u

Habitat 1992 1993

SE SE

_____________________________________________________________________

Watch Hill

Ocean Intertidal Zone

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm
Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation 32

Old Inlet2

Ocean Intertidal Zone

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack

Ocean Berm
Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation

Interdune

Bay Intertidal Zone

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack

Bay Berm

Bay Berm Wrack

Bay Open Vegetation

continued



Appendix Continued

Habitat

192
SE 193

SE

Smith Point3

Ocean Intertidal Zone 18

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack 15 1.9 0.9

Ocean Berm 2.4 1.2

Ocean Berm Wrack 6.1 1.8

Ocean Open Vegetation 1.1 1.3

Interdune

Bay Intertidal Zone 27

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack 30

Bay Berm

Bay Berm Wrack

Bay Open Vegetation

Cupsogue1
Ocean Intertidal Zone 4.2

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack 11 3.7

Ocean Berm 1.8

Ocean Berm Wrack 0.6

Ocean Open Vegetation 1.4

continued
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Appendix Continued

Habitat 1992

SE SE

Pikes Beach

Ocean Intertidal Zone

Ocean intertidal Zone Wrack
Ocean Berm

Ocean Berm Wrack

Ocean Open Vegetation

Bay intertidal Zone 10 2.4

Bay Intertidal Zone Wrack 2.4

Bay Berm

Bay Berm Wrack

Bay Open Vegetation

Westhampton
Ocean Intertidal Zone 1.1

Ocean Intertidal Zone Wrack 1.6

Ocean Berm 1.0 1.4

Ocean Berm Wrack 1.9 0.7

Ocean Open Vegetation 3.5 0.8

tidal pool formed on the berm after very high tide and lasted for week
2The last chick of this brood died at days of age
3One brood had access to bay beach via dune road It was observed making the trip to the bay at 24 days of age
4We did not have access to Cupsogue in 1993
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